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ABSTRACT
Haponek, Ken. M.A., Department of English, Wright State University, 2007.
Last Monday

Last Monday is the first half of a novel-in-progress. The conception, rationale,
and structural framework of the novel are explored further in the introductory essay. The
work begins in a suburb of Indianapolis, with the story centering on a family of four
whose oldest son is killed while serving in the Army during the Iraq War. The
characters’ experiences are told through a series of brief vignettes, currently ranging
anywhere from one to twelve pages in length, in order to tell the events from the
perspective of my four main characters from the Brennan family. The point-of-view of
each section is third limited, shifting between the four main characters.
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Ken Haponek
English 799
10 May 2007
Introduction to Last Monday
For approximately the past fifteen years, I have devoted my writing efforts almost
exclusively to poetry. Prior to this academic year, the total number of pages of fiction I
had written during that timeframe was easily under fifty--the occasional short story and
one or two novels began with trepidation. So, how does a high school teacher and
somewhat accomplished poet come to write over 150 pages of fiction in one year, with
goals of writing the next 150 in the upcoming year?
One of my goals in graduate school, which I discuss further in the introductory
essay to my graduate portfolio, is to simultaneously take coursework that is of both
relevance to who I am and what I do, yet is still enriching and sufficiently challenging.
Specifically for myself as a creative writer, I initially took English 710 (poetry) taught by
poet Nikki Finney and English 692 with Dr. Gary Pacernick. Then, this year, I signed up
for English 710 (novel writing) with Dr. Erin Flanagan. I did so because this was to be
my last year of coursework for my master's degree, and I wanted to take the opportunity
to explore an area of my writing that I have always been interested in but never took the
time to adequately do so. For my thesis, I did not want to just write poetry. Granted, I
am not on the fast-track to becoming America's next poet laureate, but I have met with
some success in poetic circles. Through an independent study with Dr. Pacernick in
2000, I self-published a spoken word CD, giving good adjective, and actually met my
goal of selling one hundred copies to people other than my grandparents. My poems
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have appeared in several literary journals, and I have placed in local, regional, and state
poetry competitions. Not that poetry is ever easy, but I just wanted to push my creative
energies in a different, unexplored direction. I was initially interested in doing a multigenre thesis, but was informed that I should focus on either poetry or fiction. I chose the
latter and still believe that I made the best choice for me at this stage of my writing
career.
Ever since I was a wee tyke, random ideas for stories sporadically pop into my
head. Most I would just daydream about, and rarely do anything with. A few I would
actually write down, sometimes after a significant passage of time. Last Monday is the
result of an idea I received from a teacher's workshop I attended during the summer of
2004. We were examining how reading different genres can be an effective way of
teaching a subject, in this case the life and death of Norman Morrison, a Vietnam war
protestor who, inspired by Vietnamese Buddhist monks, performed self-immolation to
protest American involvement in the war. Now I am certainly not a pyromaniac, but
discussing those poems and newswires reminded me of how fascinated I was in high
school when we watched documentaries from the Vietnam War and witnessed Buddhist
monks immolating themselves as the ultimate protest. The question I had in 1991, and
then again in 2004, was: What would drive an individual to set themself on fire?
I taught creative writing classes from 1997-2005, and I remember one of my texts,
Ralph Fletcher's A Writer's Notebook, referring to the above question as a "seed idea"
(30-39). One of the activities I would often do with my students is from Anne Bernays
and Pamela Painter's What If?: Writing Exercises for Fiction Writers. "The Story
Machine" activity is originally from writer and teacher Perry Glasser, and it involves
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combining random vocations with random actions. An example from the text is "Why
did the dentist set free the parakeet?" (Bernays and Painter 134). My students always
enjoy this activity, and often will produce some engaging stories as a result. In the
acknowledgements for his novel The Fourth Hand, John Irving states the book's
inspiration. He and his wife were watching the news and saw a story about America's
first hand transplant. Janet Irving asked, "'What if the donor's widow demands visitation
rights with the hand?'" (316). Irving admits that this probably wouldn't happen in reality,
"but I always listen to the storytelling possibilities. Every novel I've written has begun
with a 'What If…'" (316). Over two years after I first got the idea for a story at an AP
teacher workshop, I decided to begin exploring it in a writing course. Call it germination
time.
Last Monday can also be summed up as a "story machine" product or a "What
if…" question: "Why did the car salesman set himself on fire?" Obviously, there is a lot
more to the story than that. But this question drives the story. I did not want to set the
novel during the Vietnam War, because I thought this would stray a little too close to the
actual story of Norman Morrison; however, America is currently engaged in a war that
the average member of society still does not seem to be all that interested in. Part of me
was (and still is) extremely hesitant about setting my story in such a contemporary
milieu. In this era of instantaneous feedback, daily globally accessible blogs, and soldiers
receiving cameras for real-time documentaries, I worry that there simply is not enough
reflection of events taking place before an artistic response. The poet in me says that
sounds ridiculous, but the fiction writer in me says a good story needs time to develop
from the truth. One of my inner justifications is that very little of my text is what might
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be considered "battlefield writing." Granted, one of my story's main characters is a
soldier in the Iraq, and obviously some of my story takes place with this in mind. If the
work does fall in the sub-genre of war literature, it does so primarily from a civilian
perspective. That is the story I want to tell, perhaps because I am a civilian and not a
soldier. How does the loss of one soldier affect his father and mother? What are the
similarities and differences between the two in how they externalize and internalize their
loss? How does Chad's death affect his younger brother Orion? How are other
characters in the story affected (or not affected) by the state of war?
Speaking of genre, I never dreamed that I would be creating a work of serious,
literary fiction, whatever that exactly is. Science-fiction, horror, comedic…these are
primarily the venues that I have previously operated in. Structurally, the choices I have
made for Last Monday are both influenced from previous authors and to play on my preexisting strengths as a writer. First, the decision to tell my story through a series of brief
vignettes, currently ranging anywhere from one to twelve pages in length. Before I even
started drafting, I thought this text structure would help me traverse the span between
poetry and fiction, seeing the work as not a hundred-page whole but as a collection of
scenes. Also, my schedule is a little hectic sometimes, trying to balance the demands of
marriage, fatherhood, high school teaching, graduate school, and the everyday business
of life. It is much easier to write a self-contained scene and let the work sit for a few
days, then to write the first three pages of a scene, write the next two three days later, and
write the last five four days later to meet a goal of ten pages a week. Also, Tim O'
Brien's The Things They Carried serves as a structural model for Last Monday, with both
works utilizing the vignette structure to tell their story.
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Another reason I chose this form is to be able to tell the events from the
perspective of my four main characters from the Brennan family. The point-of-view of
each section is third limited, shifting between Jude, Laura, Chad, and Orion. One of my
favorite and most respected authors is Stephen King, and this is something I have always
admired in his work: the melding of third-person limited and omniscient viewpoints.
Different chapters are from the perspectives of different characters, and by the novel's
end, readers have a panoramic view of the created world. But, and this is significant,
from only one character at a time. As a reader, some of my favorite works have utilized
this point-of-view, and I thought it would be the best fit with what I was attempting to do
structurally. Even Chad, who is dead at Last Monday's beginning, tells fragments of his
story through the use of letters he has written and are being "re-read" within the novel,
utilizing a semi-epistolary format.
I decided to write Last Monday in the present tense, primarily after reading
Jhumpa Lahiri's The Namesake in English 710 and being reminded of how much I
enjoyed the use of the present tense in literature. The writer Donald Harrington utilizes
past, present, and future tense within his novels, and sometimes discusses their use
metatextually. Reading The Namesake reminded me of Harrington, and I seriously
pondered what verb tense I was going to use for Last Monday. I settled on present tense
because I wanted its sense of immediacy, but I also heavily rely on the past tense for
events discussed and remembered by the characters within the present time of the novel,
which spans part of March, April, and May. I am currently undecided as to whether I
will end Last Monday by shifting into the future tense like Harrington and Lahiri. My
instincts say no, but I will wait and see as the ending unfolds. From a content
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perspective, I am fairly uncertain I know what the ending scenes will be, but structurally
it is still a smidgen fuzzy. Chronologically, I set the beginning of the novel months after
Chad's actual death, because I wanted to not get bogged down in the "immediate
aftermath of grief." Right or wrong, I thought it would be more interesting to get
glimpses of Chad as a person before we learn the circumstances of death, learn the exact
nature of his death as the final scene of "March," and then receive fragments of the days
immediately following Chad's death throughout the novel.
One of the books I am currently rereading is Kurt Vonnegut's Timequake. In it,
he discusses the writing habits of two types of novelists: swoopers or bashers. "Swoopers
write a story quickly, higgledy-piggledy, crinkum-crankum, any which way. Then they
go over it again painstakingly, fixing everything that is just plain awful or doesn't work.
Bashers go one sentence at a time, getting it exactly right before they go on to the next
one. When they're done they're done" (118). Although my graduate studies have taught
me to rarely trust binary solutions for complex situations, this quote does apply a little to
how I have approached my writing of Last Monday. As a poet, I need to be concerned
about every individual word in every single line. As a novelist, I cannot be concerned
with that level of intensity and focus for every sentence. I would exhaust myself
mentally after a few pages. Certain scenes have required immediate contemplation and
revision, and this is where my years of writing poetry and the quest for the most suitable
phrase or word have proved most fruitful. In other sections of the work, I have not been
concerned with spending time searching for the perfect image. I have pages to write,
characters to shape, and settings to explore. I do not want to be like the character in
Camus's The Plague who spends years carefully honing one paragraph of prose.
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Finally, this is an unfinished product, which seems contradictory for a thesis. If
this were a scholarly work, would it be acceptable to turn in a partially researched and
unfinished research paper? There will just have to be a level of trust that this will not
remain unfinished for long. I created the first half in under a year. I figure I will have the
drive and capabilities to create the second half in another year. Ultimately, my goal is to
finish Last Monday, edit and revise as needed, and look to see if the work has any
publishable or market value, another shift in my writing philosophy. As a poet, I can
write a plethora of poems that do not necessarily have to reach a mass audience. As a
novelist, why would I want to write hundreds of pages of fiction if no one is going to read
it? Why create a story for no audience?

x
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BEDROOMS
Jude opens his eyes to the sunlight slipping through the blinds. He squints and
checks the clock. Ten a.m. Laura has already left for work, has already begun her day of
appointments and consultations. His youngest son Orion has already staggered down to
the bus stop, is right now probably struggling through English. He rolls off the futon,
once reserved for guests but over the last couple months has become his bed. Most
nights he just falls asleep propped up on faded throw pillows, staring at a book he doesn't
read or a TV show he doesn't watch. He doesn't bother with the routine of lowering the
futon's frame into a bed and then raising it into a couch. He sleeps alone, and the couch
arrangement is enough for him.
Stretching his cramped muscles, Jude stands and leaves the spare bedroom,
crossing the hallway to his bedroom, where his wife somehow is still able to sleep, to get
up at six, to shower and eat breakfast and drive to work. He strips off his clothes from
yesterday and throws on his robe. Laura has begun to claim his areas of the bedroom,
leaving receipts on his nightstand, hanging handwashed bras over his towel bar. The
sheets on their bed are twisted, a pile of used tissues decorate his pillow. Jude stares at
the bed that he has not slept in for weeks, thinking of the countless nights he and Laura
have slept together over the twenty-four years of their marriage. The shared secret
laughter, the kisses, the hands on skin, the waking from nightmares, the three a.m.
stumbling to the needs of one of their sons. Jude sits on Laura's side and squeezes his
temples between shaking hands. Tea.
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Downstairs he boils some water, glances at the newspaper Laura has brought in.
Checks his voicemail. Two messages already from this morning. He pulls out a bag of
straight black tea and listens.
"Mr. Nurin, this is Krissy from Dr. Buleski's office. Just a reminder that you have
an appointment with us tomorrow at two o’clock. This should be just a routine cleaning
unless you've neglected your flossing and brushing! Please call us at 865-0871 if you are
unable to make your appointment. Have a great day!"
Krissy. One more cheerleader turned dental receptionist. He presses delete,
wishing he could just cancel the damn appointment, knowing he isn't up to friendly
banter with Jen the hygenist and the same stale jokes with Dr. Buleski, who, despite
being a licensed dentist, somehow manages to always have breath smelling of onions.
"Jude, this is Sam. You might remember me as the guy who signs your checks."
Jude plops his teabag into Laura's favorite mug, amazed that it is both clean and simply
sitting in the cabinet. "Look Jude, we've been friends a long time, and I know we've had
this conversation before, and I'm not saying you should come back to work if you're not
ready, but why don't you at least drop by? Everyone would like to see you. We're not
just people you work with, we're your friends. Let us help--"
Jude hangs up in the middle of Sam's unsure voice, knowing that the next time he
turns on his phone, it will just insist he listen to the message again, preferably all of it,
and either save it, send it, or delete it. Cell phones. How did he ever manage to sell cars
for almost thirty years without one? He pours the boiling water and wanders around the
kitchen as it steeps. He rereads Orion's fridge-mounted progress report for probably the
fiftieth time, still shaking his head at his son's English grade and smiling at the rest. How
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could a boy so obviously skilled in so many areas scrape by with a D in the basic reading
and writing? There's a note from Laura on the family's dry-erase board: BBQ chicken for
dinner? Orion had simply written Yes!!!, probably with pop-tart in hand and halfway to
the bus stop. Jude tries to ignore the pictures and cards.
He takes the tea upstairs, sipping at the steaming mug and trying to rationalize the
aches in his knees as simply being tightness from sleeping on the futon again, not the
result of dragging his middle-aged paunch up and down these stairs for too many years.
Poking his head in Orion's room, he sighs at the piles of clothing, unlabeled CDs, random
magazines. He shuts off the ceiling fan and glances at Orion's screensaver, photographic
stills of some bikini-clad singer who appears to be in the process of swallowing an entire
microphone. Jude remembers eating lunch with his fellow sales reps earlier this year
when Fred Hasker had asked if they had talked to their sons about cyberporn yet. When
Fred told them of a few things he had found on his own family's computer, Jude was
stunned. "Whatever happened to the good old days of Playboys stuffed under the
mattress?" wondered Simon Williams, whose penchant for stuffing thick rolls of singles
at Friday night visits to Thongs-and-Songs was legendary. Jude and Laura had talked
amongst themselves, then talked to Orion over lasagna about sex and eroticism and
pornography, a dinner that featured much uncomfortable squirming by all three of them.
Jude smiles a little at the memory and shuts the door on Orion's Laura-inherited clutter.
Jude turns and goes to the end of the hall, facing the door. His door. The door
that he faces every morning, that he has faced every morning for the past five months.
The door he sometimes stares down for hours in the middle of the night, hearing Orion's
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music shut off and Laura's gentle snoring, his eyes trying to swallow the wood, to see
through it without opening it.
Somehow Laura's mug has been carefully set on the floor. Jude stares at fingers
clutching the doorknob, squeezing until the knuckles throb and skin screams white. Turn.
Turn it. Oh god, don't turn it. You can't. Just pick up the damn tea and go back to your
futon. See what idiots are on Springer. He glances at the mug, the ridiculous form of
professional dress Barbie decorating the side. He never understood how Laura could
drink out of it day after day. Let go, Jude old boy. You can't do this. Drink your tea.
Instead, a wrist pivots, a shoulder leans into the door that opens with a sob.
Jude squints, temporarily blinded by the sunlight rushing through the window. He
waits in the doorway, almost panting, letting his eyes adjust to the brighter room from the
dim hallway. He can't make himself cross the room's threshold, but he begins to let his
eyes see the room. A perfectly made bed, wrinkle-free, all corners secure.
"Come on Dad, I need the practice. I'll have to do this every morning, probably at
some unbelievably early time. I want to be able to do this in the dark. Because I'll have
to."
The day before he left. He can still see him. Six feet tall, thick brown hair Laura
couldn't help but rub whenever she walked by him. Shoulders that had been broad since
seventh grade. The smile that erased every hour of stress from both he and Laura's day.
His gentle teasing of Orion, especially when his younger brother was hanging out with
Kim. The way he shook his head when he and Laura asked him about college.
Somehow Jude is lying in the center of the room, the sunlight warm on his face.
Peyton Manning stares at him from a large poster, smiling and pointing a football
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towards Jude's stomach. A student dictionary, a bible, and a barely creased Of Mice and
Men are the only three books on his shelf, with most of the space taken up by the usual
assortment of childhood collectibles that never get stored. There are five years of
PeeWee football team photos, the pile of newspaper clippings that his grandparents had
dutifully clipped and sent over the years, the outstanding defensive player award from his
senior season. The model car started back in the sixth grade and never completed, its
unattached wheels resting on a pile of old Playstation games, the console itself next to it,
once begged for and then forgotten in the face of newer, more advanced technology.
Jude crawls over to the dresser, numb fingers somehow prying open a drawer. He
sees the carefully folded and arranged shirts, every sock with its mate and lined in a
perfect row all along the border of the drawer. Shaking, Jude pulls out a shirt and unfolds
it. Today isn't your day. Tomorrow isn't looking good either. He squeezes his eyes shut.
Buries his face in the shirt, pretending he can smell his son in the fabric instead of floral
detergent. Jude wishes he could cry, wishes he could weep like Laura and Orion have,
like Laura still does most nights. But he can't. Even now, in his room, with his
possessions, there are no tears--there have been no tears since the television, the knock on
the door, the letter.
The shirt falls from his hands. Jude sees the other poster in the room, the one that
reads An Army of One. The one that shows a camouflaged man staring into a rifle sight,
who seems to have Peyton Manning lined up for the kill. He takes in the helmet, the
brown facepaint, the gun, the big block letters in the same font Sam uses to announce the
employee of the month and tire sales, the 1-800 number at the bottom. Jude stands,
walks to the poster, and stares deep into the nameless soldier's one visible, squinting eye.
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He runs his fingers along the length of the airbrushed rifle from the stock to the barrel,
then slides them between poster and wall, separating the two. Slowly. He does not want
to tear its beauty.
He leaves the room, not shutting the door. Down the stairs. Into the kitchen,
rummaging through drawers. Out to the back patio. He squats, carefully sets the poster
down on the cement. Strikes a match. Watches the fire explode and settle into a soft
rhythm. He touches the flame to the corner of the poster, letting the fire take and slowly
spread, swallowing www.goarmy.com, the phone number, the desert terrain, then the gun
and its man. Jude waits, the early spring wind quickly chilling his skin through his robe,
until nothing but a pile of ash and scraps of glossed paper remain. He waits until the
wind spreads the ashes across the cement and into Laura's flowerbeds, just beginning to
shoot. Inside and up the stairs, his knees feeling like they did at twenty, he accidentally
kicks over the mug, ignores the tea soaking into the carpet, and heads back into his
bedroom. Rummaging through the closet, he finds an old backpack from high school,
ludicrously big, large enough to carry every textbook. He unzips it and pulls out a few
old pens, a government notebook that spills a few loose papers. Jude bends to pick them
up and sees the name carefully written at the top: Chad Brennan. Chad. His son.
Named after Laura's father, who never liked Jude but let his daughter fall in love and
marry a boy who never wanted to go to college, who never needed anything but to sell
cars, fall in love, and raise kids. Chad. Gone.
Jude picks up the backpack and walks to the doorway. He looks back, seeing the
sun had moved away from the window, was no longer filling the bedroom and blinding
him. Jude sees the room, and for a second, sees Chad sitting on the bed, tossing a
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football into the air and staring at the camouflaged soldier. He turns and steps out,
shutting the door behind him.

JOURNAL: 3/12
Orion stares at the question on the board, feeling sweat slip down the side of his
face. He tries to ignore the movements in his stomach, but lunch is still forty-five
minutes away and his Frosted Blueberry Pop-Tart, swallowed while sprinting for the
squealing school bus, has long since moved on from his stomach. Again, he reads the
question, thinking how much he'd like to grab Mr. Settinger by his ridiculous sweater and
shake him, or at least accidentally bump into him while he was sipping some coffee from
his standard Shakespeare mug.
"I see some of you still haven't started writing. Words just don't happen, kids.
Stop thinking and write something."
"Mr. Settinger…"
"No questions right now Ms. Heff. You would think after almost seven months in
this class you could handle a simple narrative prompt. And Mr. Brennan, will you please
stop staring at the words as if they are a rabid dog?"
Orion bows his head to the silence around him. After almost seven months in Mr.
Settinger's English class, his students have learned one thing: don't laugh at anything the
man says. He begins copying the weekly journal question down in his notebook, reading
the words one more time: "Describe a family memory that involves a combination of
emotions (for example, humor and sadness; jealously and love). Use details!"
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A folded paper plops onto Orion's desk. He moves it to his lap and quietly opens
it, coughing a little to cover any crinkling. Are you going to write about your brother?
Only Kim would ask this question, but being friends since third grade came with some
privileges. Well, Larry might, but his note would probably read something like hey gayboy! Going to write about the time your grandma gave you a hand job? Orion wouldn't
know where to start pointing out the problems with Larry's note. And if Mr. Settinger
comes over, drops a well-meaning hand on his notebook, and asks this question, Orion
thinks he might scream and hurl his notebook out the window. But because Kim asks
him, who on pizza day used to share her cheese chunks with him and came to all his
birthday parties (and of course, the funeral, where he sobbed into her neck that smelled
like vanilla), he can only write back I don't know Maybe and thunk the note onto her
desk while Mr. Settinger flips through a file cabinet. Kim's eyes read and then look at
him behind black-rimmed glasses, trying to show concern while maintaining Mr.
Settinger's imposed silence. Lately, Orion has a hard time not looking at Kim's lips while
she talks to him, trying not to think about kissing her. As he tries not to think about
kissing her, he wonders what it would be like if their lips touched, and her comment last
summer pops into his daydream: "It's so good to still have a guy I can talk to, who doesn't
want to be my boyfriend!"
Orion closes his eyes and remembers when he met Kim. Chad was a freshman at
Cold Valley High, had actually been in Mr. Settinger's English class, something Mr.
Settinger hadn't forgotten years later when calling Orion's name on the first day. "Orion
Brennan? Brother of Chad? I remember his impressively studious work habits. If you
choose to read one word in this course, that will be one more word than he read. Allison
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Buchwald?" Later, the week after the funeral, he remembers Mr. Settinger's hand
slapping his shoulder and grunting in what Orion guessed was an empathic gesture. He
stuffs down thoughts of Mr. Settinger and replaces it with thoughts of his 3rd grade
teacher introducing the new girl to their class. Kim stood there, chewing the end of her
long dark brown hair and looking around at all the other 3rd graders staring at her, their
teacher's hand on her shoulder. Later at recess, Kim had walked up to their kickball
game and asked if she could play.
"Can you kick?" asked Anthony, tossing the classic red playground ball back and
forth between his hands.
"Pitch it," said Kim. Orion and the other boys watched as Anthony looped the
ball towards the sewer grate they called home plate, and then watched as the ball
exploded off her foot, over second base, into the outfield and into the grass that separated
the parking lot from the street.
"I got new girl," said Anthony. Orion smiles, thinking that, as usual, he was
probably picked last that day. But when Kim got on the afternoon bus and saw Orion
sitting by himself, she plopped down next to him and asked him who his favorite soccer
player was. Even though Orion didn't have a favorite soccer player, had never actually
watched a soccer game, they became friends anyway, especially when they got off at the
same bus stop and learned they lived one block away.
Orion picks up his pen and knows there is a perfect memory he could write about,
could pour out into this journal that Mr. Settinger would just skim and put his usual red
checkmark in the top margin: the time he and Kim were going to run away from home.
That autumn, it seemed his parents were always working, and family outings consisted of
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Chad's football games, where Orion paid little attention to the game until halftime, when
the marching band sent music into the skies. One Saturday afternoon, with his parents
both putting in overtime and Chad in charge, Kim knocked on his door. Orion looked at
her red, swollen eyes but didn't know what to say.
"Hey."
"Hey, Orion." Kim rubbed her arms and looked down the block. "You want to
play?"
"Let me ask Chad." Orion walked into the den, where Chad sprawled, thumbs
twitching on his latest video game. "Can I play with Kim?"
Chad leaned his body to the left, fingers gripping his controller. "Your little
girlfriend? Sure. Just don't leave the yard."
"She's not my girlfriend!"
"Yeah. Right. Don't make out in the bushes. People will see you, no matter what
you think." Chad punched the air as he intercepted a pass. "Damn Orion! Who's the
man?"
"We're not going in the bushes!" Orion walked back outside. Kim sat on the
front porch, staring down Broadberry Lane, watching the cars speed by. "Haven't you
ever wanted to just go somewhere? To just leave? To make people miss you?"
Orion knows that if she were to say this now, he would dare to put his arms
around her, just sit there and hold her, let her talk. But he was a third grader. "Nope."
Orion knew this was a lie, knew that when he watched his dad roar for one of Chad's
impressive tackles, that this was exactly what he wanted.
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Kim stared at him, wet eyes glowing in the afternoon sun. "Will you come with
me?"
"Sure. Let me get some stuff." Orion quietly went in the house and crept in the
kitchen. He saw Chad in the den, still guiding the Colts to victory. He opened up the
fridge, grabbed a pack of Kraft cheese slices and two Tropical Punch juice boxes, and
went out to where Kim was waiting.
In Mr. Settinger's class, Orion looks out the window and smiles, remembering
how they walked six blocks and then were too tired to continue. They sat on the curb,
splitting the cheese slices and drinking their juice.
"How do you think CatDog goes to the bathroom?"
Kim pulls off a strip of cheese and wraps it around her finger. "I don't know, but I
bet it's gross--"
"Orion!" Orion looked up to see Chad speeding towards him and then slamming
on the brakes, leaving a black strip on the pavement.
"Why the fuck are you halfway down fucking Broadberry? Mom and Dad are
going to be home in twenty minutes, and you just leave the block without telling me?
Christ, Orion, I didn't even save my game, and I was kicking New York's ass!"
Kim looked at him. "Giants or Jets?"
"Really Orion, don't lose this girl. That's a hardcore fan question, right there.
Jets, of course."
"Of course. Division."
"Exactly! So, what are you two doing this far from home? If you wanted some
alone time--"
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Kim kicks a pebble into the street. "We're running away."
Chad laughed. "Yeah, right." He took in the pile of cheese wrappers, the empty
juice boxes, and then stared at Kim. "Aw hell…" He got off his bike and squatted down
on the curb with us. "Any cheese left?"
Kim passed him one. He unwrapped it, folded it twice, and took a bite. "These
things are much better with bologna. That's what I took with me. Bologna and cheese.
Orion ever tell you about the time I almost ran away?"
Orion stared at his brother. "No way!"
"It's true. Third grade. Got all the way down to Ripple Road." He took another
bite of cheese and chewed noisily, smacking his lips. "Dad finally found me. He was
driving around this ugly-ass orange-yellow Ford Escort from the dealership. Almost the
same color as this cheese. When he pulled up, I was scared that he found me, but I just
started laughing at the paint job on that thing. Couldn't help it. I still have nightmares
about that color. One of only two times I ever got spanked." Chad gave the finger to a
car that drove by blaring its horn. "I think he was more pissed that his boss gave him
such a POS car to drive for the month."
"What was the other time?" Kim tucked a braid of hair behind her hair.
"Huh?"
"The other time you got spanked. What happened?"
"That's another story." Chad grinned and swallowed the rest of his cheese.
Orion looked down towards the intersection of Broadberry and Deckard. "Why'd
you run away?"
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Chad looked at his younger brother. "I was jealous. Of you. Mom and Dad had
to take turns coming to my games, playing with me, because one of them was always
with you. When you napped, they napped. And of course, you cried a lot." He grinned,
grabbed Orion, and knuckle-rubbed his head. "Some things never change. Ok. We can
still beat Mom and Dad back to the house. I'll stand and pedal. Kim, you take the seat.
Orion, get on the bars."
Orion remembers the ride home, the shrieks, the laughter, the spill into someone's
shrubbery that left all three of them scraped and giggling. When Mom pulled into the
garage, she was greeted with the sight of all three of them on the Playstation and drinking
juice boxes.
"What a great babysitter you are Chad! How have they been?"
"Like angels, mom. Perfect angels." Chad winked and slurped down some
tropical punch.
Orion wants to write this. He wants Mom to read it, Dad, Kim. He reads the
question, lowers his pen, and looks at Mr. Settinger's hunched back. He scribbles: I
remember one Christmas I got a train set, but I really wanted a dog. I was happy about
the train, but sad I didn't get the dog. I guess that's it.

PACKING
Jude stuffs the blanket down on the bottom of the backpack. He rolls three shirts
up and tucks them in. One hooded sweatshirt--Cold Valley Football. Chad's. An extra
pair of jeans. Three pairs of socks. Three clean boxers. All into the backpack. One
thermal shirt and pants for chilly days. Jude wonders if some nights it will be cold, but
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he can always find a cheap motel if conditions are too poor. He throws in his wallet,
complete with credit cards. He has already raided the house for any available cash,
including the vacation fund stuffed in an old empty wine jug. 1,236 dollars. That should
be enough. They weren't going to Florida this summer anyway.
Jude wonders again if he is going crazy, if losing his son (no, not just losing his
son, but seeing) has pushed him over the edge. That he has decided to load up a
backpack, Chad's backpack, and start walking. And then what? Jude has no idea. He
just knows that this is the right thing to do, to go today.
Toothbrush. Toothpaste. He thinks of leaving the deodorant, but realizes he just
wouldn't feel himself if he didn't rub it on in the mornings, that he has done some things
for decades and they cannot simply be forgotten. He rubs his hand over his face and
wonders why he has still shaved every morning for the past five months, despite never
leaving the house. You know what I think when some bearded guy comes strolling
toward me in a car lot? Run. What's this guy trying to hide? Clean cheeks sell more
cars. He can still feel Sam's finger poking him in the chest, the last time he tried to grow
a beard. Ten years ago? Fifteen? Jude has no idea. He stares at the circles of dark
brown hair pushing through his skin and remembers the smooth face of the camouflaged
poster-boy. Into the trash goes the triple-bladed razor. Jude wonders what Laura will
think when she sees it there, but shakes his head. He can not think of her now.

Jude

quickly dresses, pulls out his comfortable pair of New Balance shoes from under the bed,
and slips them on. They'll last for a while.
Downstairs to the kitchen. Jar of peanuts. Water bottle. He'll buy more food on
the road. He opens a cabinet and rummages through old phone books until he finds the
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State Farm Road Atlas. He has to fold it in half, but it fits in the backpack. Getting full.
Jude thinks of what else he wants to bring, wonders how Laura (and her asshole father)
will respond. It's the face of his father-in-law that really makes him go to the mantle, to
open the triangular glassed case and remove the crisply folded American flag. Jude holds
the flag for a minute, trying to forget the day he received it, and then places it in the
backpack. What would airport security do with this? Jude heads back up to his bedroom
and opens his closet. On the top shelf is the shoebox that neither he nor Laura could open
yet. Chad's letters, first from basic training and then his brief time in Iraq. Unopened
and unread for the past five months. Had Laura stared at this box some nights, much like
he stared at Chad's door? Jude knows that his leaving will upset Laura, but that taking
these letters will hurt her. He hunkers down on the floor of the closet and thinks. He
doesn't want to hurt his wife. He still loves her, despite his inability to talk to her, to
share their loss and pain. But the letters will come back. Neither one of them can go on
like this, stumbling through days and staring through nights. She needs him. Orion
needs him. Jude sees that, but knows that he is no good here, that he needs to do this,
needs to go in order to somehow be here again. Jude opens the shoebox, collects the
rubberbanded envelopes, and carefully sets them in the backpack. He closes it, hoists its
weight onto his back. A little heavy, especially for an out-of-shape middle-aged car
salesman. But nothing he can't handle.
Jude dons his Colts windbreaker and his favorite hat, the one that reads No. 1
Dad!, a gag gift from Chad and Orion two years ago, in memory of all the cheesy Father's
day gifts he had received over the years. He thinks of leaving a note, but can't really
figure out what he would say: "Dear Laura and Orion: I'm hitting the road. And by
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hitting, I mean walking. For days! Guess this whole dead son thing has really thrown me
for a loop! I'll pick up some milk on the way home…" He slips his cell phone into his
pocket. Maybe he can call later.
Jude stops by the message board, looking at his wife's idea for dinner and Orion's
emphatic reply. These are the truths of a family, these little things. These are the things
that don't make sense to me anymore. Jude thinks of writing this, that perhaps this
thought will help his family understand, but instead he simply writes: "Sounds good. I
might not be home for dinner. Don't wait for me. Love, Jude/Dad." Capping the pen, he
walks out the front door and gently pulls it closed.
Deep breaths. Chad's backpack feels like it is trying to drag him down to the
stoop. Jude can almost feel each individual letter, each envelope pulling on him. You
expect to walk for days? You can't even walk down your driveway. Jude checks the
straps, take an early swig from his water bottle. He can always buy more. Maybe he
should have cut it with something stronger, something to take the edge off his vibrating
nerves. Amazing. You don't turn into an alcoholic when your oldest son is killed, but
taking a few steps is apparently too much. Just go back inside. Unpack. Put on one of
those clean T-shirts. Watch Family Feud. Jude wants to do this, but he knows that if he
does, sooner or later he will start drinking. First at night, then during the day. Then, the
transformation into his own father will be complete. So, he looks over at the driveway, at
the cracks he never got around to resurfacing. One step. Another. More. Past the
anthills beginning to unearth themselves under the hedges. Past the newspaper still
wrapped in its metallic-blue plastic bag. Past the mailbox with its red flag raised. Jude
wonders what Laura or Orion has placed in there, and then realizes that it doesn't concern
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him. Down the driveway, automatically stepping over cracks like he's eight again. Don't
want to break mama's back.
At the bottom, Jude stops and turns. His house stares back at him. The shingles
still seem firm, the new cream siding from a few years ago still looks bright. Leaves
from last autumn still poke out of the gutter above the garage. How many times over the
years has he dragged the ladder out of the garage to liberate toys from that gutter? How
many whiffleballs had he tossed down to a giggling Chad? How many of those
obnoxious pink rubber balls had he thrown over his shoulder to a silent Orion? Can he
really leave this house, his wife, his son? Jude's eyes roam the front of the house until
they settle on Chad's bedroom window. He can almost see his son's face pressed to the
glass, the way it looked when he was seven and waiting for Jude to come home, so they
could play catch in the backyard before dinner. Tossing the junior football back and
forth. Father to son to father, the ball's white lacings spinning arcs in the setting sun.
Jude turns. He waves to Chuck The Mailman across the street, looks down
Broadberry Lane, moves right, and starts walking, pulling his hat a little lower to keep the
late-morning sun out of his eyes.

FIVE MINUTES
"Point to the boy who has more apples." As Laura waits for Jerry's answer, she
can't help but glance at her watch. 3:45. Orion is probably home by now, has probably
retreated to his bedroom to avoid his father's blank staring out at the back yard. One
more appointment to go, and then she can also go home. Home. She touches the boy
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who watches the wall, his small fingers tapping rhythms on the tabletop. "Can you point
to the boy who has more apples?"
Jerry touches a girl with no apples on her plate. Laura marks an X in box 32 and
turns the page. "Can you tell me where his dog is?"
Jerry touches the dog. The girl's dog. Laura marks an X in the second box of
number 33.
"Is that bad? What does it mean?"
"Mrs…" Laura glances down at her notes. "Cotter. I know this can be frustrating,
but let's go through all the questions first, and then I can make some preliminary
observations."
Her husband clears his throat. "I just don't think it's a fair question. The only real
difference between the boy and the girl is the hair. One's short and the other's long."
Mrs. Cotter bounces her head up and down. "There are a few boys at his
kindergarten with longer hair. He might be thinking of them."
Laura touches their son on the arm. "Jerry, let's stop for a minute. Would you
like to play with this puzzle?"
"Yeah. Uzzla."
Laura watches Mr. Cotter wince and rub his eyes. She lets Jerry get situated on
the floor and then leans towards the couple in front of her. Although they sit right next to
each other, she can't imagine them holding hands. She doesn't even think they've looked
at each other since she started asking their son questions. Is this how Jude and I look to
people? People who don't know? "Mr. and Mrs. Cotter, I know this can be stressful. I
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know you're worried that there is something wrong with your little boy. That's why your
doctor recommended this testing--"
"We just want to understand him. We want him to be able to talk to other kids.
Have other people understand him."
"He will, Mrs. Cotter. He does seem to have some mild developmental problems,
but nothing other children haven't faced in the past."
"So you can help him?"
"Of course."
Mrs. Cotter watches her son line up two sides of a triangle. "What's next?"
"We usually recommend speech therapy, once a week for forty-five minutes."
Mr. Cotter aims a finger towards her. Laura hates when a parent points. It's
usually a sign of things to come. "Look. We don't have insurance. Who's going to pay
for this treatment or whatever it is?" Since coming back to Children's Speech and Rehab,
she has seen too many parents like the Cotters. Parents who worry about their child, but
don't want to have their child be labeled with "problems." Parents who don't want to pay
for speech therapy. Parents who think that her diagnostic questions are too vague, or too
hard, or too biased, or too misleading. What she wants to say to the Cotters is how lucky
they are that their son is playing with puzzle pieces on the floor, right next to their feet,
that they can lean down and touch him, hold him, watch him grow up. Instead, she
imitates Mr. Cotter and rubs her own eyes. "There are county services that can help you
with payment. We can get Jerry the help he needs."
Mr. Cotter slams his hand on the table. "There is nothing wrong with him.
Christ, he's barely three. You expect him to talk like he's a fucking lawyer!"
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"Ted…"
Mr. Cotter pulls his arm away from his wife's hand. "I need a cigarette.
Hopefully there's still somewhere to smoke in this place. Meet me in the car whenever
you're done here." He stands and walks past his son, kicking puzzle pieces to the side.
"Ere Dahee go?" Laura sees Jerry look at his mother, who stares at the wall. "Ere
Dahee?" She knows she should say something here, to Jerry or Mrs. Cotter, that
something needs to be said, but she can't. She manages "Excuse me…" and slips out,
briefly pausing to move Jerry's scattered puzzle pieces back towards him. Laura almost
runs down the corridor that connects the diagnostic rooms, tossing the clipboard on the
receptionist's desk. "Five" is all she can say to Heather, who nods. Laura makes it to the
staff bathroom, locks the door, and collapses onto the toilet, sobbing. Damn. I almost
made it today. Almost. One more appointment. Ted Cotter. Bastard. Laura cries, as
she has every day since coming back to work. Some days, like today, it is a parent like
Mr. Cotter, who thinks of everything except his son. Some days it is a boy who reminds
her of Chad so many years ago, something in a smile, or the way a finger might swirl
around and around before stopping on a certain picture. Some days it happens over
lunch, talking about new outfits or movies with Heather. And some days, it is the sudden
presence of Chad filling her, until she has to run here, to the bathroom, where she tries to
keep herself from running to the parking lot and driving to the cemetery, or driving home.
She lets the tears go, knows from experience that trying to stop them is useless. She rides
them out, thinking that tomorrow maybe she won't cry at work, that it will only be at
home, alone in her bed, with Jude staring at nothing in the guest room, that the tears will
come. Laura stares at her face in the mirror, wondering if she will ever be able to risk
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wearing mascara again. She laughs and then bites her lip to keep from crying again.
Five minutes, no more. Wait for tonight.
Laura walks out and picks up her clipboard. Heather grabs her hand.
"You want me to see if anyone else can finish up?"
"No. I've got it. Besides, if the father's back, I'd end up owing whoever took the
case a major, major favor. How do I look?"
"Like a woman who's been crying in the bathroom."
"Thanks."
Heather irritably silences the phone that had begun to announce its impatience at
being left on hold. "Call me tonight if you want to talk."
"Don’t you have any better plans?"
Heather snorted. "Have you seen Randy lately? Unless I'm shaped like a beer
can with a football game broadcasting from my breasts, he ain't interested. Besides, as
you keep forgetting, we're friends. Whatever you need, whenever."
Laura squeezes her hand. "Thank you."
"No trouble." Heather picks up the phone, and Laura walks back to the Cotters.
Deep breath. Open the door.
"I dit it, I dit it!" Jerry immediately points to the finished puzzle. Ted Cotter
appears to have made good on his promise to wait in the car. "That's wonderful, Jerry!"
says Laura, patting the boy's shoulder.
Mrs. Cotter looks at her. "You alright?"
Laura takes a drink from her cold coffee and grimaces. Cheap styrofoam. How
could I have forgotten my Barbie mug? I bet Jude's drinking tea out of it right now. The
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thought of her husband's lips carefully sipping above Power-Suit Barbie's head makes her
smile. "Yes, thank you. I haven’t felt right since lunch. Hope I'm not coming down with
anything."
Mrs. Cotter unwraps a piece of nicotine gum and pops it into her mouth. "None
of my business hon, but he probably ain't worth it. Believe me, I know."
Laura tries to compare Jude's blank expression to Ted Cotter's angry one, and
knows, despite the ridiculousness of it, that she'd actually be happy if Jude slammed a
table or punched a hole through a wall. "Mrs. Cotter, if you don't mind, I'd…"
"Yeah, let's finish here. Don't want to keep Ted waiting. He really is a good man.
He's just worried about our boy. He's our first. You probably know how that is?" She
rubs Jerry's hair, and Laura remembers how she used to do the same to Chad, from the
time he was born until the day he left. Damn. Damn. You can do this Laura. Focus.
Jerry. Not Chad. Jerry.
"Yes. I know how that is." Jerry. Not Chad. Tonight. "Are you ready to answer
a few more questions, Jerry?"
"Esh!"
"Alright! Can you point to the girl who is sleeping?"

REST STOP
He is tired. His feet ache, his back throbs, his eyes hurt from squinting all day.
He may have to rethink this whole walking idea. Jude checks his watch. 4:45. That
would explain the traffic increase. From his picnic table, he sees a few cars with the
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trademark Hoosier Liberty dealership license plates borders. One of them, a crimson
2002 Grand Am, he thinks he may have actually sold.
Twenty miles? Twenty-two? Jude's not sure. He knows that despite his
soreness, he feels alive. That somehow, he walked out of his native city, made it to the
bypass, then strolled through vacant fields alongside I-70 for a few miles until he came to
this rest area. He remembers that it's not going to get rural for a chunk of miles yet, that
Indy's sprawl will continue eastward for a stretch. He stretches out his legs and winces at
the needles in his knees; he hopes that whatever hotel he stays at tonight, it has a working
ice machine. No need to start roughing it. Jude's got plenty of money. A few more
miles, couple more exits, and then it's a bed, some ice, and hopefully sleep without
dreams.
A vibration at his hip interrupts his plans. He shifts his weight and pulls his
phone out: "Laura's Cell." Jude looks at the sun, beginning its descent. It's been a nice
day, sunny, but Jude knows it will get cold quick once it set. He wants to be safe and
snug in his hotel room when that happens. Well, walking seemed like a good idea.
Sleeping outside at the end of March is not my definition of a good idea. The phone stops
chirping and vibrating. Jude will check the voice mail in a bit; he still doesn't know what
he could say to his wife.
Pulling his hat a little lower, Jude looks around the rest area. It has been months
since he just sat outside, in public, with other people around. He watches two college
kids throwing a Frisbee and laughing at their dog sprinting back and forth between them,
trying to snap the disc out of the air. A mother smokes and watches her little girl chase
butterflies until her husband comes out of the bathroom and heads toward their car. A
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class of elementary kids run yelling around the sidewalks and grass, souvenir zoo
balloons escaping their grip and floating into the interstate sky. Some people, walking
between cars and bathrooms, follow their slow ascent, pointing them out to family
members stretching out knotted muscles. One woman, who Jude guesses might be about
seventy, is busy uncoiling her body into some bizarre yoga position that makes Jude’s
back hurt just watching. A family with three little girls spreads around a picnic table,
with a cooler open and their mother dispensing sandwiches and juice boxes. Fragments
of their conversation drift over to Jude: “You said turkey...it until Grandma’s house...say
anything about...” The family is cut off as four screaming fifth graders run circles around
Jude’s picnic table, two boys tossing a sweatshirt between them, trying to avoid the
grasping hands of two girls, all of them dressed in bright yellow “Lincolndale
Elementary” shirts. Their teacher yells at them to come back this instant, and they do,
receiving a finger-shaking reprimand from their teacher, who occasionally glances at
Jude during her lecture. The guy in the asphalt-streaked Notre Dame sweatshirt and
Pacers hat, who earlier had asked Jude for a dollar, has now taken a position by the
broken pay phone, asking solitary travelers for change. As Jude watches him, he
wonders if this is how the teacher sees him: a strange man at an I-70 rest area, who is
either going to shake her down for gas money or try to molest her students.
Thinking about this, he heads to the bathroom and tries to ignore some of the
stares he receives from people. It must be the backpack. Or the stubble. Or the smell of
a man who's been walking all day carrying a loaded backpack. Or a combination of these
things, with the No. 1 Dad! hat to complete his persona. As Jude washes his hands, he
sees a young father trying to gently pull his son to a sink far away from him. Jude nods
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to the father, who nods back, lifts his son up to the sink and tries to supervise washing
hands, all while trying to keep Jude at the edge of his vision. Water splashes onto the
boy's face and his dad's chest.
"Cute kid." Jude smiles and pulls down a paper towel. "How old is he?"
"Three. Easy on the soap, John--"
"Three...now that’s a fun age. I've got two of my own. I mean, one. One in high
school…" Jude trails off and drops the paper towel. Stupid. It's been months since he
talked to anyone besides his family. Today almost made him forget.
"High school. I can't even imagine…" The father sets his son down and grins at
the boy flinging water droplets off his fingers and onto the graffiti-smeared wall.
"Yeah, they grow up quick. Seems like just yesterday I was in a bathroom with
some old guy telling me about his kids."
"Guess that will be me someday. Take care, man."
Jude waves and watches them leave, getting another paper towel and putting it in
his backpack. His pocket starts shaking again. "Home." Laura? Orion? Either way, he
won't be there for dinner. They'll just have to eat barbecue chicken without him. Jude's
stomach rumbles at the image of chicken and mashed potatoes; unfortunately, he doubts
the vending machines come equipped with such fare. Strolling into the pavilion, he
browses his options. Doritos? Tato Skins? Hot chocolate? Jude settles on a bag of big
salty pretzels and a pink lemonade. It won't come close to Laura's special BarbecueChicken-a-Brennan, but it will take care of him until he stops tonight. Maybe there will
be a Denny's. Or an IHOP. Jude could go for some waffles. And extra sausage. Or
maybe I'll just collapse of a heart attack in a field. Some cows will miraculously save my
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life with CPR. Munching on a pretzel, Jude returns to the picnic table and checks his
voice mail. Two messages.
"Jude, it's me. Can you believe I forgot my Barbie mug? Anyway, I had this
father today…you know the type. Pushy. Insensitive. Sees his kid as a trophy, symbol
of his manhood, etc. Don't say you're wondering why my father was there for a speech
evaluation. Although I miss your old jokes. I know you probably won't even listen to
this message, but if you do…anyway, I'll see you later."
Jude stares at the sun. Part of him wants to go home. The husband, the lover,
needs to go home.
“Then go home Dad.”
“It’s not that easy. When did you start smoking?”
“Iraq. Everyone smoked. Helped the hours pass.” Chad takes a long draw from
his cigarette, lets it out. “Want one?”
“I’m good.”
“Thanks for not telling me this stuff will kill me." Chad nods towards the parking
area. "Cute kid.”
Jude sees the young father from the restroom bundling his son into a car seat,
kissing his wife on the cheek. He wants to run over and tell him that he never understood
what it was like to be a father until Chad...he thinks of his living son eating dinner at
home, while he sits at a rest stop picnic table chewing pretzels and drinking bottled
lemonade, having a conversation with his dead son. Jude wonders how he can call
himself a father, while simultaneously feeling that is all that remains of him. Tonight, at
the hotel, he won’t spend his nights like he’s spent so many others these past months,
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staring at nothing on the TV. He unzips his backpack, checks to make sure the letters are
still safe in their bundle. Tonight, he will pull out a letter and read it, hear Chad’s voice.
Jude looks over to ask Chad which one he should read, but instead the guy in the Indiana
U sweatshirt is there, shaking his head.
“You can’t ever let them see you talking to yourself. People won’t trust your ass.
If they don’t trust your ass, no money.” He shakes his closed fist back and forth, and
Jude hears the clink of change, sees the corner of a bill peeking between his fingers.
“Good advice. Thanks.”
“Nice hat.” He lifts off his Pacers hat and holds out its sweat-stained brim
towards Jude. “Want to trade?”
“Ummm...no thanks. This one’s got sentimental value. I’m gonna hold on to it.
You want the rest of these pretzels?”
“I’m on my way to get dinner.” He shakes the change again. “Good of you to
offer. Say you in my prayers tonight, man. What’s your name?”
“Jude.”
“Alright!” He jams the Pacers hat back onto his head and bursts into a heavily
off-key of “Hey Jude.” Jude can’t even begin to guess the number of times this has
happened to him, especially working at a car dealership. People would sometimes start
humming the chorus after asking him a question about gas mileage or financing options,
not even realizing they were doing it. Jude’s gotten used to it over the years, but he’s
never had a probably-homeless guy serenading him at a rest stop picnic table.
Jude throws his backpack over his shoulder and holds out the rest of the change
from his pretzel and lemonade feast. “Thanks for the song.”
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“Keep it. I don’t take money from fellow travelers.” He sticks out his hand.
“Name’s Chris. Reverend Chris. But Chris is ok. Since you're walking the roads, just
like me.”
Jude shakes it, trying to not see the thick black lines under Chris’s nails, or the
mysterious brown stain on the back of his hand. “Good to meet you Chris.”
“You too Jude. God bless. Where you heading?”
“East.” Jude laughs and surprises himself with the sound. “Beyond that, I’m not
honestly sure. Sound crazy?”
“Not at all. Just walk with God, brother Jude, and all will be well.”
Jude nods and starts heading toward the highway. Behind him, he can hear
Reverend Chris butchering some of the other lines: “And any time you feel his pain, hey,
Jude, the train,
Don't marry the world upon your shoulders.” Jude’s heard worse over the years. As he
moves over to the grass to parallel the highway, he thinks of Laura and Orion, and
remembers his cell phone. Although he’s fairly sure what the theme of this next one will
be, he dials his voice mail and listens.

LEFTOVERS
Laura looks at the mangled chicken on her plate, drowning in a pool of barbeque
sauce. She could only manage two bites of the scalloped potatoes, and the peas...Orion’s
plate looked like she could just stick it back in the cabinet. Nothing could stop an
adolescent’s appetite; she seems to remember learning that in graduate school. Or maybe
it was when Chad’s dog had been run over his sophomore year. They had been in the
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middle of dinner when they had heard the squealing of tires out front, followed by a yelp.
Jude had set down his fork. “Did anyone shut the back gate?”
Her oldest son had exploded from the table with that speed that even Laura in her
loathing of football had admired, screen door slamming backward like a
tackled...tailback? Was that the word? Laura isn’t sure. Her father and Jude had always
teased her about her lack of football knowledge, one of their few common interests. The
three of them had followed out to the front yard, where Chad knelt in the street, cradling
the head of Blue 42. The SUV driver—bought at Hoosier Liberty, Laura couldn’t help
but notice—was shaking his head and blowing his nose. Jude approached him and they
spoke in low tones, turning away from Chad and Blue 42, whose ribs appeared to be
poking through his back.
“Orion, go inside.” She looked down at her youngest, who had started vomiting
into the tulip beds. “Oh Orion...I know honey, I know.” She wiped her son’s mouth with
her hand and helped him inside. Much later, Jude and Chad had come in.
“We buried him in the back, near the pine—"
“Where he liked to take a nap.” Chad poured himself a glass of water and gulped
it down.
“Yeah. I figured tomorrow we could have a little ceremony.”
Laura thought of pointing out how it was illegal to bury pets in your back yard,
that they should probably have taken him to the vet for cremation. But as she watched
her son’s throat rapidly swallowing, her husband’s tired shoulders, she knew that the best
course here was to say nothing.
Jude put his arm around her. “How’s Orion?”
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“Fell asleep watching Hey Arnold. I didn’t think...I shouldn’t have just let him
run out there until you went out first—"
“Hey, it’s all right. Probably better he see it and know what happens before a
person he knows and loves dies. We all can take turns tomorrow saying our favorite
memories of Blue 42.”
Chad set down his water glass. “Any meatloaf left?”
Laura looked at him, a little surprised. “A lot. You’ll have to heat it up though.”
“Guess digging makes me hungry.” Chad went over to the fridge and pulled out
the Tupperware with the leftovers. Laura raised her eyebrows at Jude, who shrugged.
“I’m gonna take a shower. Feel a little grimy.” He stepped over and dropped his hand on
Chad’s shoulder. “You ok?”
“Yeah. Just hungry.” While his dad was in the shower, Chad worked his way
through two plates of food, sitting alone at the dinner table. Laura kept an eye on him
from the kitchen as she started the dishes, watching as he stared out towards the pine and
then would swivel his body around to gaze out at the street, all the while stabbing his
food, chewing, and swallowing.
“Mom?”
Laura shakes her head. “Yes Orion?”
“You alright?”
Laura smiles a little. “Fine. For some reason I started thinking about the night
Blue 42 got hit out in front of the house.”
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“God, that was disgusting. I still have bad dreams about that. Do you remember
how Dad said it was good for me that I saw it? I mean, geez, one of his legs was in the
gutter—"
Laura holds up a hand. “Orion please. I just ate. Are you trying to make me
throw up now?”
“Sorry mom. He was a good dog though, even if Chad did spoil him rotten and
sneak him all the food he didn’t want to eat.”
Laura shook her head. “I never saw a dog polish off a whole bowl of brussel
sprouts like Blue 42 could.”
“Yeah...did Dad call yet?”
Laura plays with the tablecloth. “No. Are you sure he didn’t leave a note?”
Orion sighs. “No Mom. Nothing besides the approval on chicken. I’m gonna hit
the homework.”
“Need any help?”
“Nope. I got Algebra by the balls.”
“Orion!”
“Jeez mom...it’s just an expression.”
“Yes. A vulgar one. How’s English?”
Orion mutters something about "another red check" and goes upstairs. Laura
begins cleaning the table, thinking she will leave Jude’s dishes out for now, in case he
wanders in from wherever he decided to go for the first time in months. She feels
optimistic that Jude has done something, gone somewhere, but she tries not to think about
how there is no message, and even stranger, that his car still sits in the garage. She has
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already called Sam, who informed her that he tried to contact Jude earlier today, but
could only leave him a voice mail and didn’t hear from him. She scrapes the rest of her
dinner into the trash and begins rummaging for containers for the rest of the potatoes and
chicken. When the phone rings, she tries not to run to it. Glancing at the caller ID, she
almost doesn’t answer when she sees Chad Norman, but knows he’ll just call back.
“Hi Dad.”
“Hey there! How’s my little girl doing tonight?”
“So-so.” Laura scooped out some potatoes and plopped them into a stained plastic
bowl. “Work had its ups and downs.”
“Yep. Work’s like that. Of course, that’s one of the perks of retirements. No
work, or at least no work with downs.”
“Well, we all can’t retire after twenty years, dad.”
“Well, hell Laura, if a man can take a bullet for his homeland, that should
probably come with some perks, shouldn’t it?”
Laura sighs and drops the pan into the sink. She’s unsure how many times she
has heard this line from her father in the past twenty-five years, but Jude always swore
that his father-in-law would have it carved on his tombstone, which would probably be a
replica of the raising of the flag at Iwo Jima, which he had never fought in; however, he
had done a tour of Vietnam, “and not one of those pansy-ass one-year men either...I was
enlisted. I was career!” Laura realizes that her father’s conversation has somehow
corresponded to her memories, but that is probably because they have had this same
conversation over and over, especially since her mother had died, and then even more
since Chad...last Christmas, Jude had tried to explain to his father-in-law that he wasn’t
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interested in hearing war stories, that losing their son had been all the war story he would
ever need. Dad had called him a terrorist sympathizer, and that was the last time her
husband and father had spoke. She considers telling him that Jude has gone out, but then
she wonders what the point of that would be. She tells him about Jerry and Mr. Cotter,
and she is, unfortunately, proud of her father for not calling the boy retarded and for not
defending his father's actions.
After she hangs up, she picks up today’s paper. 7:00. Maybe she’ll curl up on the
futon, where Jude has been sleeping, flip through the paper, work the crossword, and wait
for Jude to come home. They need to talk tonight. She needs him to listen. She needs
him to talk. At the top of the stairs, she drops the newspaper and various sections pile at
her feet.
“Damn.” Laura flips on the hall light and begins gathering up the advertisements,
the local section, even the sports. From her kneeling position, she looks down the
hallway and sees a coffee mug on its side in front of Chad’s bedroom. Setting the paper
down, she walks past Orion’s bedroom, temporarily assaulted by angry guitars and
feedback. Laura has given up on trying to understand how teenagers can simultaneously
study and listen to music at dangerous decibel levels. Holding a hand on the wall for
balance, she observes her Barbie coffee mug on the ground, a tea stain on the beige
carpet. Pressing her fingers to the stain, she feels that it isn’t damp. But she knows it
wasn’t there this morning, knows that she had seen her mug in the cabinet and had simply
forgotten to take it to work this morning, had been forced to drink coffee out of a cheap
Styrofoam cup, and it is all this thinking about the bad coffee that enables her hand to
take hold of the doorknob, to turn it, and slowly walk in.
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DAY 25
Hey Dad! Today at lunch they served what I think was hamburger and flour
mixed together, with the sorriest looking green beans I’ve ever seen. I mean, even worse
than when Orion and me are stuck with you making dinner. Remember the time you
tried using Mom’s steamer to cook carrots? Orion still has nightmares about them. But
not me!
Anyway, my buddies and I learned this afternoon why they served us such a shitty
lunch. Sorry about the language mom, if you read this one, but I just can’t help it. We
swear all the time. I really wanted to write earlier “to cook those fucking carrots” but I
held back. I promise to try and clean it up when I come home after graduation. I don’t
want to corrupt my little brother’s virgin ears!
After lunch, we marched down to BugKiller. This is not the official name—just
what we call it, handed down from other guys before us. We knew this was coming, we
had heard the stories. We were issued our gear, which included the standard gas mask
that you see on TV. Sergeant Harper then instructed us on the proper use of the mask,
how to prep it, how to put it on, how to clear it, how to take it off. He made us practice
over and over outside BugKiller. Mask on, mask off, mask on, mask off. I felt like I was
the karate kid, except Sergeant Harper is black and built like Ray Lewis instead of some
little wise old Chinese dude. I’m sure if Orion reads this, he’ll say he was Japanese or
some shit, but as long as he wasn’t North Korean, it’s all good. Sergeant H. said we’d
appreciate all this practice once we got inside. He was right.
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Me and my group lined up outside BugKiller. There were eight of us in a group,
and we were the second group. The first group filed into the main door and then waited
at the next door in a little hallway. Once the main door swung shut, we couldn’t see or
hear them. I think Bennie tried making a joke about roaches, but nobody laughed. I ain’t
saying we were scared, but I’m sure at least one of us was rethinking that signature on the
recruitment letter.
Soon we heard coughing coming from the other side of BugKiller. We couldn’t
see the first group, but we could sure hear them. It was ugly coughing. Do you
remember that guy who was sharing Grandma Brennan's room at the hospital, the guy
dying of emphysema? How we couldn't even talk to Grandma while he was coughing?
That's what it sounded like, all thick and loud. Our group tried to look at each other to
see if everyone else looked like we felt, but Sergeant H. yelled at us to keep our damned
eyes on the damned door. Sorry mom, but I’m quoting here. Don’t want to mess up the
story. Then Sergeant H. told us to get the damn masks on and file in.
We did. My heart sounded strange, echoing in my ears through the mask.
Everyone looked slightly hazy and distorted, like what Dad always told me doing LSD
was like back in the seventies. I made that last part up Mom. Sergeant H. looked around
at our faces, nodded, and gestured towards Travis to open the door.
At first, I didn’t see what the big deal was. The room looked a little smoky—
think Dad trying to fry hamburgers indoors with a skillet. There were three other
sergeants in masks around a table that was empty, except for a Folgers can that appeared
to have something burning inside it. I think it was decaf. Weird what the mind
remembers.
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Sergeant H. dropped his hand on Travis’s shoulder and nodded, with what I can’t
confirm, but might have been a touch of pity in his eyes. As instructed outside, Travis
took a deep breath, took off his mask, and gave his name, rank, and number. He quickly
slammed his mask back on, cleared it, and blinked a couple times. There was no
celebration. Still seven of us to go. Perry, Hank, and Miguel did fine. So did Bennie.
But Thomas...Thomas forgot his rank. Just blanked out for a moment. Sergeant H. had
to prompt him in his usual gentle way, and Thomas stumbled it out, but not until tears
were pouring down his face. He strapped his mask back on, and then forgot to clear it
right away. After he was again reminded by Sergeant H, a hand fell on my shoulder. I
got ready to lift off my mask, but then I heard Thomas throwing up in his mask. It didn’t
look like much—guess he didn’t want the burger slop either. Seven heads snapped
towards him, looking at his fingers trying to undo his mask. “Recruit, you take that mask
off and you will sleep in this damn shed tonight, do you understand me?” Sergeant H’s
voice sounded even scarier filtered through his mask, and maybe it was simply the voice
that kept Thomas’s fingers from prying off his mask. “Recruit Brennan, what in the hell
are you waiting for? Your comrade is dying and you can’t answer a damn question?”
Looking at Thomas trying to get his shit together, I peeled off my gear, recited name,
rank, number, and got it back on, slapping the last guy, DeRon. I was worried Sergeant
H was gonna latrine me later for overstepping my bounds, but I wanted out of there
before I lost it too, thinking about Thomas. DeRon rattled off his info, but before we
could get to the door, Sergeant Harper raised his hand. “Boys, you need to know what
you might face out there. You’ve done well, but doing well sometimes is not enough.
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Masks off, eyes open, and head out.” Without looking at each other, we took off our
masks. Apparently we had learned something from our past few weeks.
I wish I could describe to you what it felt like having that shit in my eyes and
lungs, but I can’t. You just have to be there. Imagine cutting open the rawest, strongest
onion you’ve ever smelled in your life. Now imagine two of them. Now shove the
onions into your eyes. Now grind the onions back and forth into your eyesockets. Keep
doing that for an hour. That’s what those ten seconds inside BugKiller felt like.
Outside Thomas threw up a little more, as Travis slapped him on the back, tears
gushing out of his own eyes. Miguel kept blowing snot into his hands and then smearing
it on the grass. DeRon kept his hands over his head and tried to breathe deep. Bennie
even suggested we give it one more shot, that this was a great way to both lose weight
and get in touch with our feminine side. Sergeant H, mask tucked in his arm like a
football, told him to cut the shit, and then marched up to me. I’ll try to write the
conversation like Settinger taught me back in my Cold Valley days:
“Who’s the Sergeant here, Brennan?”
“You are, sir.”
“Who’s the Sergeant here, Brennan!”
“Sir, you are, sir!”
“That’s better. I’ll excuse your lack of patriotic enthusiasm, due to your bawling
like a damn baby.”
“Yes sir!” I tried, I really did, but I had to bend over, coughing up some thick-ass
snot from my lungs.
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“Did I miss the orders? Did Colonel Mason send you a secret message that you
were to take charge in there? Morse code on the table? Some kind of telepathic mind
ray?" He actually said that. Sergeant H is a very funny guy, even when he’s crushing
our balls under his shiny boots. That's just an expression. He doesn't actually do that.
“No sir.”
“No sir. You want to tell me why you decided to tell Recruit Payton to go ahead
with his report?”
“Sir, it was Bridges, he...”
“Let me ask you something Recruit.” Sergeant H got real close, and his voice got
louder, if that was possible. “You saw Recruit Bridges in trouble and decided to help
him?”
“Yes sir!”
“By placing Recruit Payton in danger?”
Even though I knew I shouldn’t say it, I had to. “Sir?”
“Don’t sir me Recruit! What are you going to do when some towel-toting
terrorist is launching grenades at you and this pathetic choking shit who can’t even
remember his rank gets his foot blown off? Are you going to send Recruit Payton, who
can remember his rank, out to get this worthless choke of shit?”
“No sir!”
“So, you’ll just let one of your fellow soldiers die? Take a good look at Recruit
Brennan men. In fact Brennan, turn around so they can see your back, since that’s all
they see once the guns start smoking.”
“Sir, I’ll get Bridges, sir!”
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Sergeant H smiled. I hated that smile. “The hero! Hope they make a movie
about you, Recruit Brennan? Get some pretty boy to play your All-American ass? Why
don’t you and Recruit Bridges take latrine duty tonight? He can try to memorize his
rank, and you can dream about what sexy Hollywood actor is going to play you in your
movie.”
So that’s what happened. Sorry about the long letter, but two people scrubbing
toilets takes a lot less time than just one, Bridges ain’t much for shootin the shit, and
we’re supposed to stay in here for three hours. So yes, I wrote this letter in a bathroom.
But trust me, you could bring a date here and she’d be impressed with the cleanliness.
Write back soon. Mail call helps with the days.
Chad
PS: I’m thinking Matt Damon could play me. He kicked ass in The Bourne Identity!

JOURNAL: 3/19
What if you lived in a world without books? How different would your life be?
Orion can only imagine what some of his classmates are scribbling down. Larry was
probably writing his usual three sentences, all of them about how his life would be
incredible, freed from the fetters of those pesky words. Except fetters had way too many
syllables in it for Larry, that dickhead who threw a Chicken Wedge at him yesterday
while asking “Where’s your dad, O? Come home yet?” Orion had never been in a fight
at school, and he figured Larry, who was touted as the next great Cold Valley High
football player, would probably kill him. And that Larry would probably get off with a
Saturday morning detention, but he, who had no varsity letter forthcoming and had
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“thrown the first punch,” would be suspended. And seeing how Mom was already going
through a lot, she probably didn’t need a phone call from Mr. Spandrel saying that Orion
had earned himself a five-day suspension.
“Erin, what are you reading?”
“A book?”
“Yes, thank you Erin. You will make an excellent lawyer someday. What kind of
book?”
By this time, most of the class has stopped writing, simultaneously interested in
how Mr. Settinger is going to humiliate one of their peers and relieved that it isn’t them
being humiliated. Orion looks over at Kim, who rolls her eyes and keeps writing. Since
Orion hasn’t started his journal yet, he decides to watch Dickhead Larry, who has eagerly
put down his pencil, grabs his crotch, and readjusts himself in anticipation of Erin getting
in trouble.
Erin holds up the cover, with what Orion thinks is with a little more assertiveness
than her usual persona, which is usually to say nothing and survive the school day. “It’s
called Battle Royale. It’s part of a manga miniseries.”
“Those books are gay.”
Mr. Settinger doesn’t even look. “That’s your warning Larry. Ms. Whitfield,
may I see the book please?”
She hands him the book and Mr. Settinger flips through it, grimacing. “Well,
another fine text with no redeeming social value. Kids killing kids, with what appears to
be various kitchen implements.”
“Cool!”
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“Now Mr. Bailey, I believe just a moment ago you said these books were gay?
I’m assuming you usually don’t use “gay” and “cool” as synonyms?” Orion notices that
even Kim has put down her pencil and is paying attention. Mr. Settinger closes the book.
“Ms. Whitfield, have you finished today’s journal assignment yet?”
“No.”
Mr. Settinger shakes his head and taps the book on the desk in front of him.
Antwan leans back in his seat, trying to avoid making contact with either the book or Mr.
Settinger. “You know Ms. Whitfield, I could simply confiscate this book, you could pick
it up at the end of the day, we could have our usual discussion about waiting until you
finish your assignments to read your...what do you call them again?”
“Manga.”
“Right. Manga. Waiting until you finish your classwork to read your manga
books, but quite honestly, I’m tired of that conversation, and it seems to be having no
effect on you, so let’s try something different this time. Class, if you would please leave
everything here and follow me.”
Mr. Settinger sticks the book into his sportscoat pocket and walks out the door,
heading for the back stairwell. Erin stands up, a strange smile on her face, and almost
runs after him. The rest of the class slowly stands up, murmuring to each other, and
follows Erin.
Kim leans in towards Orion and that vanilla smell almost makes him fall over.
“Has Mr. Settinger ever taken a class somewhere?”
Orion shakes his head, partly in response and partly to try and clear the vanilla
from his mind. “I don’t think so.”
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Antwan turns around. “Two of my older sisters who went here had Settinger.
Said he wouldn’t let anyone leave his room. No hall passes, no water, nothing. The only
time someone left is when Settinger threw a student’s coat out the window to make some
kind of point, and he let him go get it.”
“That’s weird.”
Antwan nods. “Yeah. My sister Amy said they used to call him Mr. Shittinger.”
Orion and Kim laugh, and Antwan grins. Orion sees Mr. Settinger waiting at the
top of the stairs, and remembers something else about Mr. Settinger’s strangeness. “My
brother told me he wouldn’t even take his class to the library to work on research papers.
That it was a waste of time. And when someone asked how they were supposed to find
information on the topics, he gave her a detention for 'defiance'.”
Larry, who has fallen in behind them, claps Orion on the shoulder. “Hey O!
Maybe we’re going to the library? We can Mapquest your dad!”
Kim grabs his hand and throws it off Orion. “Shut up dickhead.”
“You know O, soccer girl ain’t gonna have your back forever. If she didn’t have
such an ass-tappin' ass, I wouldn’t put up with that.”
"If your comment wasn't so redundant, I'd actually be offended."
“Quiet in the halls, students! And Erin, if you ask me one more time about your
book, it will be a detention.” Mr. Settinger starts down the stairs.
They get quiet, even Larry, who already has his one standard warning for the day.
Antwan drops back to walk with his friends, Kim is distracted by one of her fellow soccer
teammates pulling on her sleeve and silently mouthing something about track, so Orion
heads down the stairs alone. He stares at Mr. Settinger’s thinning gray hair, wondering
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how long he’s actually been teaching here. The first day of class, Kristi had announced
that Mr. Settinger had taught her Mom. Mr. Settinger had replied, “Ah yes. Now I see it.
You chew gum with that same bovine cud-pulling method. My apologies. I failed to
recognize it at first.”
Mr. Settinger leads them down the stairs, out the back door, and through one of
the faculty parking lots, toward the custodians’ entrance. Orion, and probably most of
the other students, has never been to this part of the school. They’ve walked by it plenty
of times, maybe going from the gym to the running track, or leaving football games and
walking to the parking lot, but they have never actually had a reason to use this door. Mr.
Settinger sees one of the custodians and picks up his pace, his long legs swallowing the
concrete. “Ms. Garay! Ms. Garay!”
Orion notices that he’s almost in the lead, alone, with only Erin in front of him.
The other students are slowly following, enjoying the novelty of being outdoors during
English class, even if it is just a parking lot. He hears Larry call out, “Hey Brennan, is
your mom getting lonely at night? Does she want me to come over?” followed by the
two other freshman football players’ laughter. To them, Larry is a football god, the only
freshman this year to play varsity, and the only one since Chad Brennan. Is that why he
hates me? Because I don’t play football? Or because he constantly has to hear his name
in comparison to Chad? He hears Kim’s voice, and the other students’ reactions.
Probably something with dickhead in it. Orion sees Mr. Settinger talking to Ms. Garay,
who at the sight of the students coming towards them, drops her cigarette and grinds it
into the ground. She shrugs, hands Mr. Settinger something, and jerks her thumb over
her shoulder, looking curiously at Erin and the other students.
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“Erin, you ok?”
“I don’t understand. I was only reading.”
“Yeah.” Orion has never really spoken to Erin. Although they’re both kind of
outcasts, Erin has her own little circle of friends, none of them in this class. She did ask
him in the fall if he wanted to join the Anime club, but Orion wasn’t interested. He
wasn’t even sure what Anime is.
Mr. Settinger has stopped by a large rusted metal barrel and is pulling cardboard
box pieces out of it, assisted by Ms. Garay. They stack them in piles against the wall.
“Let’s go class. We do have other things to complete today.”
Erin and Orion stop near the barrel. Erin folds her arms around herself and
slightly shivers.
“Erin, do you want my hoodie?”
“No.” Erin looks at him and smiles a little. "But thanks."
The other students gather around, staring at Mr. Settinger, who waits with hands
in his pockets behind the barrel. Ms. Garay leans against the wall near the cardboard
pieces, saying hello to a few of the students she knows, and shrugs when someone asks
her what’s going on. Kim moves up and maneuvers between Erin and Orion. The other
students form a semicircle around the barrel.
Mr. Settinger pulls out Erin’s book from his right pocket. “Class, I’ve been
teaching a long time, and let me share with you an observation I’ve gleaned over the
years. What students read today is excrement. That’s a polysyllabic word, so let me
rephrase: your books today are shit.”
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There are a few surprised chuckles, but Mr. Settinger ignores them. “Now, of
course, there have always been students who can not read anything beyond a Batman
comic. But Miss Whitfield, you are an intelligent girl. Why are you wasting your time
with this? You should be exploring the wealth of literature, not reading a glorified comic
book.”
“Mr. Settinger, can I please...”
“No Miss Whitfield, you may not. In fact, I am about to do you a tremendous
favor. I am going to liberate your mind.” Orion watches Mr. Settinger’s left hand come
out of his pocket, holding a white lighter decorated with a blue horseshoe.
“Go Colts,” says Larry. Ms. Garay nods, fingers curling as if they were holding a
cigarette. Orion stares at the open book, its pages stirring in the wind, and the lighter. No
way.
Kim raises her hand. “Umm...Mr. Settinger?”
“Your question can wait.” Mr. Settinger’s thumb moves, the flame shoots up, and
the class watches, hypnotized, as Mr. Settinger’s hands bring book and lighter together.
Erin screams but doesn’t move as a few of the pages catch, turn black, and begin to
crinkle. Mr. Settinger touches the flame to a few other parts of the book and then drops it
into the barrel, where thin fingers of smoke begin to curl up and out into the sky. Orion
watches the smoke, sees Ms. Garay’s mouth hanging open, feels other students jostling
him to get closer to the barrel and peer in.
“Whoa.”
“Damn, he burnt her book.”
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“That is your warning, Mr. Marshall.” Through the trail of smoke, Orion watches
Mr. Settinger pull out another book from his inside coat pocket. “Has anyone ever read
Mr. Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451? No. Let me read to you an excerpt from one of the
text’s postscripts: ‘There is more than one way to burn a book. And the world is full of
people running about with lit matches.’ Yes, I burned Erin’s book. Did I burn it alone?
Ms. Garay loaned me her lighter, albeit unaware of my intentions. I saw your faces.
Some of you immediately deduced what was about to occur, and yet did nothing. Only
one of you had the courage to even raise your hand and speak. No one said anything. No
one did anything. This is how atrocities occur. Tomorrow, we will begin reading this
novel. And Ms. Whitfield—well played. Although the screaming was a bit histrionic.”
“Thanks Mr. Settinger. I thought—"
“Hold up,” said Antwan. “You mean, this was an act? That Erin knew you were
going to burn her book?”
“Not quite her book.” Mr. Settinger smiled. “I paid for it. In fact, I’ve read the
original novel Battle Royale, and recommended the manga series to Miss Whitfield as
possible reading for the Anime Club, a move which will probably result in some form of
administrative disapproval due to its violent content.”
“So, you paid for a book, and then lit it on fire?”
“I hope you kept the receipt.”
“I don’t think Barnes & Noble is going to take it back, retard.”
Mr. Settinger raised his hands. “Students, I hope you will think about today’s
demonstration, and keep it in mind as we read the novel. I must admit, this was
engaging. I have not done anything like that in years. Takes me back to—"
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Mr. Settinger’s voice fades out as Orion steps forward and looks into the barrel.
All that remains is the book’s spine and a fine layer of ash. He watches the ash gently
blow around the bottom, swirling like storm clouds across the March sky. Orion closes
his eyes and suddenly he is kneeling, hands against the brick wall, throwing up his PopTart and orange juice onto the pile of cardboard. Someone is patting his shoulder, telling
him it will be ok, just get it all out, and someone is on the other side, holding his hair
away from his mouth. Vanilla. Kim.
“Orion, I know you have nice hair, but maybe you should have listened to your
dad and got it cut.”
Orion laughs and heaves one last time, but nothing else comes out.
Embarrassing. This is the kind of thing that follows you through high school. “That’s
Orion, the kid who threw up because Settinger lit a book on fire.”
“Are you all right, Mr. Brennan?” Mr. Settinger actually looks a little concerned,
or as close as he can probably get.
Orion nods and straightens up, supported by Ms. Garay and Kim.
“I’m ok. Really. Thanks.”
They nod and let go of him, Ms. Garay announcing that she will get a hose. Kim
leans in. “I don’t think they’ll be recycling that cardboard. Nice work, tree-killer.”
Orion grins, imagining what Chad would probably say about this: “Any girl
who’ll hold your queer-ass hair out of the way while you puke is a keeper.”
“All right class, let’s get back inside and talk about Ray Bradbury the author a
little before we get into the book tomorrow. Mr. Brennan, do you need to go to the
office?”
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“No. I’m good.”
“I do not want a second act in our classroom.”
“Not a problem.”
As Orion’s class begins to file back in, Larry and his friends walk over. “Hey O,
Preston here thinks you’re just a pussy, and PJ thinks it’s food poisoning, but I’ve got my
own idea. I think that book going up probably reminded you of your brother. Can you
settle this argument for us?”
Kim takes a step toward him. “You asshole—"
Orion takes a breath. Lets it out. Sorry mom. His hand moves, and he tries not to
think of how good it is when he feels Larry’s nose actually slide a little to the left.

DEER
Squatting down, Jude stares at the body of the deer. He supposes that if this was
an episode of CSI, he could immediately identify how long the deer has been exposed to
the elements. But car salesmen usually don’t study the effects of the natural environment
on a body’s decomposition, so all he can say for certain is that this deer is dead. A few
flies circle almost lazily around the deer’s tail. Jude wonders if even now eggs are
beginning to hatch inside the animal. If the maggots--which always made him gag in the
summer when he would lift the garbage can lids and there they were, squirming against
the dark plastic--are even now chewing tunnels right under the deer’s fur, only a few feet
away. Car? We’re off the highway, but it might have gotten nicked, staggered here, and
died. Or maybe a lazy hunter? Old age? Lover’s quarrel? Revolution?
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“Dad, you know this is pretty fucking weird. You’re hunkered down in some
abandoned farm, staring at a dead deer.”
“When did you start swearing around your old man?”
“Sorry. When people are shooting at you, you don’t worry about language being
appropriate or inappropriate.”
Jude stands up, his knees popping audibly over the distant rush of cars blurring by
on I-70. “You calling me weird? You’re the one in full football gear.”
Chad smiles. “Hey, you never know when a game could break out. Better to be
prepared than to be dead. Learned that in Basic.”
“Yeah,” says Jude. “Lot of good that little nugget of wisdom did you.” He
adjusts his backpack higher on his shoulders and gets a whiff. Day two on this shirt and
it’s not holding up well. Might have to hit a truck stop soon. He’s only got one clean one
left, although he appreciates the slightly lighter load on his back and knees.
“Better start pickin’ ‘em up and puttin’ ‘em down, Dad. You gonna sleep under
the stars again tonight?”
Jude shakes his head. “No way. I can’t believe how dark it got. Every noise I
thought someone or something was coming to either kill me or eat me. Plus, it got a little
chilly. Had on two shirts, sweatshirt, jacket, and the blanket, and I still kept shivering.”
He takes a wide loop around the deer, brushing a stray fly away from his mouth. “Guess
I’m just a city boy.”
“Yep. This sure ain’t Broadberry Lane. Catch you later Dad. I want to get some
reps in.” Jude sees Chad crouch down and explodes into movement, leaping over the
deer like it is just another clumsy offensive linesman, running into a small tangle of trees.
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Jude unwraps a granola bar and takes a bite, then quickly spits it out as he moves
downwind of the deer.

SUSPENSION
Laura’s fingers tap anxious rhythms on the steering wheel as she tries to contort
her neck to see around the delivery truck. Lately, she’s been having a craving for
cigarettes, usually while driving. Although she hasn’t smoked seriously since college,
and socially since she found out she was pregnant with Chad, it is always driving alone
that creates that peculiar desire, and she increasingly finds herself tapping out the same
rhythm on the steering wheel, usually to some old Blondie song she hasn’t heard in years,
chewing her lower lip. She leans the other way, over the passenger seat littered with used
tissues, but the semi still blocks her view. Laura contemplates leaning on the horn, but
realizes the uselessness of it. It’s not like the truck is intentionally stopped; there must be
an accident. “Someone better be dead up there,” she remembers her father saying when
she was younger, a passenger in the station wagon’s back seat, smoke drifting out his
cracked window, but mostly into her and her sister Hillary’s lungs. Her mother would
usually slap him on the arm, cigarette dangling from her own fingers. Lung cancer had
taken her mother five years ago, and her father had quit the day she had been diagnosed.
The delivery truck starts up, and Laura gets a touch of secondhand smoke from
the driver, who is enjoying the spring sun with his arm lazily leaning out the window.
Laura knows it doesn’t make sense, but the smell of his cigarette and the stale exhaust
only increases her desire, fingers tapping out another classic. Well, let’s see hon. Your
husband has vanished, your older son is dead, and your youngest son has apparently
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gotten into a fight at school. I think under the circumstances, wanting a cigarette is
probably justifiable. In fact, perhaps you should just become an alcoholic. Or perhaps
you should call Dr. Helena, and take her up on that offer of happy pills.
Laura shakes her head to get rid of what she likes to call her Oprah voice. She
needs to keep it together. She had a few run-ins with Mr. Spandrel over Chad’s
occasional conflicts with school rules and procedures, usually coinciding with the end of
football season but before winter conditioning started, and he could be a bit of an ass. A
bit of an ass? Honey, you and I both know that that man’s a pair of gigantic buttocks
precariously perched on a toilet seat. Laura stifles a giggle and switches on the radio.
Simon and Garfunkel, or what Chad used to call “old fart music.”
10:45 am. Too early for lunch hour traffic. Has to be an accident. Despite her
father’s tutelage, she hopes nobody is seriously injured. However, she would like to get
to the school before Mr. Spandrel decides Orion is of no aesthetic or financial value to
Cold Valley High and suspends him indefinitely. The truck’s brake lights flash on and
Laura jams her own car to a halt. She can see flashers ahead, and knows she is almost
past it, getting to what her dad used to call the “bloody asphalt” stage, where people who
previously cursed the wait in traffic now slowed down in the hope of seeing mangled cars
and body parts. “It’s inevitable,” her father had said, flicking his cigarette out the
window and rolling it up. “Learned that in the war. No matter how much people don’t
want to look, they always do. I did. One time, I saw a guy...all right, hon. Well, never
mind. I’ll tell you when you’re older. Or when your mom’s not around. Ow! Damn,
honey, that hurt!”
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Laura smiles. Her father was a different man back then. Or maybe she is
different now. As she slowly passes the cars, she wills herself not to look, to prove her
father wrong. She fails, sneaking a peek as she's almost past. Just a little banged-up cars,
with people pointing fingers and the police trying to sort things out. Just another morning
in Cold Valley. She hopes the police have more luck helping these people. After three
days and countless messages on Jude's phone with no reply, with Orion getting quieter
and her dad growing louder, Laura drove to the police station to report her husband
missing. One week since Jude just vanished, and there has been nothing. No phone calls,
no messages, no front door opening with her husband walking back in to say, "Hey
Laura. Sorry I took off without a word. I know I haven't been myself, and I know I
should be there more for you and Orion, and that's going to start now." Nothing. Instead,
just a call from the police saying they hadn't heard anything, which Laura supposed was
better than some alternatives. Last night, lying in her empty bed, knowing that Jude
wasn't even in the spare room as he had been the past months, Laura wondered where he
was, and if he was even still alive. But why take Chad's letters? She had discovered their
absence yesterday, and Laura closed her eyes briefly at the thought of how she had
reacted, bursting into Orion's room, screaming about the letters, and where were they, did
he have them, did he have them, an encounter that had left both of them shaking and
crying.
Laura turns into the school. Damn it Jude. They weren't your letters. They were
our letters. Mine and yours. And Orion's. They were our son's, his brother's voice.
When you come back, that's going to be one of the first things I say. She hopes that her
breakdown in front of Orion about the missing letters isn't the inspiration for his actions
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today. She still cannot get used to the idea of Orion fighting. Maybe she should make an
appointment for him to speak with Dr. Helena. She parks, remembering the last time she
was here was for the memorial assembly the school held for Chad. Jude, of course, had
not come. She grabs her purse and quickly walks in the main entrance, hearing the
American and school flags whipping overhead.
"I'm here to see Mr. Spandrel about my son, Orion Brennan."
"Just a moment. Let me see if he's still in his office." The main secretary does
not recognize her yet, but Laura is sure that when she comes back, there will be that look
in her eyes that Laura has seen all too often these past months, that look of pity and not
knowing what to say. Laura understands; she wouldn't know what to say either, but she
still wants to shake people when they look at her this way. Thinking about it, she realizes
that if everyone looks at Orion like this, all day long at school, she is actually surprised
an explosion had not already occurred.
"Mrs. Brennan, you can go over to student services. Mr. Spandrel and your son
are waiting." Laura sees the change in the secretary's eyes, knowing that after she is in
student services, the main office staff will huddle together and whisper about her,
wondering how someone can survive first their son being killed in Iraq, and then the
disappearance of her husband. There will be speculation, wondering if he committed
suicide, went crazy, or maybe even ran off with another woman. Laura can't blame them
too much. Before Chad, she probably would have done the same and joined a circle of
Children’s staff in the workroom after a mother left, who had revealed one too many
personal details while settling her insurance information. "People like gossip, Laura.
That's just how it is." Her mother had told her that. If nothing else, her parents had both
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provided her with insights to how people will always behave, insights that years of being
a speech therapist had unfortunately reinforced.
"Mrs. Brennan, thank you for coming in. I know this is a difficult time for you."
Mr. Spandrel extends his hand, and Laura shakes it, trying not to squirm at the sweatiness
of it. "Any word on your husband?"
"No. Thank you for your concern." After months, Laura can say words like these
without thinking. Strange how the same words that she used to say after Chad now fit for
Jude. Damn it Jude, we can't. We can't live like this. "How's Orion?"
"He's fine. He might have a bit of a bruise on his cheek, but the school nurse
thinks it's nothing too serious." Mr. Spandrel opens the file folder labeled Brennan,
Orion C. and looks at the single sheet of paper inside it. "However, Ms. White-Duvall is
in with Larry Bailey. There's a good chance he may have suffered a broken nose."
Laura stares at him. "Are you telling me Orion did this?"
"I was as surprised as anyone. His teacher, Paul Settinger, and some other
students stopped the situation before it could get any worse. I had to start a discipline file
on Orion—first offense of his high school career. I recognized the first name from our
administrative meeting this morning about his father. Dr. Langley thought we should be
aware of the situation."
Great. My husband goes missing and it becomes an agenda point on the
principal's daily report. Was it on the morning announcements too? "Can I see my son
please?"
"Yes, and the three of us should discuss consequences." Pointing the way with
Orion’s file folder, Mr. Spandrel heads toward his closed door. Before they get there, he
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stops and leans in to Laura. “Mrs. Brennan, if there’s anything I can do to help you
through this difficult time, please let me know.” He taps Laura on her arm with the
folder and tries a smile. “Boy, this folder sure is a lot thinner than his older brother’s
used to be!” Laura stares at him. Is this man actually trying to hit on me, with my
youngest son in his office, his older brother gone, and my husband missing?
Unfortunately, Laura knew the type, fathers who would flirt with her while she was
trying to teach their daughters how to form a V sound, making some inane comment
about tongue placement. Sometimes their wives were sitting right next to them, glaring
at Laura as if she was to blame for their husbands’ ridiculous behavior. She considers
trying to break Mr. Spandrel’s nose, and thinks that students would actually carry her out
of the office, cheering, if she did. “Can I see Orion?”
“Of course.” He removes the folder from her arm and opens the door. Orion sits
in the chair across from his desk, staring out the window, cradling a bag of ice cubes in
his lap. It isn’t very often, but Laura sometimes sees Chad in Orion, and now is one of
those times. The bag of ice could easily be a football, and Chad spent a few hours in this
chair over the years, wondering how badly he screwed up this time.
“Orion?”
He looks up. “Hey Mom.” He sets the ice on Mr. Spandrel’s desk and then bursts
into tears. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I didn’t—"
Laura kneels down next to his chair and smoothes his hair, still amazed at how
different it is from Chad’s. She wonders for a moment if she will ever forgot the feel of
her older son’s hair, and then suppresses it. She does not want to show tears to this man.
“It’s ok, Orion. Everything’s going to be fine.”
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Mr. Spandrel picks up the bag of ice and wipes the condensation off his desk with
a tissue. Laura waits for him to offer Orion one, but then she realizes that they will be
waiting for a while. “Well, that is still to be determined,” he says, carefully wiping in
slow circles.
Laura digs a tissue out of her purse and hands it to Orion, who scrubs his eyes.
“What is the school’s policy for fighting?”
“Usually 3-10 days suspension, out-of-school, length determined by
circumstances. Possible recommendation for expulsion, but that’s probably not going to
happen here, based on Orion’s lack of a discipline record.”
“Not that I suppose it really matters, but who started it?”
“I did, Mom.”
Laura is a little surprised, but again, she supposes this has been building. “Orion,
why would you hit another student?”
“Mom, I didn’t want to, but he said, he said—" Orion breaks down again,
squeezing the tissue into his eyes.
“It’s okay Orion, it’s okay.” She hugs her son and sees the look of disapproval on
Mr. Spandrel’s face, the one saying what kind of boy cries to his mommy over winning a
fight? “What did he say, Mr. Spandrel?”
“Apparently something inappropriate about your family. Ms. White-Duvall is
looking into it.”
“Is she? Is she really?”
“Now, Mrs. Brennan, there’s no need to—"
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“Don’t you think of touching me with that file folder. What exactly did this boy
say? Oh wait, I’m sorry, what exactly did Larry Bailey, the next great Division I college
prospect of Cold Valley High, say to my son? Don’t look so shocked, Mr. Spandrel. My
son played varsity football here, and I had...have...a husband who cares passionately
about this football team, who still follows their games.”
“Mom--”
“I’m not finished Orion. I want Mr. Spandrel to tell me what exactly Larry said
about our family.”
Mr. Spandrel rummages through his desk and pulls out a pack of Juicy Fruit. He
opens his mouth, sticks in the gum, and begins chewing. “Mrs. Brennan...”
There is a knock on his door, and a graying, slightly balding man who looks a
little older than Jude sticks his head in. “Robert, can I interrupt?”
“Yes, Paul?”
“I just wrapped up with Dr. Langley. He has decided on discipline action, and
says if you have questions, you are to see him. Can I come in?”
Mr. Spandrel waves, and Laura is pretty sure he is not thrilled about having his
discipline co-opted by the principal and this teacher, who looks familiar from Chad’s
parent-teacher conferences. “Mrs. Brennan, I assume? I think we met years ago. Paul
Settinger--I had your son Chad in class years ago. Absolutely hated to read, but actually
had some talent with the written word when he felt like using it.”
Laura is reminded of the missing letters and again tries to stay calm. Don’t start.
You can cry yourself to sleep tonight, but not now. She looks at Orion, smiles, and grabs
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his hand. “You should see the letters he wrote from Basic Training. It was like he was
this whole other person.”
“The identity of the speaker versus the identity of the writer, eh Mr. Brennan?”
Orion says nothing, hands twitching in his lap like he wishes he could have that bag of
ice back. Or is he smoking now? When did I start? My freshman year? Guess
we...I...should have that talk with him again.
“Paul, I hate to be rude, but we’ve got a backlog in student services--”
“My apologies, Robert.” Mr. Settinger leans forward and clasps his hands. “One
day suspension—in-school—for Larry Bailey. One day out of school for the young
pugilist here, followed by two weeks of one hour detentions after school, in my room,
with me.” Mr. Settinger throws them both a conspiratorial wink. “Apparently, I’m also
being punished for some kind of fire code violation."
Laura looks at him. "Fire code violation?" Mr. Spandrel winces.
Orion actually smiles, but Laura thinks he looks a little nauseous at Mr.
Settinger's announcement. "Later, Mom."
"Be that as it may, whichever days you fail to serve with me, I will refer you to
Mr. Spandrel here for a Saturday morning detention assignment. Does this sound
acceptable?”
“One day in-school? He broke Larry’s nose!”
“Apparently Robert, Dr. Langley feels, based on extenuating circumstances and
student testimony regarding some interesting verbal comments made by young Mr.
Bailey, that he had it coming.”
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Laura thinks that Orion’s getting off easy, and she wonders how much Mr.
Settinger may have had to do with it. By the disgruntled look on Spandrel’s face, he’s
probably wondering the same thing. Laura can’t help herself. Things have been so bad
lately, that she does something immature and picks up Orion’s discipline folder, tapping
Mr. Spandrel on his carefully ironed sleeve. “That sounds great. When should he serve
his one day suspension, Robert?"
Mr. Spandrel takes the folder from her, snaps it open, and snatches a pen off his
desk. "Tomorrow. He needs to make up all assignments missed. For no credit, of
course." Laura worries that the pen is going to snap from the pressure Mr. Spandrel uses
to write his notes.
"Now really Robert. Why would the boy complete the assignments if there was
no opportunity to earn partial credit for it? Let that be at the respective teacher's
discretion."
Mr. Spandrel smiles and shuts the folder. "Have fun serving your detentions,
Paul."
Mr. Settinger shakes Laura’s hand and then points at Orion. "A pleasure to meet
you, Ms. Brennan. Orion, I will see you on Wednesday, in class and after school. Will
transportation be a concern?"
"No, I can pick him up on my way home from work. Most days, it shouldn’t be a
problem. Mr. Spandrel, is there going to be any future problems with Larry Bailey?"
"Oh, I doubt it, Mrs. Brennan. The young man does not want to jeopardize his
future." He looks at Orion as if wondering what would possess a Cold Valley student to
attack the rising star of his own high school’s football team. Laura wishes Jude were
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here and rests her hands on her son’s shoulders, who stares out Mr. Spandrel's window at
the flags twisting in the spring wind.

DAY 2
Hey Mom! You know how you always loved the way my hair would stick out
from my Cold Valley helmet? Well, those days are gone! Today was haircut day, and
even though the recruitment officers and brochures say that the Army has a liberal haircut
policy, we pretty much all look the same. Shaved on the sides, shaved on the back, short
on the top. It feels pretty sweet, actually. This guy Bennie kept rubbing it and saying it
felt like...well, never mind what he said...I’ll just put it in the next letter to Orion. Not
that you’ll have any idea what I’m talking about, O! Every time I walk by a mirror, I
have to stop and make sure it’s really me. I’d say that’s weird, but a lot of us are doing it,
with the exception of a few, like Travis P. Johnson, who came with his head shaved,
ready to lead us into combat. This guy Perry had to shave his goatee off. It was pretty
funny seeing him hold it between his fingers after the barbers clipped it off. Looked like
a dead hamster.
Oh yeah, we got uniforms today. Exciting stuff. I won’t bore you with all the
various shades of green and khaki we received. And then we practiced polishing! They
really know how to make us glad we enlisted. Rumor is things will get absolutely insane
later, but for right now everything’s actually kind of relaxing. One guy said it reminded
him of this kung-fu movie he saw, where all the future warriors had to do these really
boring, repetitive tasks. Something about sharpening the mind, preparing it for the
future. I guess that’s as good a comparison as any. Except we’re not subtitled.
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Hope all is well at home. Tell Dad and Orion I’ll write them next, and of course
they can read this if they want to. Write your favorite son soon!
Chad

ROOM 117
Jude pushes the yellowed curtains aside and watches the rain collapse onto the
Four Starr's parking lot. He has walked through some rain during the past week (two
weeks? he isn’t sure--the days are blending together), but nothing like today. It is what
Sam would have called "a dumbass day to be a seller of cars." Cold, not freezing, but
cold, with a cold, hard rain to complement the temperature. If I had a definite timetable, I
would push through it. Lace up the poncho and hit the road. But if I had a definite
timetable, I probably would have flown. Or taken a bus. Hell, I could have driven my
car. Not for the first time, Jude wonders what his timetable is, what his purpose is for
this walk, and really, where the hell he’s even ultimately going. It feels…not good…but
simply right to be doing something other than sleepwalking around his house. If the rain
doesn't let up by tomorrow, he'll check out anyway and keep walking. Not too far from
Ohio now. If it weren't for his middle-aged knees and gut, he figures he would have
already crossed over. The itch to hit the road, to keep walking, makes his hands want to
pack up his few possessions and lace up his shoes. But he can wait. Spend another day
in this room. Let his knees rest and his muscles rebuild themselves. Catch up on world
affairs on the small TV.
Jude closes the curtain and looks back at the room he reserved under the name of
Chris Manning. He wonders what the Reverend is up to this afternoon. He hopes he's
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not trapped out in this rain with only a Pacers hat for shelter and misquoted song lyrics
for company. Jude's backpack of possessions is littered about the room, with his poncho,
wet from yesterday's walking, still drying over the one wobbly wooden chair. The
slightly jeans and thermal pants still drape over the heater, which despite its rusted
exterior, still faithfully rumbles out warmth. The road atlas is open on the bed, that
groaned with the weight of countless affairs when Jude laid on it last night. He had
laughed, remembering nights spent with Laura early in their marriage, when it was just
the two of them taking the occasional vacation and staying in places just like this to
accommodate their meager budget, hoping for a AAA discount. He had fallen asleep,
after flipping over his pillow a few times, trying to decide which side was less stained.
He had dreamed of Laura, and had awoken in the middle of the night with an erection, his
first one in months. Right then, with only the light of the Four Starr's neon trickling into
his room, he had almost packed and headed for the nearest bus station. It was only the
sound of a cigarette being struck from the chair in the corner, and a glimpse of something
blackened, that had pulled him first from his dreamstate and then back into sleep.
Jude checks his watch. 2:25. Maybe a nap before dinner. Catch up on his sleep.
He knows he has been pushing his body hard these past days, but he doesn't feel bad. In
fact, Jude swears he has probably lost weight.
"Can you see your dick again, dad?"
"You know Chad, I am still your father. You could show a little respect."
Chad laughs. "Sorry. That's what Sergeant H used to tell us would happen to us
when we quit being soldiers and started being civilians. We'd get soft. Grow guts.
Wouldn't be able to find our dicks." He walks over and moves the curtains aside. "Some
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kind of weird motivational tool. 'Don't turn into your fathers, boys!' Who knows? Some
rain, huh?"
Jude smiles. "Reminds me of your game against Miami North. Weather was
something else that night."
"We were actually praying for lightning, so the game would be cancelled, or at
least postponed. But nothing doin'. Football gods were determined we'd play it out until
the clock read zeroes or somebody drowned in a pileup for a loose ball. If I remember, I
think my game pads were still wet when I went to put them on for next Friday's game."
Chad taps on the glass, a strange rhythm that Jude can't place. "Some days over there, we
would have killed for a kickass hellstorm like this. Wash the sand out of our crotch and
the sweat from our eyes."
"Nineteen tackles that night. Third highest single-game total in Cold Valley
history." Jude moves to the window and watches the puddles join together over the
cracked asphalt.
"Dad, you remember when we went on that summer roadtrip when I was in junior
high? Remember that Super 8 we stayed at one night in West Virginia? I kept making
excuses to go get ice."
"Your mother and I just figured you were bored."
"Nope. On the way to the ice machine, one of the rooms had its door open, and
there was this woman sitting on the bed. She was in a robe, but it was mostly open. This
woman was probably about sixty, with big saggy tits, but hell, I was in the seventh grade.
All breasts were good breasts, back then. I just felt bad for Orion, who had to see them
the first time he and I went. Probably scarred the kid for life. I made him promise not to
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tell you and mom what we saw. Every time I walked by that night, ice bucket in hand,
she just sat there, brushing her hair, watching TV, her tits hanging out of her robe. I
didn't know what was going on. Still don't."
"Well, Chad…"
"Christ dad, don't worry, she didn't molest me or anything. One time I walked by
that night and the door was closed. I went one more time and the door was still closed.
That's it. She was the first naked woman I ever saw. I thought of her over there once,
when we came across this dead Iraqi in her piece of shit house. No idea how she died or
how she was naked, just one of those fucked up afternoons in the streets. We all just
stood around, staring at this dead, naked Iraqi woman with gray pubic hair. I think that's
what we were all hypnotized by--gray pubic hair. We couldn't imagine it. Finally, Travis
came in, threw a sheet over her and said, 'Remember the story of Noah.' Classic Travis.
Bennie came back with 'I don’t think Noah had tits.' Good guy. Good guys. Even
Travis."
"I remember all nineteen of your tackles that night. I had to memorize them
because the rain was too much to keep track by marking them in your notebook. I
usually kept all your stats in there. Orion used to help me count things your freshman
year--tackles, assisted tackles, sacks, your two forced fumbles against James Polk--but he
wasn't interested after that first season. Even your mom lost interest, said I was obsessed
with the figures. Guess it was the car salesman in me. How many miles, percentage rate
over how many months, all that stuff. Next day at work I recited all nineteen tackles for
the guys." Jude shakes his head and smiles. "I don't know if they were more impressed
by my pathetic, ridiculous memory or your record-setting night."
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Chad watches the rain slam against the glass. "Still know them?"
"Halfback--two yard loss. Halfback--three yard gain. Tight end--six yard gain.
Quarterback sack--forced fumble. Nice work. Fullback in the flat--one yard loss.
Halfback--twenty-three yard gain on that one, but you probably saved a touchdown.
Halfback--four yard loss. Wideout--pushed out of bounds. Halftime--I still can't believe
both bands actually played through that storm…"
"Yeah. Even Coach Ludd commented on that in the middle of his halftime
speech. Right between his usual remarks about how his blind grandmother could tackle
harder than us, and how there was no way he was going to lose to some bunch of cornfed jerkoffs from the hills, he stopped, cocked his head, and said 'Can you believe this?
Trumpets in a goddamn shitstorm. You gonna let the scarecrows in the band show you
up? Now get your sorry asses out on that field and play like men!' He still there?"
"Oh yeah. Tried to get Orion to play football. Follow in the footsteps of his older
brother. Pretty halfhearted, but probably hoped he'd grow into your and your
grandfather's body."
Chad shakes his head. "He has other things to do. Football would be a waste of
him. All right, old man. Second half."
Second half…let's see…quarterback sack, first play of the half. Coach Ludd
must have fired you up. Halfback. Halfback. Halfback. No gain on all three carries-you think their coordinator would have tried something different on that series. Tight
end--almost ran you over, but you were able to drag his corn-fed butt down, as Coach
Ludd might say. Quarterback scramble---six yard gain. Halfback--eight yard gain.
Halfback--one yard gain. Wideout---nine yard gain. Prevented a critical first down there.
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Halfback--forced fumble, which your buddy Clemons returned for a touchdown.
Probably sealed the victory. Quarterback…no, halfback…" Jude trails off, trying to
remember the last tackle, the one that brought the home crowd to its feet. It’s in the
notebook, which is safely secured in his closet on Broadberry Lane. He should
remember. His son's night. Third-highest single-game tackles in Cold Valley history.
The athletic director had given him a special certificate at the fall sports banquet.
"Damn, son, I'm sorry, but I do not remember that last one. Your old man's
getting old. Give me a hint?"
Silence from the window. Jude is alone in the room. He watches the raindrops
spatter into the flooded parking lot, sending sparks of water up like bullets fired into
sand, and lets the curtains close. Going to the bed, he sets the alarm on his watch and lies
on top of the comforter, staring at the water-stains in the ceiling, trying to see football
plays being diagrammed and helmets colliding within their brown formless spots.

CLEANING THE BOARDS
Orion lowers the sponge, pulls it out, and watches the water trickle back into the
bucket, half-filled with water stained by the already scrubbed white and yellow chalk.
Orion tries not to think of what this water is probably already doing to the skin on his
hands.
“Do not squeeze the sponge too much, Mr. Brennan. Common neophyte mistake.
An ample supply of water will restore the board to its original condition.”
Orion can’t help it, but he shakes his head and laughs.
“Is something funny, Mr. Brennan?”
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This is the third day of detention, and Mr. Settinger hasn’t said much except “the
boards need cleaning”, “you may work on your homework”, and “your hour is up. See
you tomorrow, Mr. Brennan.” Orion isn’t sure if it’s the toxic water seeping into his
system that’s probably affecting his judgment, but he decides to just say what he is
thinking.
“It’s just the way you talk, Mr. Settinger. I don’t understand some of the words
you use.”
“Like squeeze? Or original? I know that last one was polysyllabic.”
Orion shakes his head and moves the sponge in a smooth column down the board.
After three days, he’s becoming quite the expert on the most efficient way to clean
boards. “Neophyte? Ample? You expect freshmen to know these words?” He rinses
out the sponge and creates another line. “It’s just the way you talk. Other teachers don’t
talk like that. Other people don’t talk like that.”
“I know. I am the last of a breed.” Mr. Settinger pauses, shakes his head, circles
something with one of his red pens, and flips the paper over. “That is one of the reasons I
am retiring this year.”
Orion is so surprised that he drops his sponge on the floor.
“Good thing you were not drinking anything Mr. Brennan. You might have
engaged in that classic of clichés, the spit take. Which would have resulted in more
cleaning for you. As it is, please make sure there are no chalk streaks on my tile.”
“Mr. Settinger, how long have you been teaching?”
Mr. Settinger flips over another paper. “Thirty-four years. Started back in 1971.
Things were different back then. For example, I could use neophyte in a sentence and
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expect that most of my students would know what it meant due to the education received
by the end of their freshman year.” Mr. Settinger circles a few more words. “Another
difference was that no spellcheck device existed. People had to proofread their own
writing. If I have to circle one more 'form' when the word should clearly be 'from'…”
Orion winces. It’s a mistake he’s been guilty of all year. But really, why would
he bother to reread a paper? Once you print, you’re done, and it’s time to join an online
game somewhere. He doesn’t expect Mr. Settinger to understand this, and he’s probably
exceeded his question quota, but Orion’s already bored after three days of detention.
Kim had given him some advice from one of her friends who averaged a detention a
week. She recommended trying to talk to the teacher as much as possible. Sometimes
they got so tired of you interrupting them while they were trying to work that they let you
go early. Although Orion isn’t exactly eager to talk to Settinger, he still wonders why his
teacher apparently didn't mind lightening a student's punishment by increasing his own.
“So, why are you retiring?”
“Orion, if this is a ploy to engage me in conversation, so I eventually become
weary of your presence and dismiss you, I must warn you that it will not work.”
Orion laughs. It surprises him, but it still feels good.
“Something amusing, Mr. Brennan?”
“That’s exactly what one of my friends told me to try. But really, I just want to
know why you decided to retire. You’re a legend around here.”
“True. A rather boring one, but a legend nevertheless. I will make you a deal,
Mr. Brennan. If you can tell me what neophyte means, I’ll tell you why I’m retiring.”
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Orion wrings the water out of the sponge and holds it up. “Too dry a sponge to
clean the boards. Did that on Wednesday. That’s an example of a neophyte mistake.
Because it was my first day cleaning the boards. Neophyte means someone who is new
to something.”
Mr. Settinger raises his eyebrows and puts down his pen. “I’m impressed Mr.
Brennan. Tell me, did you know the meaning of the word before this afternoon?”
“Nope. Figured it out in context. See Mr. Settinger? I do pay attention to your
lessons sometimes.”
“So you do. I shall have to expect more of you on a daily basis from now on.”
“Great. So again, why are you retiring?”
Mr. Settinger swivels his chair around, leans back, and looks out the window.
“Oh, I could say the usual suspects. I’m tired of grading papers, students aren’t the same
today, standardized tests are a joke, I want to spend more time with my family, and so
on.” He stands, walks over, and peers in the bucket. “This resembles a lake polluted by a
manufacturer of chemical weapons. You might want to get some fresh water before you
start on the back board. The truth is, Mr. Brennan, that I actually like helping students
become better writers. Today's teenagers, just like all previous generations of teenagers,
are still concerned with primarily themselves. Government-mandated testing only rattles
me a few weeks out of the year. And my family…well, my wife and I divorced years
ago, our children are grown, moved away, and having their own families. I am currently
unattached romantically. You might say, Mr. Brennan, that teaching English at Cold
Valley High School is the only thing that fills the life of one Paul Settinger.”
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Orion turns the sponge over and over in his hands. He isn’t used to hearing
teachers talk like this, and Mr. Settinger looks different than the teacher who usually
stood in front of the classroom, pointing out insignificant details in short stories and
humiliating students with his comments. He almost doesn’t want to continue this
conversation, but he wants to know. He doesn’t know why, but he wants to understand.
“So, if you still like teaching, why are you leaving?”
Mr. Settinger paces back to his window and looks out at the baseball field, where
one of the Cold Valley teams was taking batting practice. "I told you that I started in the
fall of 1971. I graduated college in the spring of 1969. Took me two years to find a
permanent position. If you'll excuse an old teacher's habits of asking questions to check
engagement in the learning process, do you remember what major geopolitical fiasco
America was engaged in when I graduated from college?"
"I'm sorry, but we only got up to World War II in my eighth grade American
history course. Maybe we'll get to it my junior year."
"Perhaps I should postpone retirement to see if you are able to answer my
question in two years. Despite their usual R rating, I assume you have seen a movie or
two about this particular war at some point in your life?"
Orion plops the sponge into the bucket. "Umm…Vietnam?"
"Excellent Mr. Brennan, you can leave a minute early today due to your excellent
guesswork. Not to bore you with a history lecture, but you are aware that there was a
draft during the Vietnam War?"
Orion does know this. He remembers part of a conversation between Grandpa
Norman, Chad, and his dad a couple years ago about this, a conversation that had ended
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with Grandpa Norman slamming his fist on the table and storming out of the house.
"Yeah, my family's talked about it before."
"Excellent." Mr. Settinger fumbles with his tie for a moment. "Well, one of the
ways you could avoid being drafted into the war was to receive an undergraduate
deferment, a fancy phrase that essentially means 'you were in college.' When I graduated
in 1969, I faced possible entry into the Vietnam War. I had no desire to go."
"My grandpa would call you a commie, Mr. Settinger."
"I am sure your grandfather would probably want to call me many things if I was
having this conversation with him, some of them probably earning him a detention. I
was, and still am, not a communist. I do believe that war is sometimes necessary. I did
not believe that about Vietnam."
"What did you do for those two years before you got a job here?"
"Substitute teaching. Ridiculously low pay. But you are probably asking how did
I stay out of the war? I had no interest in going to Canada, cutting off a body part, or
pretending to be crazy or a homosexual. So, I did what several young men in my
generation did. Married girls we did not love, had children we were not ready to have."
Mr. Settinger touches his fingers to the glass. "How can any marriage survive when it is
based on self-preservation rather than love?"
Orion doesn't know what to say. He nudges the bucket with his toe. Watches the
yellow water slosh back and forth.
"I started teaching here and made a vow I would leave my politics out of the
classroom. I would avoid discussions on the Vietnam War or government. Not that I
believe that a teacher should avoid ethical issues in the classroom, but because I was
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ashamed. How could I engage my students in a political debate over our involvement
when every night I went home and saw my child growing within my wife?"
"Should I get some fresh water, or do you want me to start on the back board?"
"Ah, are you tired of the ramblings already? I should stop--"
"No. It's ok."
Mr. Settinger sits back down at his desk and resumes his grading, but almost
lazily circling words. "1971 was a tough year to teach, and a tough year to try and ignore
the war in my classroom. One of my classes that year was senior english. One of my
students, Ronald Price, almost drove me out of the profession. One time, although I have
no evidence it was him, he snuck into the teacher's lounge and replaced my bag lunch
with another brown bag containing excrement. Dog, I believe."
Again, Orion laughs. "I'm sorry Mr. Settinger, but that is a pretty good one.
Don't worry, I won't do anything like it."
"I know you wouldn't Orion. You're not a Ronald Price. Or a Larry Bailey, for
that matter." Mr. Settinger swivels around and looks out the window again. "You know,
with that mask on to protect his nose, it looks like The Phantom of the Opera will be
playing third base for the Cold Valley junior varsity this season."
Orion smiles, but looks at the floor. "Thanks for arranging that schedule change."
"No trouble. Although I do owe one of my colleagues a tremendous favor for
taking Larry Bailey into her classroom, something she has reminded me of every day this
week at lunch. Has he given you any problems?"
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Orion shakes his head. "Nope. It's been weird, but except for kids whispering
about me when I walk past them in the hall, there hasn't been anything. Of course, they
could be whispering about my brother, my dad, Larry…"
"See? Teenagers have been whispering about each other since the creation of
humanity. Go ahead and get that water now, Mr. Brennan."
Orion picks up the bucket and heads toward the door. The hallway is quiet,
except for the sound of Ms. Garay moving desks around a few classrooms down. As he
is about to leave, he remembers what Mr. Settinger hasn't said.
"Mr. Settinger?"
"Yes, Orion?"
"Ronald Price? What happened to him? He obviously didn’t make you give up
teaching."
Mr. Settinger flips over another paper. "He was drafted a couple months after
graduation. Killed in Vietnam. Stepped on a mine, I believe. That is what really almost
made me quit teaching. One day in class, I overhead Ronald and one of his friends
talking about what they would do if they were drafted. Ronald's comment was something
about 'killing every slant-eyed he saw.' I reminded him that conversations were to be
kept appropriate for the classroom, but that was all. Sometimes I think that if I would
have been a different teacher that first year, a better teacher, Ronald Price might be alive.
The other students I had those first couple years who were killed in Vietnam might be
alive. Ronald. Jason Fortune. Chris Richardson. Nick Beasley. All killed in Vietnam.
I went to their funerals, always feeling that there was something I could have said,
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something I could have taught them to keep them alive." He puts down his pen and looks
at Orion. "You know your brother was one of my students?"
Orion nods. He can't say anything.
"When Chad died this year, I remembered when I had him in class his freshman
year. All those failings I felt thirty-four years ago came back to me, and I thought that I
have wasted these decades as a teacher. That I still haven't learned what I can say to
students to keep them from making poor decisions. This war in Iraq…I do not believe in
it, and I do not want to see any of my students involved in it; however, I do not know
what to do or what to say about it, Orion. And I do not know how to learn. And I am too
afraid to see any more of my students die. I am sorry I did not attend your brother's
funeral. He was a good student, and a good man. Also, I should have been more
sensitive with my book-burning stunt on Monday. For that, I am also sorry."
Orion stares at the eyes of Mr. Settinger, the eyes that behind their glasses seem to
resemble his father’s eyes before he vanished. He slowly turns and walks down the hall
to rinse out the bucket.

SAND
Hey O! Sorry this is so messy, but I’m writing this letter using some borrowed
field-issued night vision goggles. They’re pretty cool, but I honestly have no idea if I’m
even writing on the paper. If it turns out that I’ve written you a letter on my bedsheet, it
may take a while for you to get the package. Some poor clerk will have to inspect the
box for contraband, and it will probably take a few days to figure out why in the hell
some Private Brennan wrote a letter to his kid brother on his linen. They may even
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suspect us of being terrorists, and spend a few weeks running these poor scrawled
sentences through various codebreaker programs, looking for secret messages...
Anyway, I just got off my guard duty. Nightshift. There’s supposed to be two of
us on each wall, and there is, but we take turns covering for the other so we can get a
little extra sleep in. It would be different if anything happened here little brother, but we
must be temporarily bunkered in one of the quietest and most secure locations in Iraq.
After two weeks of either daytime walkarounds and nighttime watching, the most
exciting thing that’s happened is that Rondo had to shoot a rabid dog that came too close
to the fenceline. At least, we’re assuming it was rabid. Maybe it was just hungry. Or
friendly. But we can’t take any chances. Travis said he heard that to the east of us two
marines got killed because some local taped a bomb to a dog. I am not making this up,
O. Travis might have been, or he might have heard it from someone who was making it
up. It’s impossible to figure out the true stories from the ridiculous ones around here.
Travis says this dog came running down the street, and one guy bent over to give it a
scrap of homemade deer jerky that his uncle had sent him. Next thing you know, he and
one of his buddies are shredded, street and nearest building covered in dog parts, marine
bits, broken glass, and jerky. I can’t imagine being the rest of his buddies on patrol with
him, having to clean that up. And the world wonders why some of us go crazy over here.
So, now we have to watch out for kamikaze canines. I know little brother...kamikaze is a
Japanese word. I’m not an idiot. But I don’t know the Iraqi word for “dumbass who
blows himself up in the attempt to kill someone else.”
I didn’t plan on writing you to tell you about exploding dogs. I really wanted to
tell you about tonight. While Matt was catching an hour, the fieldpost was completely
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quiet, the nearby town was quiet, everything was just quiet. We were on the east wall,
and there was hardly any light. It was just me, my sleeping partner, six other guys spread
out around the perimeter, and some desert. It was boring, but at the same time, it was
peaceful. I know that doesn’t make much sense, that I’m in the middle of this fucked-up
country in a fucked-up situation and talking about a peaceful guard duty, but it was. The
moon was sending out this perfect amount of light, and the sand just seemed to
simultaneously swallow it and reflect it back into the night sky, towards the stars. Orion,
I wish you could see the desert here at night. The stars, the moon, the sand, the weird
quiet. This really is a beautiful country when you’re not being shot at, or trying to figure
out which car driving by is harboring a potential terrorist. In fact, just go to Arizona. Or
New Mexico. You can probably get the same effect without having to worry about
dying. Or killing somebody. I’m worried that one of these days I’m going to catch a
bullet because I’m too busy staring at the stars. Or maybe an explosive poodle will take
me out. Or maybe some creative towelhead will decide to wire pounds of explosives into
a remote control car. Drive it into a little café where I’m sipping the bitterest damn
coffee I’ve ever drank in my life. I’ll feel this nudge on my foot, look down, see this
little wireless remote car, look around for the kid driving it, and boom. That’s the end of
Chad Brennan. Actually, maybe this is a pretty good way to get the terrorists. Maybe I
should ask to make an appointment with the nearest general. Or even that prick
Rumsfeld. We can mount fiber optic cameras on remote control cars (I’m thinking
something James Bond would drive) and send them into every house and tent in Iraq.
Then, we find something suspicious, we send in the remote control truck packed with
explosives. Blow those fuckers up.
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Sorry for rambling, O. This is the kind of shit you think about late at night.
How’s school going? Mom said you’ve become quite the little drummer boy at halftime.
My brother a band geek! Are you trying to trash the Brennan rep that I worked so hard to
develop? I laid a foundation for you and you screwed it up! I’m just kidding. I’m proud
of you, O. Hopefully, I can catch a game next year. I’d like to hear you play. Plus, Dad
told me in one of his letters that they’ve got this new hot shit freshman playing varsity,
Larry Barbie or something like that. Do you know him? I’m sure playing varsity went to
his head. Went to mine. I admit it, I was a bit of a dick my freshman year. How’s Kim?
Did you confess your undying love yet? Don’t bullshit me Orion. I saw that look in your
eye and the bulge in your pants when I was home on leave, and she came over to visit.
What are you waiting for?
All right. I’m gonna crash. Sorry if this comes late and on a sheet. Write back
on a towel if you want. I’ll wrap it on my head and blend in.
Chad
PS: Don’t show this to mom. Apparently she doesn’t like my “racial comments.”

MEDIUM RARE
Laura checks her watch. 3:15. Still forty-five minutes before she needs to pick
Orion up from detention. When Laura had asked how it was going after school with Mr.
Settinger, and if he was having any problems with Larry Bailey, Orion had answered with
the typical adolescent answers of “Okay” and “No.” Laura remembers Chad giving her
similar replies, that he once said he was doing “Fine” when he was getting approximately
a thiry-four percent in biology. She still isn’t sure how he was able to pull out a passing
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grade, but she suspects that it being fall quarter might have had something to do with it.
Or as Chad and his father would have called it, football quarter.
“Hon, would you like to go ahead and order?”
“No, I’ll wait. He should be here shortly.”
The waitress snorts. “You know, for a man who likes to talk about his days in the
army, he sure does like to be late. I thought all those military men were sticklers for
being on time.”
“He is. For everyone else.” Laura and the waitress share a laugh, and she tells
Laura not to worry, that the place is between mealtime crowds anyway and Greg will
have their food out quick. As she walks back to the counter, Laura looks around at
Johnny B's, one of her dad’s favorite lunchtime spots. Only a couple tables were
currently occupied, and one elderly woman sat at the counter, reading the paper. Her
father and the original owner, John Burnetti, had first went to high school together, and
then both enlisted in the army. Laura remembers eating here when she was a girl, as well
as the Burnetti family coming over to their house. While the adults played cards, the kids
would run around the yard or house. Greg, their oldest son and two years older than
Laura, had been trouble. His first time over, he had showed Laura and her sister how to
burn ants with a magnifying glass. He then spent most of the evening trying to flip up
Laura’s dress so he could chant something about her underpants. Laura had eventually
slapped him in the nose, which had made him bleed all over his white t-shirt. Neither one
had tattled on the other, which Laura supposed was further evidence that kids didn’t
change with the years. Greg’s dad had died a few years ago, not too long after Laura’s
mother, and left him the family restaurant. Unfortunately, the place wasn’t doing well
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when John died, and Greg had finally made the decision to close its doors on April
thirtieth.
Laura wonders if she should go ahead and order, get a head start on her father.
He still ate like he was in the army, gripping his utensils in a clenched fist and shoveling
food into his mouth like he was back digging trenches in Korea. I was the fastest damn
digger in the whole province. I was like Paul Bunyan, but with dirt instead of trees! As
her dad’s war stories and bragging went, this one at least was comical. The image of her
dad digging miles of ditches across Korea brings a smile to her face.
“Now that’s how I like to see my little girl—grinning like the cat who swallowed
the canary. News about Jude?”
Laura stands and gives her father the customary hug and kiss on the cheek. “No.
Police haven’t heard anything. Or the highway patrol. I was just remembering
something.”
“Care to share?” He flips open the menu, his eyes flicking down the page.
“Damn. When did a hamburger get so expensive? Have to have a chat with that boy
Gregory. His dad would turn over in his grave if someone showed him this menu. He’d
flip just like one of these overpriced patties.” He temporarily stops to point two fingers at
the ceiling. “I’ll tell you what it is—all this minimum wage increase and federal beef
inspection nonsense. If you're not making enough money in your job, work more hours.
Get a higher-paying one. Don't expect the government to ride in and demand you get
paid more. Damn democrats. And if God has it in the cards to kill me over some
undercooked cow, then so be it. I don't need to pay fifty cents more a pound so some
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putz fresh out of college can first stamp a sticker on the package and then go throw up
because he can't stand the sight of blood."
Laura sighs. “It was nothing.”
“What was?”
“Nothing. How was your day?”
He waves his hand. “Puttered around in the yard. Spring’s a-comin, and there’s
work to be done. Think Orion could give his grandpa a hand this weekend, hauling and
spreading some mulch? Might be good for the boy to get some man time, especially with
his dad gone.”
Laura takes a drink and carefully sets down her water glass, trying to think of how
to respond. Before she can, the waitress returns, pulling a ketchup-stained pencil out of
her bun.
“Well, well, if it ain’t Mr. Norman. How you been, Chad?”
“How you been, Liz? Still breaking hearts from here to St. Louis?”
Liz pokes her dad’s shoulder with the pencil. “You get out of here with that!
You know I’m a happily married woman.”
“My loss.”
Liz looks at her and rolls her eyes. “Can you believe this guy? Four years I’ve
been working here and he still gives me the same lines.”
“Sweetheart, I’m a classic. And speaking of classic, give me the Memphis. Extra
onions. Fries are fine.”
“Man your age should start watching it, Mr. Norman.”
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“Man my age? I am a specimen of health. If they sent me to Iraq, the rest of our
boys could come home.”
“Uh-huh. Cooked your usual?”
“Of course. No blood, but plenty of red.”
Liz turns to Laura and winks. “And for the daughter of Rambo here?”
Laura sighs. She wishes people wouldn’t encourage him. Liz just has to bring
him his food; she doesn’t have to eat it with him. “Just a salad, thanks. Whatever fatfree dressing you have is fine. And a diet Coke.”
After Liz collects the menus and heads to the kitchen, her father taps the table in
front of him. “You should eat more. Keep your strength up.”
“I’ll eat dinner tonight with Orion. And I already had lunch at work. So, thanks
to your invitation, I am eating more, Dad.”
“Well, if you would invite your old man over for dinner once in a while, he
wouldn’t have to force his daughter to eat all these extra meals in order for a family to
break bread together.”
“So, what are you planting this year?”
“Subtle, but I’ll play along.” Laura listens to her dad discuss locations for some
new flowers he wants to try this year, and the food he plans to give her from his garden.
“You know Dad, you probably should have been a farmer.”
“Don’t get me started on how your democrats ruined the farmers of our nation.”
Liz arrives with their food and sets it down with a warning to Laura that Mr.
Norman’s breath is going to be dangerous after eating this burger and slab of onions.
After taking a large bite, with juice dribbling down his chin, her dad agrees.
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“So, can Orion help his old, feeble grandpa with some yard work this weekend?
I’m thinking Saturday would be good. Supposed to rain on Sunday, and I want to get that
mulch down.”
Laura sets down her fork. Takes a drink. “Jude doesn’t want you alone with
Orion.”
Her dad takes another bite of his burger and chews. “Yeah, well, I’ll bet you a
fiver that Orion wants his dad at home. When a king abandons his throne, he doesn’t get
to keep making decisions.”
Laura takes another drink, trying to avoid the temptation to dump it over his head.
Honey, first your boy punching out kids at school, and now you thinking of making a
scene in a restaurant? You need Dr. Phil, not me. “Queen’s still around, dad.” The
teenage girl in her gets some satisfaction in seeing her father’s eyes grow wide as he sets
down his half-eaten burger.
“Are you telling me that you don’t trust me with Orion? Jesus, Laura, what do
you think? That I’m going to molest him or something?”
Trying to ignore both the stares from the handful of other diners and the strong
smell of onions wafting across the table, Laura leans in towards her father. “You know
Jude still blames you for what happened to Chad.”
“Oh, come on...”
“He blames you for Chad not accepting any of those football scholarships—"
“Once again, those were all small schools. Division III, I believe. Two were in
Ohio for God’s sake. I mean, I could see if Notre Dame had offered him a scholarship, or
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Purdue, or even Indiana U, although I could probably suit up and start at linebacker for
that bunch of—"
Laura surprises herself by slamming her glass on the table and again enjoys the
satisfaction of seeing her father’s eyes respond. “It was not about playing football. It
was about going to college. Getting an education.”
Her dad shakes his head. “Laurie, you and I both know that Chad wasn’t
interested in college. The only thing that interested him about high school was football.
And he would never have played in the NFL. Too small. That’s a sad fact. That’s why
no Division I schools looked at him. College would have been a waste of his time. Even
Jude knew that.”
Laura takes a deep breath. Another one. “Fine. What else Jude blames you for is
filling his head with the desire to do his patriotic duty, go overseas, and kill people in the
Middle East.”
Her dad has picked up his burger, but sets it down again, settling for a fry. He
holds up his hand and ticks off his points in that way he’s been doing for as long as Laura
has been alive. “One. It is his patriotic duty. It should be the patriotic duty of every
young man in this country to serve it in a military uniform. I tell you, Israel’s got its
dumb ideas, but one good one is the mandatory military service. You’d see a lot more
patriotism from the youth in this country if they had to serve and defend it. You wouldn’t
see all these dumbass kids dressed in all black and chains moping around stores feeling
sorry for themselves. And even if Chad would have been offered a Division I
scholarship, the decision should be a no-brainer. Look at World War II—guys like Bob
Feller gave up their baseball careers to serve for years. Korea—Willie Mays walked
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away from the game to serve his country. We once ate in the same chow hall. How
many professional athletes would do that today? And don’t get me started on
Muhammad Ali. Greatest pussy of all time.”
“Dad—"
“I’m not done. You started this conversation. Two, overseas is where wars need
to be fought. Should we wait until the war is fought in our streets? Is that what you
want? Strangers blowing up your homes?”
“So, as long as we’re the strangers blowing up other people’s homes, that makes it
all right?”
“Three. I never suggested to Chad that people in the Middle East need killing.
Now, it is a fact that terrorists threatening American all come from that part of the world,
so I think the logical connection is pretty clear.” Her dad takes another bite of his burger
and wipes his mouth. “Besides, my grandson died a hero. I’m proud of him. You should
be too.”
“I don’t want a dead hero. I want my son back.” Laura calmly digs through her
purse for a tissue, hoping she didn’t go through them all at lunch today.
“Hey. Hey, Laura.” Her dad’s voice is trying to be kind, and this is why she puts
up with him. Because he does try. “I’d rather him be alive. I miss him too. Hell, you
named him after me.”
“Just don’t fill up Orion’s head with this garbage. He’s the only boy I’ve got
left.”
“You know, in other wars, families would sometimes lose three, four, five
children. Maybe they understood sacrifice better than we do.” Before Laura can say
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anything, her dad raises his hand. “Don’t worry. I will keep my opinions to myself.
Besides, I think you and I both know that Orion isn’t like his brother. Nothing I could
say would have any influence on that boy.”
“Yeah? Why’s that, Dad?”
He grins. “Too much of his mother in him, I guess.” He looks around at Johnny
B’s, which is starting to slowly fill up for dinner. “Sure am gonna miss this place. Lot of
good memories here.”
Laura checks her watch. Time to pick up Orion. “Maybe you should buy it.
Change the name to Brennan’s Bistro. Slogan could be ‘Our Burgers Bleed Red, White,
and Blue’.”
“Nah. I’m too crotchety to stand around cooking all day. Besides, I'm bringing
my special five-alarm deviled eggs to Easter dinner. I assume that I'm still invited to that
family function.”
Laura covers his hand with hers. "Of course. How about both Orion and I come
over and help you with the garden this Saturday? But no politics."
"Agreed. We'll limit our talk to the weather and anthills." Her father slides his
hand out and picks up the check.
"How much do I owe you?”
Her father waves a hand. “It’s on me. You can pay next time. I’ll get the steak.”

JOURNAL 3/28
Can you believe this?? Where does S. come up with these Orion grins and
scribbles There must be a book: 10001 ridiculous journal prompts to torture high school
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students After flipping the paper back to Kim’s desk, Orion rereads today's journal,
written on the board in Mr. Settinger’s meticulous handwriting: “Discuss how a roller
coaster is like the Shakespeare classic Romeo and Juliet. Use between 200-250 words.
You must convince your reader of your theories!” Orion looks around at the students
either writing, counting words, staring at the ceiling for inspiration, or like he and Kim,
writing notes to each other. With Larry Bailey antagonizing some other students, this is a
comfortable class to be in. Even Preston and PJ, Larry’s fellow football players, have
calmed down without their leader to follow around. Preston spends much of his time
sleeping, a situation that seems to work well for both him and Mr. Settinger, while PJ is
usually busy trying to get Jessica to go out with him. They ignore Orion, and Orion is
happy to be ignored.
Are you going to answer it
Later After I clean the boards Again
How many days left
Five, counting today What are you writing about
Orion watches Mr. Settinger at his desk, filling out some kind of paperwork.
Orion doesn’t know how to explain, but some part of him actually enjoys detention with
his English teacher. Although Mr. Settinger hasn’t been as talkative as he was the other
day, there’s still this whole other side to him that Orion doesn’t see in class. He wonders
if this is how all adults are. That they have one side that they show to the world,
especially kids, and then there is the side that they only show to other adults, especially
the few that they love and trust. Orion thinks he saw a glimpse of the real Mr. Settinger
the other day in detention, and even though he isn’t sure what to think, it gives him
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something to daydream about instead of these bizarre journal questions. Besides Mr.
Settinger, he wonders about his dad. Where he is, what he’s thinking. Orion suspects
that there must be more to his father than a seller of cars and a fan of football games. His
father has other sides to him that he wouldn’t let his youngest son see. Did Chad see
them? His mom? The folded piece of paper plops on Orion’s desk, interrupting his
thoughts. Mr. Settinger looks up, but Orion shields the loose paper with his notebook,
looking at the board with an air of intense concentration. Mr. Settinger shakes his head
and looks back at his paperwork.
I’m trying to describe how all of the little plot twists and developments are like
upside-down loops on a roller coaster It’s slow going I haven’t ridden a roller coaster
in a while and we read this play in, what, like, October?
At least you have some ideas Want to hang out this weekend We can watch the
movie again I know you’re a big Leonardo fan
He casually flips the paper back to Kim when Mr. Settinger crouches under his
desk to retrieve a dropped pen. As Orion tries to remember any character in Romeo and
Juliet besides Romeo or Juliet, he sees Erin looking back at him. She smiles and gives
him a little wave, then buries her head in her latest manga book. They haven't said much
to each other since what Kim refers to as the "burning puke fight," but Erin did invite
Orion to the next anime club meeting, an invitation which he refused with his normal
stamerings. Why does any girl besides Kim make my tongue feel like a dead fish? It's not
like I like Erin. Orion looks at her, hunched over her book, her notebook still open to her
Romeo and Juliet journal that was probably over 250 words and perfectly answered. Erin
is smart and creative, and he has seen a few of her photographs hanging in the display
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cases outside the art rooms. She doesn't have much of a body, but he admits, neither does
he, both of them on the skinny side. Her hair is brown and straight, and her short stature
makes her appear to be swallowed in the hallways between classes. Erin is the kind of
girl who most boys at Cold Valley just don't notice. And I'm the kind of boy who girls
don't pay attention to, except to either make fun of or because we were friends in
elementary school. Maybe I should stop wishing for Kim. Orion's musings are again
interrupted, this time by the paper hitting him in the head. He looks over at Kim, who is
giggling but mouths "Sorry" at him.
I'm pretty booked this weekend Out of town tournament for my club team
Columbus Maybe we'll see some hot college guys there  Don't you have plans with
your grandpa I see you checking out Erin She's nice Orion And I think she might be
interested in you ever since you broke dickhead's nose Every girl's got a thing for the
bad boy  Maybe you should ask HER to watch a movie this weekend
Yeah she's nice
Orion wants to write but she isn’t you but cannot bring himself to write the words.
He knows it would probably be the end of their friendship, despite Kim having had
boyfriends over the past couple years. They just never saw Orion as a threat to their
relationship. Why would they? Kim is probably encouraging him to ask Erin out to
avoid any future embarrassing conversations between them about how Orion likes her,
and she just likes him as a friend. Orion has this conversation at least once a week in his
head. He's pretty sure he knows exactly how it would go, down to every little hand
gesture and turn of the head. He lowers his pencil back to their note.
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Maybe I will I'm supposed to go help my grandpa on Sunday anyway And my
mom isn't too crazy on letting me do much since the fight She hasn’t said the word
"grounded" Of course, she might be thrilled that I'm bringing a girl home to watch a
movie But, it might remind her of Chad. And then she'll break down And Dad's not
there And this probably wouldn't be a good first impression of my family--small as it is
these days--to Erin Maybe Mr. Settinger will want to get together this weekend We can
drive around the streets looking for boards to clean He can tell more stories about the
good ole days of Cold Valley
Orion folds the paper in half, stretches, and drops the paper in Kim's outstretched
hand. They grin at each other. It feels like Orion is back in the fifth grade again. Orion
watches as she reads the note, interested in the mixed expressions floating across her
face. Confusion and sadness and laughter, all rolling together. Kim's face is exactly how
he feels most days. He sees Erin looking back at them again, and Orion wonders about
the expression on her face when she stares at Kim. Confusion? Jealousy? He has never
had a girlfriend, so he doesn't know if this is how girls look at each other when one of
them has someone the other wants--like cats circling each other over the same mouse.
Chad would have known what to do.
You're right Especially about your grandpa He takes a little getting used to
A little??
Ok A lot I think the vice-president of the anime club's getting jealous She's
looking at me like I'm stealing her man
Again, Orion thinks of writing Do you want to steal me but settles for scribbling
She is? I didn't notice
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Boys I still can't believe Mr. Settinger talked to you about those things from his
first years of teaching Who knew the man actually has a soul That's got to feel pretty
cool that he admires and respects your brother
Orion looks at Erin, who has lowered her head so far between the covers of her
book that it appears to be swallowing her. He glances over at Kim, alternating between
doodling a soccer ball and working on her journal entry, and then shifts his attention to
Mr. Settinger, who checks his watch and returns to his gradebook.
Yeah It was pretty cool But here's what I didn't tell you Instead of just going for
fresh water and cleaning the back board, I really wanted to say to Settinger that my
grandpa would probably call him a pussy for not going to Vietnam. But I think he's a
pussy for not saying what's on his mind. I mean, yeah, I bet he was all tore up seeing his
students die. How does he think their parents felt? Their sisters? Their brothers? He
knows all these big words, but he's a pussy for thinking that knowing the definition of
neophyte is more important than knowing the difference between a good war and a bad
one. I mean, where else are we supposed to learn about this? TV? Relatives who fought
in wars? Family who was killed in wars? I really wanted to kick over the water bucket,
send that milky yellow water spilling under the desks and toward Settinger, just to see the
look on his face. He thought he was being all sympathetic, and instead all he was telling
me that maybe he could have saved my brother's life if he would have had the courage to
say what he really wanted to say. I didn't say what I really wanted to say to him, either.
I'm so brave in writing this note to you. I can say what I should have said, instead of
shuffling down the hall for fresh water and not being able to look Ms. Garay in the face.
And I'm still a pussy, because I can't really say what I want to say to you in this note. I'm
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slamming Settinger for something I'm just as guilty of. So, I might as well finish my little
fantasyland. Here's how I would have ended it, by telling him that he could refer me to
Mr. Spandrel if he wanted. At least Saturday detention will be devoid of hypocrisy. Then
I would have said that I assumed he knew what devoid meant. Aren't we such heroes in
our dreams? What kind of hero was Chad in his
"Mr. Brennan, I must say that I haven't seen such fevered answering of one of our
journal prompts in quite some time. I suspect, you're going to give some of our best and
brightest a run for their money on this one. May I peruse this?"
Orion looks at Mr. Settinger's hand on his paper, the long fingers caging his
words. Erin stares back at him, with a mix of relief and embarrassment on her face.
Thinking it must be the day for confused emotions, Orion tries to look up at Mr.
Settinger's face, to meet his eyes, but he cannot. He can't even say anything. He just
stares at the hand, motionless on the paper.
"I will accept your silence as your tacit agreement. Now, I must admit, I'm
curious as to why you're doing your journal on a separate sheet of paper when you have a
perfectly good notebook with your other journals, sketchy as they are, right in front of
you. Ah…now I see, unless you have a bizarre dual personality, there appears to be two
distinct handwriting styles. This appears to be the work of Miss Price.”
Orion risks a glance back at Kim, who now appears to be trying to be eaten by her
own notebook. He then focuses on his desktop, still unable to look at Mr. Settinger.
"Let's see. Questioning my journal assignment. Good. I am always glad to see
students challenging my pedagogy. Conversation shifting into more comfortable
adolescent territory, weekend plans. Hmm…an interesting love triangle seems to be
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developing." Orion hears some giggles and whispers from around the classroom, but
very muted. This is still Mr. Settinger's class, and the other students don't want his
attention to shift away from the note and onto them.
"Mr. Settinger, may Orion please have it back? You don't have to read the rest."
"Not just yet, Kim. I am always interested how the youth of today currently
engages themselves."
"Mr. Settinger…please." Orion lifts his head to finally look at his teacher. "You
don't want to read it. It's a mistake by a neophyte."
Mr. Settinger smiles, a genuine one. "Impressive, young Brennan. But you are
not an English teacher yet. Now let us continue. A fascinating development. I make a
cameo into your discussion." He flips the paper over. "An impressive monologue, by its
length. Let us see if you can match Shakespeare with not just its word count, but also its
content." As Mr. Settinger's eyes travel down the page, Orion cannot help but watch the
emotions shift on his teacher's face, ultimately ending in nothing. No anger. No sadness.
No fury. Just this terrible nothing in Mr. Settinger's face that Orion has come to know all
too well over these past months. Mr. Settinger carefully folds the paper into quarters and
tucks it into his sportscoat pocket, his fingers slightly trembling.

WELCOME TO OHIO
Jude raises his hand and shields his eyes against the morning sun. When am I
going to remember to buy some sunglasses? Tugging the brim of his hat low on his
forehead, he can clearly make out the two Indiana highway patrol cars, their sidepanel
flashers the only obvious clue to their identity. He hears sirens coming from behind him,
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and moments later, a firetruck blurs by him in the breakdown lane. Although Jude is
walking in the grass some distance from the interstate, he still feels the rush of air created
by its passing. He stops, pulls out his water bottle, and takes a quick swallow. His
bladder is starting to grumble at him, but he's fairly sure there's a rest stop not too far past
the Ohio border. He could just walk a little into the woods, away from the highway, but
he's a little self-conscious of the people watching him walk alongside their cars.
The congestion had started back around mile marker 153, with a slowing down of
traffic and then a gradual complete stop. Jude had passed hundreds of cars during the
past hour, and despite the warm morning sun, had kept his poncho on and his hood up.
He knows that the odds of someone he knows being stopped in an I-70 traffic jam about
eighty miles from where he lives are small, but he still can't shake the paranoia of being
recognized and being asked questions he still can't answer. Eighty miles. Slow-going,
but he isn’t a young man anymore. Slow and steady. Lots of breaks. Twice a whole day
of resting in twenty dollar-a-night hotels. His logical self still has trouble accepting that
he has walked this far. That he left his house…when? Jude isn't sure what day it is, but
he guesses it's been about two weeks. Maybe three. He'll buy a newspaper at the next
rest stop or gas station. Get reacquainted with the world. See what day it is. Check the
weather conditions. There had been a snow shower two days ago that he had walked
through for a couple hours, hands shoved under layers of clothing. The thin cotton
gloves he had bought earlier at a truck stop hadn't offered much protection, and he had
promptly checked into the first hotel he had come across. "Winter's last gasp," was what
the weatherman had called it, but Jude had decided to check out the potential weather
conditions whenever possible.
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"Hey! Hey buddy!" Jude ignores the man calling out to him. It's not the first
time this hour he's been hailed by someone stuck in the traffic snarl. Each time, Jude has
refused to look over at the car. He just keeps his eyes straight ahead, or his head down,
and continues walking. Repeatedly in this snarl of traffic, he has felt prickles on his skin.
Solitary drivers staring at him, wondering where his car is and where he's going. Taking
drinks from coffee growing cold. Young couples holding hands, with one nodding a head
towards him and the other laughing. They kiss, not sparing him another thought. The
occasional minivans with boys pointing toys at him, their lips pursed to make explosion
sounds he remembers Chad and Orion making, and before them, that he himself made
when he was a boy. He had walked by a Saturn driven by a young woman who reminded
him of Laura when they had first been married. She had been carefully arranging the
blankets in a car seat strapped right next to her. This had triggered both his father and car
salesman alarms, and he had almost went and rapped on her window. To do what?
Lecture her on the dangers of air bags? From the man who hasn't talked to his own wife
and son in weeks? He had increased his walking speed and passed her by.
The wind shifts, carrying exhaust towards Jude. He coughs and wonders if he
should pull out his bandana that he's been using to cover his nose and mouth, but the
wind changes again, bringing the smell of fertilizer from the adjacent farm. He had used
it on a couple of extremely windy days, and when he had walked through a field that had
smelled like manure, fresh skunk spray, and dead fish all at the same time. The bandana
really hadn't done much to keep the smell out of Jude's nose, but it had made him feel
better having something between his lungs and the ridiculously foul odor.
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A couple carlengths ahead, a door opens and a man clambers out, then jogs for the
treeline. Jude smiles. Call of nature. His bladder again sends out a mild distress call, but
Jude ignores it. If he was the other guy who had just left his car and headed for the
woods to take a piss, the last thing he would expect to see is some guy in a backpack
walk up and unzip like the two of them were at a row of urinals in the RCA Dome instead
of some stretch of trees along I-70. A woman in the car with him has also got out of the
vehicle and lights up a cigarette. As she takes a deep breath and blows it out behind her,
she notices Jude walking. The smoke drifts its way towards Jude, who coughs again. He
takes another swig of water.
"Sorry guy."
"Don't worry about it. It's mostly the exhaust anyway."
She nods and takes another drag from her cigarette. "Yeah, this traffic's a bitch.
Car break down?"
"Yeah, a while back."
"My husband's got our phone if you want to borrow it. He'll be back in a minute."
Jude draws even with the woman, and turns to reply, walking backwards.
"Thanks, but I've already taken care of it. I'm meeting my son at the rest stop. Know
what happened up there?"
"No clue. Been here a while though. Maybe we should just start walking
ourselves."
Jude laughs. "I don't think the people behind you would appreciate that. Good
luck."
"Yep. You too. Hope your car gets fixed."
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He turns back and keeps walking. He can see the arch ahead, the one that
officially welcomes travelers to Ohio. For some reason, his hands start shaking. Once he
leaves Indiana and enters another state, it's one more sign that his old life no longer
exists. His knees tremble and he is forced to hunker down in the grass, hands on thighs,
waiting for the tremors to pass. He wonders if he's been subconsciously taking it slow
these past couple weeks, ramping up every little ache and twinge in his joints. That he
simultaneously feels a desire to go and a desire to stay. A car packed with either high
school or college students point at him, laughing. Part of Jude wants to throw something
at their car window. Part of him wants to call home and beg Laura to come pick him up
right now, at mile marker 157. But most of him still needs to keep going. So he stands
and keeps walking, using the instability in his legs as motivation to keep moving his feet
forward, letting his hands weave aimless patterns in the air. He figures that if he was in a
car, trapped in traffic and watching some guy stagger past him with hands fluttering in
the wind, he would probably either lock the doors or call the highway patrol.
As he nears the border, he can clearly make out the source of the traffic. There's a
smoldering car off to the side, in the breakdown lane just before the entryarch to Ohio.
Just on the Ohio side, there are three cars tangled together on the concrete, effectively
sealing off the road. Bits of metal and glass sparkle in the morning sun. Two highway
patrol cars idle in the breakdown lane, flashers sending out their message, the patrolmen
both holding clipboards and filling out paperwork. A tow truck begins to carefully
maneuver into position, to work on dragging a crumpled pickup into the median in order
to resume at least one lane of traffic. The other two vehicles are a conjoined
mythological beast, their bodies hopelessly intertwined. From his years at the dealership,
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Jude has seen some heavily damaged cars. And he has driven through his share of
accidents over the years, with his sons peering out the back windows, hoping for a
glimpse of something different than the same old road. But he has never seen an accident
from this perspective. As the smoldering car gets closer, Jude notices that at some point
he has started running. The grass next to the breakdown lane begins to slope, and he sees
a young man sitting on the incline, staring first at the smoking car, then the remnants of
the accident, and then back to the car. Jude stops a few feet from the man and takes in his
face streaked with dirt and sweat, the stains in the armpits of his white T-shirt, the dried
blood on his blue jeans.
"Hey…you alright?"
The man looks up, and Jude now thinks that he's barely a man. Probably
nineteen. Maybe very early twenties. "Yeah. Yeah, I'm ok." The man sighs and rubs a
hand through his scalp. "Don't suppose I could bum a smoke off you?"
"Sorry. I don't smoke. There's a woman back there who's got some." Jude
gestures over his shoulder, realizing how ridiculous this sounds but unable to stop. "I can
run back and get you one."
"No, that's ok. No light anyway…although I guess I could just walk down and
use what's left of my car." He nods toward the burnt-out wreck, still sending out a stream
of smoke into the sky. Jude sees a fireman lounging against his truck, polishing his
helmet and keeping an eye on the car while his coworkers talk to the highway patrolmen.
"Guess I should have spent more on insurance than just the minimum liability."
Jude puts out his hand. "I'm Jude. Jude Brennan." The kid just stares at it, and
then shakes it. "Chad Falkland. Damn…what a day."
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Jude sits down on the slope. "I had a son named Chad. He was killed in Iraq."
Jude stares at the smoking car, wondering why he's telling the kid this. He obviously has
his own problems.
"Damn…that sucks. Puts my day in perspective. Although not for…" Chad
waves towards the Ohio side of I-70, at the metal and glass burning like stars on the black
asphalt.
"What happened? And are you hurt? Do you need me to go get the police?"
Chad shakes his head. "No, I've already talked to them. I've already been
checked out by the paramedics. And this blood ain't mine. Sure you don't have a
smoke?"
"No--"
"Don't worry about it. I was driving into New Hope. See my girl. She's
beautiful. I should probably call her. Let her know what happened, that I was driving
along and smoke starts pouring out from under my hood. I pull over, pop the hood, and
flames shoot out. I almost pissed my pants. So, I get out and call 911, watching my car
burn and hoping it doesn't blow up. I'm standing here, on the hill, my car on fire, and
people are slowing down, pointing at my car, snapping pictures with their cell phones. A
few minutes later, this guy finally stops to see if I was all right, or if I needed to call
someone. While we're talking, this car floats out of its lane and gets plowed into by the
jeep. Then, the pickup rams into the edge of that accident and skids off a bit. By this
point, people are finally not paying attention to my fire and starting to watch the road,
probably because there was a bigger accident. Of course, now nobody can drive
anywhere." Chad stops to wipe his hands on his jeans. "Got anything to drink, man?"
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Jude passes him his bottle and tells him he can have the rest. "Thanks. Damn--that's
good. So, me and the guy run down to see if we can do anything. First on the scene.
Like something out of ER. Dude in the pickup was ok. Just woozy from his airbag going
off. But the two cars…"
Jude waits. He watches the fireman come over and hose down the car again, then
throws them a lazy salute. Chad raises his hand and throws him a desultory wave.
"People had gotten out of one of the cars. This black guy is staggering around,
hand over his eye, blood coming from between his fingers. I thought he had lost an eye, I
really did. When I asked him if he was ok, he comes over and just collapses into my
arms, sobbing. I just sat down on the highway. I didn't know what else to do. It was the
weirdest thing. He had chunks of safety glass stuck in his hair. Little cubes of it. I just
sat there, holding him, and let him bleed on me until the ambulance got there. Had to
toss my sweatshirt. Too much blood." Chad shivers and looks at the sky. "You know
what I can't figure? How no one else came over to help. All those cars just sitting there
behind us, and all those people on the other side of the highway. All they did was slow
down and get a good look." Chad points towards the westbound side of I-70. "Still
slowing down. Probably taking pictures to e-mail their friends. Sad thing is, I'd probably
do the same thing."
Jude opens his backpack, rummages around, and hands Chad one of his
sweatshirts. "Here. It's not clean, but it will keep you warm until you're done here."
"No man, I couldn't…"
"Really. Take it. No trouble."
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Chad nods and pulls on the sweatshirt. "Thanks. You're restoring my faith in the
human race."
"Yeah, well, you restored some of mine, I suppose. Sorry about your car. At
least you were able to help others out."
"Yeah, and if my car wouldn't have caught fire, then maybe those other people
wouldn't have been in an accident. Maybe the driver of that last car would be at home
now instead of--" Chad closes his eyes and his shoulders start shaking. Jude wants to do
something, to say something, but he has no idea what. He awkwardly touches Chad on
the shoulder and heads further up the incline, deciding to give the highway patrolmen and
the cleanup procedures a wider berth. His eyes follow the arch, and as he enters Ohio, he
feels a little shiver pass through his body. He turns around and sees Chad still staring at
his car, which has finally stopped smoking.

BBQ GI
Orion moves through the quiet house. The microwave's green numbers stare at
him: 1:16. He opens the fridge, blinking at the sudden rush of yellow light, and pours
himself a glass of Mountain Dew. No early bedtime for him on a Friday night. Not when
there are so many things to do.
He heads up to his bedroom in the dark, hearing hushed voices from his mom's
room. She went to bed hours ago, and has not come out since. The only sound he's heard
in that time has been the TV. Now it seems to be some kind of home improvement show,
by the fragments of dialogue he gathers on the stairs and in the hallway. He goes into the
guest room, where his dad was sleeping and basically living for the past few months,
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until he decided to just vanish. Orion looks over at Chad's closed bedroom door; he still
can't bring himself to go in there, and at one a.m. certainly isn't going to be the first time.
Two abandoned bedrooms. He wonders if his family is cursed, if someone in Civil War
times committed some horrible battlefield atrocity that his generation is now required to
balance the karmic scales. What if his mom is killed on the way to work? Or what if she
dies in a tragic speech therapy accident? Some poor kid sprays her with too much saliva,
and she drowns. Would he have to stay in his room, alone, until something happened to
him? What if he gets gunned down in a random school shooting? Or what if he rides the
bus, goes to school, but never comes home? Just vanishes like his father. Would his
mom go crazy? Sell the house? Move in with Grandpa? Would the four bedrooms
remain empty until the house eventually collapsed in on itself? Orion takes a drink of his
Mountain Dew and goes into his bedroom, shutting and locking the door. "I can't
imagine why I don't have any friends. I'm such a cherry, optimistic guy," he says to his
new screensaver, various stills of Christina Aguilera rolling around on stage. As he sits
down, it moves to the next one, a shot of her eyes staring right into the camera, her legs
spread wide.
Orion sits down and moves the mouse, restoring the computer to its desktop
screen. He opens up Google and types in the searchbox "BBQ GI." He pauses before he
hits enter, staring at the blinking cursor. Back in January, he had heard two guys talking
about this at the library, unaware that Orion was sitting at the table next to them. They
just thought he was some kid. They said it was the coolest fucking thing they had ever
seen. Orion had written in his World history notebook, in big block letters right above
the information he was collecting for his French Revolution report, BBQ GI. That night,
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he had typed it in the Google searchbox and watched the video for the second time, the
first time since it had been on CNN. Every night, for the past two months, he had
watched it once before bed. As soon as it vanished from websites, it appeared on others.
Orion remembers hearing somewhere that once something is on the internet, it is there
forever. There is no erasing it. He wonders what Ray Bradbury would think of that.
Orion thinks he'd be thrilled, that books could negate their burning. There's more than
one way to burn a book, says Mr. Settinger inside his head. Orion grimaces, takes
another drink of Mountain Dew, and hits enter.
876 results. Down a little from last night. Orion skims the first page and clicks
on an unfamiliar link. The page loads quickly, and Orion sees that most of it is anti-war
propaganda. Links to articles on human rights violations committed by US soldiers.
Links to prisoner abuse photos. Links to editorials and journals written by former
soldiers. Videos of the horrors of war. He scrolls through the boxes, trying to ignore the
frozen images. Flies covering the face of a young child who lays sprawled in a doorway.
A severed arm in a dog's mouth. Cheering men throwing stones at a naked woman, blood
pouring down her breasts. A burning tank. Bloody machetes held in the air. There. An
old Arabic woman pointing at a soldier's boot. Orion plugs in his headphones and checks
the volume. Clicks twice on the box. He supposes he could just download it from
somewhere to his computer, but he doesn't want any sense of ownership. He wants to
find it every night, to know that anyone in the world can look at it, and be horrified, or
perhaps think it's the coolest fucking thing in the world.
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Windows Media Player opens up, the buffering announcement, and then the video
begins with Robert Campp--Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist--making his usual
introduction. Orion is glad to hear him; some versions of the video have cut this part out.
"Citizens of America, what you are about to see is intensely graphic and
disturbing. If any small children are watching, I recommend you have them leave the
room. My embedded cameraman should be dead. The fact that he is alive is because the
individuals responsible for what you are about to see wanted you to witness this, to send
a message into the living rooms of America. Our government, our military doesn't want
you to see this. Unfortunately, you need to see this. This is the mindset of those people
who want to destroy America and our way of life. Again, I strongly urge caution with
underage viewers."
The video suddenly jumps to a city street, and Orion knows that this is a slightly
edited version, that Robert Campp had given background on the reason for the soldiers'
presence and what had gone horribly wrong. Orion has the explanation memorized. He
pauses the playback and whispers the lines, in a fair imitation of Campp's clipped,
dramatic tone that provided so much narration for his weekly Saturday night report from
the battlefronts of Iraq.
"Should American military be used to safeguard the presence of civilian
contractors? This has been an issue littered with land mines since the commitment to
rebuild Iraq's war-torn infrastructure. Usually, these companies utilize private security,
everything from retired American military personnel to global mercenaries; however,
when the project is deemed essential to American security or interests, current enlisted
personnel are utilized. That was the case with WaterSon, a company's whose ultimate
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purpose and goals in Iraq are shrouded in mystery. On what should have been a routine
passage through a previously pacified city, something went horribly wrong. And
American lives paid the price."
Orion licks his lips and presses play, then mutes the volume. He doesn't feel like
hearing Campp's almost genuine horror in his voiceover. He sees a junior-size Chevy
pickup slowly driving in circles in the street's main intersection, dragging two
camouflaged bodies behind it, ropes lashed from ankles to the truck's rear bumper like
bizarre umbilical cords. Filling the surrounding streets is what appears to be almost the
city's entire population, cheering, some of them firing guns into the sky. Orion watches a
few teenage boys about his age chasing the truck, occasionally throwing bottles and fistsized rocks at the two American soldiers, one white, one hispanic. After briefly
accelerating and cutting to the left, the driver of the truck jams on the brakes, sending the
two lashed figures into each other and then partially under the truck. Two men leap out of
the truck's cab and the camera zooms onto their bared teeth. Smiling, they pull the two
men away from the truck and then roughly disentangle them. An old black-robed
woman--the one the webmasters had chosen to identify this video--steps out of the crowd,
points a finger at the two men, and utters a steady stream of muted words. The crowd
begins to surge forward, and the truck's driver raises his rifle, firing a bullet into the
hispanic soldier's leg. No reaction. Orion watches arms pump the air, lips moving in
silence. The driver then fires into the other soldier's calf, and his dirt-streaked face
stretches into a scream that echoes through Orion's skull, despite the absence of sound.
The camera tightly zooms on the soldier's face, until the screen is all terror-filled eyes,
blooded nose, and screaming mouth. Chad. This is the shot that got Robert Campp's
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show pulled off the air, that almost caused a temporary governmental shutdown of CNN,
that sparked a debate on several TV shows, magazines, and classrooms across America.
The driver begins to climb back into the truck, but someone from the crowd lays a hand
on his arm. Another reaches into the truckbed and pulls out an object screened by the
Chevy. Orion watches those townspeople on the opposite side of the truck, those who
can see what he took from the truck, go even more crazy, firing guns and raising voices
into the sky, which Orion assumes is still the same perfect, beautiful blue that Chad had
described in one of his letters to him. Someone kicks his brother in the ribs, and Chad
tries to double up, to protect himself, but the ropes from ankle to truck simply aren't long
enough. He is kicked again, and then the object from the truckbed enters the frame. Red
plastic. Yellow nozzle. Gascan. The kind Chad might have used to refill his lawnmower
when he was Orion's age and cutting lawns on Broadberry Lane for spending money.
The grinning man pours its contents onto Chad's chest and thighs. He splashes a little
into the fresh bullet wound in Chad's calf and almost affectionately claps his brother on
the shoulder when Chad screams. Then splashes a little more over the wound. Then in
his face. On his hair, that their mother used to love to rub. Orion wonders if she has her
laptop in her room, if she watches this some nights before she goes to bed. Chad tries to
squirm, to twist out of the way out of the spattering stream, but the man just grins and
shouts to the people behind him, who slap each other's shoulders and laugh. He then tips
it upside down above the other soldier, emptying the remainder onto his unmoving body,
and hurls the empty gascan into the crowd. Orion watches, as he always does, as the
cameraman tracks it, the three boys who fight over it like a foul ball in the bleachers. He
leaps into the truckbed and smacks the glass separating the bed from the cap, shouting at
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the driver. He then walks back toward the bumper, rifle cradled under his left arm, right
hand digging in his pocket until he pulls out a standard Bic disposable, available at
convenience stores worldwide. His thumb moves. Again. A tiny flame sputters up. The
crowd falls silent. All eyes on that tiny flame. Chad is facedown, arms over his head.
Orion is always thankful for this, that he never saw it, ignoring the man's verbal attempts
to get him to look at him. At least, Orion guesses that's what he is saying, the lighter
squeezed between his fingers. He supposes that's what he would have done. And then
the lighter drops to the ground, to land on Chad's back. There is a blossoming of fire, like
petals opening to the sun, and Chad is enveloped by flames. Orion has never been able to
hear his screams. Night after night, all he ever hears are the cheers of the townspeople
watching and participating, their tongues raised in joyous celebration to heaven. The
truck lurches forward, and the bodies begin to roll in the dusty street, but never enough to
smother the flames, which have now spread to the other soldier, the two now burning
together, sparks of fire shooting off. Orion always hopes that one will shoot toward the
truck and ignite it, exploding it into the clouds like the climax to an action movie, but the
only drama here is that the ropes catch fire and disintegrate, leaving the bodies to slowly
roll to a stop in the middle of the street. Orion still isn't sure which one of them is Chad.
Next time, he promises, he won't lose track. He won't be distracted by anything else on
the video. He won't look away. Random bullets fire into both bodies, but neither of them
move. The camera drops into the street, and Orion knows that this is where the retching
sounds come over the mic. The cameraman couldn't take anymore. The two boys at the
library had also commented on this, that when the guy threw up at the end, that was
fucking sweet. They wouldn't have thrown up. They would have kept on filming.
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One minute and fifty-three seconds. That's how long this version was. The
longest Orion has ever seen is two minutes and thirty-four seconds. The shortest is
twenty-nine seconds, starting with the bullet in the calf and ending with the initial burst
into flame. Orion takes out his earbuds, closes Windows Media Player, closes Internet
Explorer, and leans back in his chair. He watches a bubble rise in his Mountain Dew. He
remembers the night Robert Campp aired this, two days before the official government
sedan had pulled up in front of their house. He remembers how his father had TiVoed
The Robert Campp Show, like he did every Sunday night, hoping to catch some footage
of his oldest son. Mom had already gone to bed, uninterested in Robert Campp, who she
said had a gigantic ego and didn't really care about the men he filmed, as long as it made
for quality viewing. Orion remembers coming downstairs, after finishing his Algebra
homework that he had put off all weekend, to get a bowl of Doritos. Dad had been
crouched in front of the TV, fingers splayed on the screen, remote clutched in his other
hand. Orion had watched from the kitchen, watched their father watch and rewind, watch
and rewind without ever turning around, without hearing Orion come downstairs, without
knowing that they both witnessed the body burn, made whole, and burn again.
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DAY 34
Greetings from the best damn shoe shiner in the army! At least, that's what my
fellow recruits tell me. Even Sergeant H says that when it comes to military history, I
may not be worth an opened bag of bread in a flash flood, but if a war ever comes down
to a combat boot polishing contest between the two armies, he'd pick me to represent the
good ole USA. Sergeant H makes Grandpa's patriotic rhetoric look like a fair-weather
fan when his "favorite" team starts the season 0-4. Speaking of football, I'm still hoping
my leave time is during a time when the Colts are playing at home. I know the four of us
would love to take in a game. Yes, even you Orion. I'll buy you a wiener. The biggest
wiener you want. You won't be able to get your hands around it. You…all right Mom.
I'll stop. Bet you're wishing you had girls.
I've spent most of the afternoon working in the standard-issue polish, which Perry
informs us is just normal black polish that the government pays some ridiculously
overpriced amount for. The joke is that it will protect us from radiation in the unlikely
event of a nuclear device, which should make you sleep easy tonight, knowing that my
feet will be preserved from radiation poisoning while the rest of me rots away. Bennie
says that it smells like his great-grandpa's shit, which should also protect us from any use
of chemical or biological weapons in Iraq. Or North Korea. Or wherever our orders
eventually send us. Personally, I'm hoping for Germany, where the biggest concern
appears to be exactly what shade of beer I would be ordering on the weekends. Not that
your oldest son would ever have a beer, even though it would be legal to do so in
Germany. Unlike in America, where my buddies and I can be trusted to walk around
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foreign countries with live ammo, and lay down our lives to preserve the inviolent
freedoms (that's probably not right. Guess I should have paid more attention to Mr.
Randolph instead of Denise--what the hell was her last name?) but I can't be trusted to
buy and drink an alcoholic beverage. I mean, I could understand if it was going to be at
the same time. Nobody wants a buzzed soldier walking around with a M-16. Then, it
would be like hunting! That was a joke. Don't tell Uncle Alan. Although if he's got any
more deer steaks laying around, I'd love to eat some when I eventually make it home.
It's weird. I'll just be sitting here, slapping on polish, rubbing and rubbing and
rubbing it in, buffing that troublesome spot above my left pinky toe, and I'll look up and
suddenly it's an hour later. I won't have heard anything, and I can't remember anything
that I've thought about. The guys get on me that I'm daydreaming about my girlfriend at
home, and that's when Bennie jumps in that it's probably my boyfriend I'm thinking
about, but not to worry, because he's not asking, so I don't have to tell, and we all have a
good laugh about that, even Thomas, who probably is gay. Who cares? As long as he
can pick em up and put em down, and knows how to squeeze a trigger, I could sell three
farts to the farmer for as much as I care how much the guy enjoys a good wiener. At his
favorite football stadium! Come on Orion, get your mind out of the gutter.
So I'm sitting here writing, staring at my boots sitting on my footlocker, the boots
that look like an angel could wear them. And I remember how my football cleats used to
look during the season. How I would pull them out of my locker and a shower of dried
mud would fall off. There'd always be a few clumps of cut grass stuck to the bottom, and
I would never dream of pulling those off. That would have just been bad luck. Sure,
there'd be a few guys concerned about how their shoes looked, especially Kicker James,
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but most of us refused to clean our shoes. It was mostly superstition. And a little pride.
Now I look at these boots, shined to immaculation (which probably isn't a word--you can
look it up and let me know, O. The Army doesn't issue its men a field dictionary for
basic) and I wonder about the person I used to be. And who I'm becoming in these past
few weeks. If I happened to pull out my old cleats from my footlocker, I'd grab a
screwdriver and pry off every clod from the bottom. I just don't see it any more as being
a mark of a warrior. Maybe it's because we didn't have rifle training at two-a-days, and if
we got killed on Friday night, it only meant the other side scored a lot more touchdowns
than we did.
O, when I get home, remind me to tell you my real theory as to why we spend so
much time polishing our shoes and boots. I don't want to put it here and freak Mom out.
Your shoe-scrubbing soldier

SCATTERED, SMOTHERED, AND COVERED
"Can I get you anything else, hon?"
Jude looks up from the letter he's been reading. Rubs his eyes. "Another cup of
coffee?"
"Sure thing. Old girlfriend?" She nods at the letter and winks.
"No. Nothing like that." Jude tucks the letter into his backpack, wrinkling his
nose at the smell that wafts out of its insides. Any smell that can escape a backpack and
overpower a mingled odor of smoke and grease must be pretty potent, and Jude hopes
that he doesn't actually smell like this. He either needs to find a washing machine or buy
some new clothes. He doubts this Waffle House has either one.
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"Here's your refill. Need more cream?"
"No thanks. I'll take it straight up this time." Four days into Ohio, and almost to
Columbus. Jude thinks he's making pretty good time, but since he's never walked across
a state before, he isn't sure. He pulls out his road atlas and turns to the inset map of
Columbus on the Ohio pages. It's been years since Jude has driven through Columbus,
and he wonders if it might be better to walk a little north, or a little south, detour around
much of the urban congestion. Living on the northwest side of the Indianapolis area had
enabled him to avoid much of the potential trouble in walking through and out of a large
city, but here…if he stayed exactly on I-70 he'd see the rural fields rapidly transform into
a snarl of concrete onramps. He might end up wandering around city blocks of
unfamiliar neighborhoods, some of which could be a little on the unsafe side for a
middle-aged man still carrying over a thousand dollars on his person and on his back. He
takes his last bite of toast and a swig of coffee, grimacing at its slightly bitter taste. After
a few weeks on the road, he's acquiring a taste for the stuff. Laura would be surprised.
Again, he thinks of calling her, as he does every couple days, but knows that he
no longer has a cell phone, and pay phones no longer seem to be as prevalent as they
once were. Some evening, when he was still in Indiana, he had shut it off, smashed it
several times against a head-sized rock, and tossed it into a creek that had run alongside
I-70 for a few miles. Jude had quickly gotten tired of the phone ringing every few hours,
with the faceplate reading "Home" or "Laura." The next day, it had read "Sam" and even
"Chad Norman" once. He had almost answered that one to see what entertaining
expressions his father-in-law would have pulled out. Several unknown numbers had
eventually called, but Jude hadn't answered any of them. And in spite of having about
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thirty-eight new voicemail messages, Jude hadn't listened to any since leaving the rest
area outside of Indianapolis. Finally, Jude had realized that if he wasn't going to use the
phone, there wasn't any point to keeping it. Its ringing was only distracting his
contemplations. After he had tossed the fragments into the still water, Chad, who had
been balancing on various stones in the creekbed, had asked him if he wasn't concerned
about something happening. Jude hadn't said anything. He had just stared into the water
slowly turning black as the sun slipped into the slow Indiana hills behind him. What was
there to say? What else could happen? Eventually he had thrown on another sweatshirt,
wrapped himself in his one blanket, and went to sleep with his head on Chad's old
backpack, one of the few nights he had slept outside. There had been no dreams that
night, and he had woke shivering with a massive crick in his neck with the sun just
beginning to come up, its light pulling him to his feet and back towards the road. Jude
checks his watch. Ten a.m. Time to get walking.
He takes his last swallow of coffee, picks up his check, gathers his pack, and
heads to the register, standing behind an older black man who is swapping stories with
the manager. From his years selling cars, Jude knows the type. Older men, late sixties,
early seventies, usually alone, more interested in talking to someone than actually buying
a car. In the lot, when these guys stepped out of their cars and headed toward the
dealership, most of the sales reps groaned, knowing they'd probably be wasting up to an
hour with nothing to show for it, and shooting a quick game of rock-paper-scissors to see
who was going to get stuck helping this particular Papa Lou. Why these specific
individuals always got called Papa Lou is still a mystery to Jude. Just one of those
workplace expressions that was there for as long as anyone could remember. A lot of
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days, Jude actually volunteered to help out the Papa Lous who strolled in on lazy
afternoons. He didn't mind just talking to them, which is probably one of the reasons
why he never advanced beyond assistant manager of sales. And occasionally one of the
old men would actually buy a car, usually with the comment, "Well…guess this will be
my last car. Better make it a good one, seeing as I'm gonna drive it into my grave. Either
that or my grandkids will squabble over who gets to drive it when I'm gone." These men
rarely puttered around with Jude about the price, which usually meant he didn't have to
cut into his commission to make the sale. It was as if the more time he spent talking to
them, the less trouble they spent over the price. Jude wonders why he could never see
this connection all the years he worked at Hoosier Liberty, and thinks he'll probably get a
promotion if he ever goes back to work. Of course, Sam would make him lose the beard.
Rubbing his new hair, Jude smiles a little, and then is bumped into by the man in front of
him.
"Excuse me there, guy. Guess I shouldn't just walk backwards out the door. But
hell, you know how it is. Hard to take your eyes off a pretty lady," he grins, tipping his
hat towards the waitress who had brought Jude his coffee.
"You get on out of here, Floyd. Don't make me tell your boy that you're flirting
with a woman half your age and then some."
Floyd's smile grows, increasing the number of wrinkles around his eyes and
mouth. "Junior's got a shine for you as well, Dora. But don't worry--I won't tell if you
won't."
Dora smiles back and takes Jude's check. "These lips are sealed. Much to your
disappointment."
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Floyd leans his head back and laughs loud and long. "Good one, girl! Good one,
indeed." He adjusts his hat and heads out the door.
"Everything straight-up today, hon?"
"Yes, thank you. Keep the change."
"You sure?"
"Great service, and an even better joke just now."
She waves her hand. "Read it in this trashy romance novel. Besides, Floyd's a
great guy. One of those old guys you love to joke around with. It's too bad…" Dora
shakes her head. "Never mind. Have a good day, hon."
"You too." Jude adjusts his pack and heads out the door, pulling his hat a little
lower to shield his eyes against the morning sun reflecting off windshields.
"No.1 Dad, eh? Ain't we all. I've got a shirt that says 'Best Gramps in the
World!'" Floyd draws a deep drag on a little brown cigar, holds it, and then lets it out
into the wind. "You got grandchildren?"
"No. One son."
"Children are the blessing of God." Floyd takes the little cigar out of his mouth
and points it at Jude. "Of course, mine usually acted like they were more of Satan's
pecker, if you'll pardon an old man's tongue. Grandchildren are where it's at. Those kids
can act like Rosemary's babies all day long, and I know that at the end of the day, they're
somebody else's problem. In fact," he says, throwing Jude a conspiratorial wink, "I try to
encourage their rebellious behavior. Pay back their dads for all the shit they put me
through when they were boys themselves."
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"Something for me to look forward to, I suppose. Hopefully not anytime soon.
My son's only fourteen."
"Had the keep-it-in-your-pants talk with him yet?"
Jude smiles and nods his head. "Of course."
"Good. Not that it had much of an impact, I'm sure. Boys will be boys, and all
that. I remember those teenage years. Whoo-wee! Just wanted to spend all day in the
fields, and you didn't care with who. Course, kids today startin' that business much too
early for their own good. But what can two old farts like us do about it? You ain't that
old, though. Still time for you. Name's Floyd Sanders."
"Jude. Jude Brennan."
"Jude! Don't hear that name much on living people these days. Short for
anything?"
Jude can't resist one of his classic car salesman jokes. It has its usual effect on
Floyd.
"Judith! Damn, that's a good one. Twice this morning I've been had. First by my
favorite coffee tilter, and now by some guy with a graying beard and a backpack." Floyd
stubs his cigar out on the brick wall and flicks it into the bushes, ignoring the glares of
two women trying to shepherd their children past them. "So, what's with the backpack
anyway? You look a little old to be going on one of those Mormon missions, and I don’t
see a bike around."
"I'm walking across the state." Jude figures the broken-down car story won't fly
here.
"Jesus Christ, why? No offense Judy, but you ain't no March daffodil anymore."
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Jude opens his mouth. Closes it.
"Mid-life crisis? Fundraising for the crazies? Collecting buckeyes?"
"I had two sons. The oldest was…killed. In Iraq. Army."
"Aw hell, I'm sorry. Here I am flappin my gums and cracking jokes."
"Not your fault." Jude watches a Wal-Mart semi turn right and start rumbling
down the onramp. Time to walk. "It was good meeting you Floyd." Jude points towards
Floyd's shirt pocket, where the rest of the little cigars peek over the lip. "And you should
lay off those things. Man of your age shouldn't be hitting those with such enthusiasm."
Floyd nods and roots around in his hip pocket, pulling out a set of keys. "Don't I
know it. That's what my sons, their wives, my pastor, Dora in there, and my oncologist
tell me. I'll add you to the litany."
Jude pulls his eyes away from I-70 and slides them back toward Floyd.
"Oncologist? But that's…"
"Yep. Big C. Way I count my chips, I'm an old man, I've smoked all my life, so
why quit? For an extra eight months? What's the point?"
"Wife? Sons? Grandkids? Even Dora, best pourer of coffee in the midwest?"
Floyd smiles, but it's one of the saddest smiles Jude has ever seen. "My wife died
six years ago. Married fifty-seven years, we were. Fifty-seven years! Not a day goes by
that I still don't miss her. Sure I spend plenty of time with my sons and their families, but
I can see it in their eyes, when they think their old man's snoozin with his eyes open.
They're kind of tired of me being around. That's ok. Can't blame ‘em. I'm kind of tired
of being here." Floyd pulls out another cigar and lights it. "Smoke?"
"No thanks. Look, I don't--"
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"You married?"
"Yes."
"And what's your wife think of you heading out for parts unknown?"
"Well, I…"
"Uh-huh." Floyd shakes his head, coughs, and tosses his cigar into the bushes.
"Damn things will kill you. All right, let's go."
Jude stares at him. "What?"
"East or West? Where you heading?"
"East. But--"
"Perfect. I live on the southeast side of Columbus. I'll take you through the city,
save you some flea-bites on those dogs of yours."
Jude holds his hands up, palms outstretched. "Look, Floyd, you don't--"
"What are you going to do? Kill me? Steal my piece-of-shit car? Which by the
way, I was actually going to go shopping today for a new one--now what's so damn
funny?"
Jude is bent over, hands on knees, shaking his head with laughter. "All right. I
accept your offer."
"Come on, Jude Brennan. The morning's wasting away, and I'm not going to get
stuck in lunchtime rush-hour traffic. All those folks running out for fancy-ass
sandwiches and five-dollar coffee. Whatever happened to brown bagging it?" Floyd
gestures toward a long Lincoln Town Car, whose original color might have been light
blue. "Here she is. If you want to stick a knife in my back and take her, I should warn
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you that she needs some new rear brakes, and the speedometer runs about ten miles
under."
"1993?"
"Damn! Check out the eyes on Judy! Feel like making a quick detour at a car
lot?"
Jude tosses his pack into the backseat, which is pristine, despite the car's exterior.
"Why not? Let me give you some advice…don't be afraid to try to get the guy to lower
his price. Even if you've talked his ear off for an hour. He'll come down, at least a little."
"You're the boss, Judy." Floyd cranks the engine to life, backs out, and nudges
the Lincoln into the road. Jude hopes that he eventually gets the car above walking
speed.

JOURNAL: 4/4
Orion finishes making up something about Guy Montag's dreams for the future
and closes his notebook. He couldn't think of anything in class, but it didn't really matter.
Mr. Settinger was absent again. Probably using up some sick days before he retires.
Orion really doesn't know the ins and outs of teacher contracts, and he really doesn't care.
He did think it was odd Mr. Settinger chose the last day before Spring Break to be out,
but no stranger than where he was now.
Orion looks around at the mostly full classroom, where pockets of students
engage in various forms of entertainment. A handful crowd around one of the library's
carts, where an Xbox is hooked up and students take turns battling each other in a Mortal
Kombat Deception tournament. Orion had played it before online, and probably could
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hold his own against this level of competition, but that would involve a little more social
interaction than he feels like at this point. Two juniors who Orion has seen in the halls
but doesn't know huddle around a graphic novel, pointing and giggling. A few, like
himself, sit in solitary desks working on assignments, trying to avoid any commitment to
school over Spring Break. Most watch an animated movie on one of the other library's
mobile televisions. Orion had occasionally glanced at this while he was working on his
journal, and had no idea what was going on. The first time he looked up, it seemed it was
another typical teenager story: boy likes girl who likes another boy. The second time he
looked up, the same teenagers were shooting flames out of their hands and vanishing into
shadows. He wonders what Ray Bradbury would think of all this. Looking at the various
kids with mp3 players in their ears, even the ones who are doing other activities, he
thinks he'd probably just nod his head, sit down, and wait for someone to start burning
books. Granted, he doesn't even know if Ray Bradbury is still alive, and if he is, even
cares whether or not contemporary American society mirrors his predictions. Something
to ask Mr. Settinger. If he could also figure a way to apologize for indirectly calling him
a coward, a bad teacher, and blaming him for Chad's death.
"Hey Orion. Having fun?" Erin plops down in a desk next to him
"Yeah. I guess. Is it always this loud in here?" Because this is what really strikes
Orion as odd: the noise. Even the kids watching the movie are laughing and talking.
Even the kids who wear their mp3 players. If they're actually listening to any music, the
volume must be pounding their eardrums into dust. And these are kids, who like himself,
mostly just sit in class and don't say much. Here they act like the noisiest table in the
lunchroom.
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Erin laughs. "Actually, it's pretty quiet today. Frank isn't here, and he usually
shouts every other word. So, you want to play some Xbox, or just watch the movie?"
"Uh…whatever."
"Cool. Have you seen this one?"
Orion smiles and shakes his head. "The only Japanese anime I've ever seen was
something one of my online friends sent me in an e-mail. But it's a
bit…umm…inappropriate. Probably not something you've watched in Anime Club."
"You'd be surprised." Erin looks at him and laughs. "Oh I'm sorry, Orion, but
you should see your face. Blush much?"
Orion doesn't know what to say. Girls just don't usually flirt with him, but he
thinks that's what Erin is doing, and why she had kept asking him if he wanted to come to
one of the Anime Club meetings. "One thing I've never understood…why are their eyes
so big?"
"That's how the Japanese animators draw Westerners."
"But I thought the characters were Japanese."
"Ok. You've caught me. I don’t get it either."
One of the two junior girls looks over at them. "It has to do with what the
animator considers attractive. You can assume that this particular animation company
wants to appeal to the segment of Asian culture that wants to look and act Western. Or
American. Which is ironic, because most of us here want to look and act Eastern. Or
Japanese."
"Orion, this is Jill, and that's Lindsay. Two of the smartest kids I know, who also
manage to get D's in just about everything."
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Jill rolls her eyes. "Grades. They're so ridiculous."
Lindsay laughs. "Yeah, who cares that I don't dress for gym? I mean, if I want to
get my exercise in a way that doesn't include volleyballs being whipped at my head, why
should I be penalized for that?"
Orion and Erin share a laugh, and then settle into watching the movie. Despite his
initial doubts, Orion finds himself interested in what's going on, especially when one of
the characters is told about his father's death. That's one thing TV never gets right. How
people respond to that news.
Orion remembers the day the large, brightly polished governmental sedan came
down Broadberry Lane and stopped in front of his house. He had been working on a few
moves in the driveway, just wasting time with the skateboard, not wanting to go back in
the silence of the house but not daring to leave. Leaves were just beginning to fall from
the trees, and Orion had to stop to pull a few out that had wrapped around his board's
wheels. He was in the middle of doing this when the gleaming silver car had stopped
right under the ash tree. The driver leapt out, strode briskly to the passenger rear door,
opened it, and saluted an incredibly polished shoe that had lowered onto the grass. Just
like Chad's when he came home Orion had thought, and dropped his skateboard on its
back, wheels lazily spinning on their bearings. A tall, white-haired man had followed the
shoe, and he quickly snapped a hat over his hair before the autumn wind could stir it. He
cradled a leather folder under his arm and marched up the driveway towards Orion.
"Hello. I am Sergeant David Littleton." He stuck out a hand towards Orion, who
stared at it and then shook it. "I assume you are Orion Brennan?"
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"Yes." Orion stared into the sergeant's blue eyes, seeing an odd mixture of
coldness and hesitation.
"Are your parents, Jude and Laura Brennan, also at home?" Sergeant's Littleton's
eyes had shifted towards the front windows, as if they might be either framing a weeping
couple or sniper rifles.
"They're inside. I don't know what they're doing."
"That's ok. I'll just--" the front screen door exploded open, slamming off the brick
wall and rebounding back, and then Orion heard his dad's voice for the first time in two
days. "Get away from my son."
Sergeant Littleton stepped past Orion and towards the door. "Mr. Brennan, I'm
Sergeant Littleton from--"
"I don’t care who you are, and I know why you're here." Orion had watched his
father stand on the porch, leaning forward and gripping the railing with quivering arms.
"You are here to tell me that Chad Brennan, our oldest son and Orion's older brother, is
dead. You will probably add that he served his country with honor, and that his death is
both a tragic loss and a heroic sacrifice for America."
"Mr. Brennan…" This time, the screen door opened and Orion's mom had come
out, eyes red and swollen, holding her bare arms against the chill of the wind. It hurt
Orion to look at her, and how she stood apart from his father. "Jude? What's going on?
Who is this?"
"Just someone to tell us how much of a service our boy did his country. Orion."
He remembers how his father's eyes had never left Sergeant Littleton, and how the
Sergeant had not taken one more step toward the porch. "Come over here. Now." Orion
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had, leaving his skateboard in the driveway and looping a wide circle around Sergeant
Littleton.
"Mr. and Mrs. Brennan, I understand your anger and your sadness. I will leave
you to your mourning. I don't want to intrude on your grief." Sergeant Littleton turned,
took a step, and then spun smartly around on his heels. "One more thing. Please let us
know once you've decided on funeral arrangements, so we can formalize the military
honors and procedures."
"The military honors? The military honors?"
"Jude, please…" His mom started crying again and placed her arm on Dad's
shoulder, but he just shook it off. Orion had felt his own tears dripping off his face.
"What if we don't want any military honors?"
Sergeant Littleton frowned. "It's what your son wanted. I have the paperwork
right here." He pulled out his folder and tapped it. "Chad signed everything before--"
"Don't you say his name! Don't say it!" His father had screamed, and Orion sees
again the neighbors coming out onto their porches, their lawns, some of them pretending
to rake leaves, others like Mrs. Wilkes just drinking her coffee and talking on her cell
phone, pointing at the car idling in the street.
"These were Private Brennan's wishes. You'll let me know when you make your
decision, one way or another, although my personal opinion is that it would be highly
disrespectful to your son's memory to not let us present you with his flag and provide a
military escort. It is the final service we can offer him." Sergeant Littleton had held out
his business card, but none of them had moved from the porch to take it. "All right. I'll
call in a day or two." He turned and began to walk down the driveway.
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His dad had mumbled something, but Orion wasn't able to make it out. Mom had
gasped and sat down on the porch, as if someone had smacked her in the knees with a
baseball bat. Orion still has nightmares about his mother's fingers waving in the air,
trying to reach his hand. What he still hates is how he just couldn't bring himself to touch
her. To help her up, or just to hold her hand.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Brennan?"
"I said, did Private Brennan leave any requests to be cremated?"
Sergeant Littleton swallowed, and as Orion watches two cartoon figures pirouette
in some bizarre flying combat, the anime club students cheering, he can see again the
coldness drain out of the sergeant's eyes. "No."
"I'm sorry, Sergeant?"
"No. He did not."
"Well, that is odd." Dad had finally stepped off the porch, and now moved to the
edge of the driveway. "Because it seems like you already took care of that part of the
ceremony. Tell me Sergeant, what will we have left to bury? His extra shirts? Perfectly
folded bedsheets? Those damn shoes? Perhaps a spare dog tag?" Sergeant Littleton's
face had shifted to disgust, and Orion could tell he was trying to control his anger. What
a horrible job. Is this what he does every day? The driver of the car had begun to move
towards the driveway, but Sergeant Littleton had spun around, shook his head, and
pointed towards the sedan, twirling his finger.
Orion stood on the porch, leaning against one of the support posts and listening to
his mother's sobs. At the edge of his vision, he can see her cradling her knees and
rocking back and forth. Sergeant Littleton lowered himself into the vehicle and crisply
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shut the door. His father had watched from the driveway, tendons straining forward on
his neck, until the car started to pull away. At that point, Dad had screamed something
incoherent, and had moved onto the driveway, crouching to pick up Orion's dropped
skateboard. He had sprinted down the asphalt and into Broadberry Lane. If there had
been another car coming, Orion still imagines there would have been two funerals that
week. But the street was empty, except for the people who had come out of their houses
and were lucky enough to see Jude Brennan hurling his son's skateboard like a frisbee at
Sergeant Littleton's government-issued sedan. It had whirled through the air, tumbling
over once or twice, its black grip tape swallowing the sunlight while its chrome bearings
reflected it. Cell phones had tracked the skateboard's progress, and just a few weeks ago,
he had actually stumbled across this video in his nightly quest for Chad's immortality.
The quality was poor, but there it was: the car pulling away, his father yelling, the thrown
skateboard which had thudded into the sedan's rear window and bounced off, slightly
cracking the glass. The brake lights had jammed on, and the sedan had rocked forward
with its tires screeching.
"Come on!" Dad had yelled, arms outstretched. "Come on! Shoot me! Arrest
me for treason! Put it in reverse! Run me over! I'm sure somebody's recording this!
Let's put it all on CNN! Or FOX! They need something to replace the two burning
soldiers! That's yesterday news! Come on!"
"Jude! Jude, stop! Stop it!" And then his mother, in the street, who had grabbed
his father around the waist, and then the two had collapsed in Broadberry Lane, crying
and holding each other, with a line of honking cars beginning to form behind them.
Orion had watched the sedan slowly pull away, and he hadn't seen Sergeant Littleton
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again until Chad's funeral. Remembering his mother and father huddled in the street, he
realizes that was the last time he saw the two of them touch. Not even at the funeral did
they hold hands. Or have an arm around each other.
"Orion? Hello? I mean, I know this is a good movie and all, but come on…"
Orion blinks and focuses on Erin, who is looking at him and smiling. "Huh?"
"Are you going with Kim to the Spring Fling?"
"Spring Fling? Oh, the dance…no. We're just friends."
"Oh, that's cool." Erin tucks a strand of hair behind her ear. "Cause you know, a
group of us Animites are going."
"Animites?"
"Yeah. That's what some of us call ourselves. As a joke. Would you like to
come with us? As, you know, friends, or whatever."
"I don't know…I'm not much of a dancer."
Erin giggles. "Me neither. I usually sit at the tables and make jokes with my
other non-dancing friends." She suddenly leans over toward him and Orion catches a
scent of…not vanilla. But something that still smells pretty good. "Look. I know you
quit the pep band after…your brother. And I'm not going to pretend I know what you're
going through. But I'd like you to come with us."
Orion looks into her dark brown eyes, which are kind. And he has to admit, kind
of sexy. "Cool. All right. I'll go. Do I have to wear a tux?"
"No way! It's not the prom!" Erin rolls her eyes and returns to the movie, which
seems to be on its final dramatic fight scene. "It's a beach party theme, so your usual
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motif of black pants and black shirt might need a little work." She turns to him and asks
shyly, "Want to go to the mall sometime next week, while we're on break?"
"Umm…yeah. Sure." He tries to pay attention to the movie, but finds himself
remembering again his mother and father in the street, cars slowly driving around them,
the drivers shaking their heads, the passengers snapping pictures with their cell phones.

CRAYONS
Greetings from Iraq! Or, as some of us call it, Hell with the occasional sand
volleyball game.
Okay Mom, I know you didn't want me to join the Army. And I know you prayed
I wouldn't be sent to a place where people might shoot at me. I understand. So I thought
I'd give you an example of some of the things we do around here that don't necessarily
make the headlines. It probably won't make you feel any better about me being here, but
hopefully it will at least show you that I'm not over here singing "I'm gonna get me a gun
/ And kill every Iraqi I see." Unfortunately, I do know a guy who sings that little chorus
every night before he toddles off to sleep. But we're not all like that.
So, the other day, we get our orders to provide security. Supply detail. Usually
this is pretty quiet, but there's always a chance some renegade truck will come over a
sand dune, hopefully with just a rifle or two. Of course, we're not thrilled. This usually
means a long drive, with the standard non-air conditioned truck bed, eyes trying to watch
the whole desert while your sweating fingers try to rub sand out of them, so we can see
any strange trucks approaching. We groaned and bitched a little (damn, I'm sorry Mom.
I'll try to watch the language here) but geared up and met at the truck.
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"What's in the boxes, Sarge?"
"That's classified, soldier. If I told you, I'd have to kill you. And Private
Brennan, here. And any other of you flapjacks in earshot." He didn't actually say
"flapjacks" Mom. I'm substituting flapjacks for a word you rather me not write in letters
home, even though I think this is a ridiculous expectation for a current member of the
United States Army and a former high school football player for Cold Valley High. It's a
fine flapjack thing that you were never in the training barracks or locker rooms.
We load up, four of us in one truck. Three trucks total, for a total of twelve
soldiers, three mean-flapjack drivers, and three clerical support staff, who may or may
not be any actual use in a firefight with their handgun and six rounds of ammunition.
Anyway, we didn't encounter any hostile combatants that day, to use the appropriate
terminology. Just a quiet thirty minute drive through mostly desert, with the sun beating
down. I swear it's like the sun here is different than the one over Indiana. You should
see my tan. At least on my cheeks and fingers.
The trucks pull up in front of this plain stone building. Pretty small, nothing
fancy. The first truck's guys jump down, and the four of them start fanning out, guns
raised, until the driver leans out and yells "Hey flapjack heads! We're at a flapjacking
school, so knock off the flapjackin flapjacks!" Hopefully that came through both clear
and appropriate. The rest of us get down and just sort of mill around, waving to the faces
that begin to appear in the windows. Kids. Anywhere between six and eleven years old.
Probably not hostile, but we've heard enough stories.
"Flapjack! Start unloading the flapjacking trucks, you flapjacks!" That would be
Sarge. So we do. We haul boxes inside, and a trio of desert-camouflaged men direct us
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to a back room that is apparently being used as an office, storeroom, infirmary, and
library. One of them pulls out a box cutter and starts slicing open boxes, pulling out
notebooks and folders.
"Spider-Man! Spider-Man!" yells one little boy who has wandered out from his
classroom, hopping from one foot to another in his excitement.
"It sure is, Khalif. Here you go. First one for you," says one of the soldiers (who
are actually these Iraqi's teachers!) and hands him the Spider-Man folder. This kid's so
excited that he hugs Lt. Mattrell (the teacher) and then bolts down the highway toward
his classroom, holding the folder above his head like Moses delivering the
commandments. Lt. Mattrell asks the other two teachers to keep the rest of the kids in
their classrooms, that with our help we can unload and get this stuff where it needs to go.
There is nothing but school supplies in those boxes. Plain white paper.
Construction paper. Mechanical pencils. Rulers. Notebooks. Educational posters, the
kind with all the bones identified or major mountain ranges of the world.
"Where's all this come from?" someone asks.
Lt. Mattrell pulls out some erasers and shakes his head. "All donated, most of it
from American kids as part of a school fund drive. From all over the country. It's
incredible."
Bennie holds up two solar-powered calculators. "Lieutenant, you might want to
be careful with these. With as much power as these will soak up, you might actually be
able to compute the number of men we'll need to win this war."
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"Now Private, don't you read your memos? We already won!" And we all have a
good laugh over that one, even Travis, who laughs about as often as a turtle that hasn't
had sex in twenty years. Come on Mom, you have to laugh at that one.
Someone opens up a package that contains only boxes and boxes of crayons,
some of them all flapjacked up from the heat, but most still usable.
"Thomas, you want to stick these in the basement? They'll probably last longer.
These kids can't get enough of them. Some of them have never been to school before,
and certainly have never drawn a picture in color before." He grinned and clapped
Bennie on the back. "Tough trying to get the kids to learn how to add or learn about the
lifecycle of an insect when all they want to do is color all day."
"Sounds like kids back home," said T-Bone (and I wish I was making his name
up--can you believe this flapjack?), pulling out a stack of that paper with the blue lines on
it. I think it's for practicing letters? Maybe I should have taken some to help this one.
Ha-flapjacking-ha.
"That it does Private, that it does. Maybe kids are all the same. Maybe it's what
they learn that makes one kid want to draw a picture of their teacher and another one
want to learn how to wire explosives to an engine block. I've never gotten so many
pictures of me in my life." He grinned. "Of course, every strange truck that drives up
makes my heart beat just a little faster. Thanks for the help. I owe all of you a nice
warm beer whenever I get back your way."
The ride back was just as quiet. Almost peaceful. I think we all were kind of
thinking about the school, and how happy everyone seemed there. How the kids were
excited to see us. How the classrooms we walked by were full of raised hands and
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scribbling pencils. We helped make that possible. And you did too, or at least people
like you, who donated money or actual supplies to be sent over to this school and schools
like it all over Iraq. Anyway, if you're interested in donating anything, let me know in
your next letter or e-mail, and I'll get you the name of a contact person around you. That
day made me glad that I joined the Army, and that I am here in Iraq, in spite of…well,
you probably watch the news. I really believe it's where I can do the most good.
Tell Dad, Orion, and Grandpa that I said flapjack. Just kidding. Just tell them
hello, and that I'll write them soon. If any other family member calls, tell them that
everything's just fine in Iraq, where the skies are not cloudy all day.
Chad

BAKED HAM AND SEVEN-UP
“Dad, would you say the blessing?”
“Wow, church this morning and now a prayer before we eat.” Orion sets down
his fork. “Are you going to pull me out of Cold Valley next? Send me to a private
school?”
“That’s enough of your smartbutt, mister.” Laura waves her spoon at him, but she
can’t help but be a little glad that Orion is smiling and making jokes. Actually, it’s
something Chad might have said when he was a freshman. “Dad, you ready?”
“Well, I was all gung-ho to eat these sweet taters, but I guess I can spare a minute
to offer up a prayer.” Her father sets down his own fork, carefully arranges it back in
place next to his spoon, bows his head, and closes his eyes. “God, it’s been a difficult
road to walk these past few months for our family. Please give these two the strength—"
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“Three. Dad’s coming back. I know he is.”
Laura reaches across the table and grips her son’s hand between hers. “Of course
he is.” But she has begun to wonder about Jude. Her focus needs to be on Orion,
especially with the recent problems at school.
“Sure. Let me revise this prayer. Help these two to shoulder the burdens you’ve
provided for them, and aid their husband and father wherever he is. Bless our military
and President—"
Orion snorts a little and tries to turn it into a cough.
“Young man, that’s a little disrespectful.” Her father doesn’t unclasp his hands or
raise his head, but does open his eyes to peer up at Orion. Laura has to cover her own
mouth a little to hide the smile trying to escape.
“Dad, could you try to wrap it up? Try to leave politics out of the prayer, and
Orion, you hush, unless you want to go sit on the rocking chair for old times’ sake.”
“For the record, Chad was the one who always sat on the rocker. I was the good
kid.”
Her dad points at Orion. “That’s right, you were the good grandson. Now that
brother of yours was a hellion, but he turned out all right.” Laura clears her throat, and
he shakes his head, intertwining his fingers. “Oh yes, I almost forgot. Thank you for the
food, and we shall try to be better people. Amen.”
“Amen,” says Laura. Orion plops a scoop of mashed potatoes onto his plate.
Laura wonders if Chad’s death has triggered something in her youngest son, that he’s
trying to be both himself and his brother’s personality. If he starts hanging up pictures of
football players in his room, I will definitely call a family therapist. She drops two of her
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father’s infamous deviled eggs onto her plate and passes the plate to Orion, who takes
four.
“Boy, you’re gonna want to be careful with those, or you’ll be spending Easter
night in the bathroom with the toots and whistles.”
Orion grins and pops a whole deviled egg into his mouth, chewing with his mouth
open. Now that’s what Chad would have done. That or something like it. Last Easter,
Orion would have just sat there with his head down, chewing slowly, not saying anything.
Jude would have just looked at my dad and rolled his eyes, then took a bite of ham.
Laura looks around at the dining table, piled rim to rim with food. She and Orion hadn’t
bothered to put the leaves in for just the three of them, but the fourth chair suddenly
seemed to scream at her with its emptiness. That’s where Jude would have sat today, if
he wasn’t missing. Or maybe that’s where my son would have sat, if he could have got
some leave time to come home for the holiday. I could just look up to my right and say
"Pass the rolls." And Chad would say, "Jesus Mom, I just started eating." But he would
laugh as he said it, handing me the plate of rolls. Or maybe I would just reach out and
take my husband's hand before I started eating. And I could look into my son's eyes and
be proud of the man he had become. “Excuse me, gentlemen. Be right back.” Laura
gets up and goes to the bathroom, where she shuts and locks the door. Then she lets
herself cry just a little. Flushing the toilet, she stares at the clean water swirling around.
Why do I need an excuse to come in here? Why can’t I just go back to the table and say
“Sorry about that. For a minute there, it was just all too much for me, but I’m ok now, at
least until the next time.” Laura wonders why she has to leave at all, but most of her
believes that Orion is tired of watching her cry. That it worries him. Scares him a little.
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And she remembers seeing her father cry once, on the night her mother died. But then,
he seemed to just deal with his wife's death like any other problem in his life: head up,
jaw fixed, shoulders square.
Laura leans in close to the bathroom mirror. I have his eyes. That same shade of
blue. The one that Jude always said he could either drown in the love they held, or make
him feel like I could care less what happened to him. Laura remembers that feeling from
childhood--her father just looking at her when she held up her usually stellar report card,
the same way he looked at her when she got caught in one of her sporadic lies. Did I also
get his sense of life and death? Is that why I am still here and Jude is wherever he is?
Possibly dead? God, that would hurt. Maybe not so much now as it would have years
ago, but it would still rip me apart a little further. First Chad, and then Jude? But I
would go on. Because Orion would need me to. And that is what my own father would
do. Laura gathers a few stray strands of blonde hair and shakes her head at the gray that
is finally starting to come out. Girl, with the year you’ve been having, be lucky they ain’t
all snow white. Laura runs the water in the sink for a few minutes to complete the
illusion, and then decides that next time, she will just cry in front of them. That maybe
what this family needs is a little honesty. Maybe that would have helped her husband.
"So, what I miss?"
"Grandpa was just illuminating me with yet another of his war stories that I've
heard at every holiday dinner since Kindergarten. The one thing I can't figure, is if you
could walk thirty miles in one day with a sixty-pound backpack, why you needed me and
Mom to haul bags of mulch across your yard?"
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Her dad laughs and points his fork at Orion. "I love this new kid. Laura, you find
this boy on the side of the road? Got the real Orion tied up and stuffed in a closet?"
"That's why I took four eggs. Two for each of us." Orion stuffs a huge wedge of
ham in his mouth and raises his glass. "Although, to be fair, that's more like torture than
nourishment. Trapped in the closet with the resulting toots and whistles."
Dad laughs, which turns into coughing and then mild choking. Laura stands up to
go to him, but he raises his hand. "Good one, boy! My own words turned against me!"
He takes a long swallow of wine and creaks a finger towards Orion. "So, what's your
deal? Every other dinner I come to, you just sit there staring out the window, or moving
your food to the four corners of your plate. Now, you're like Rich Little."
"Who's Rich Little?"
"You see what I'm talking about, Laura? He would never have said that. So,
what's new? Make the baseball team? Starting a band? New girlfriend?"
"Dad…" Laura begins, but Orion interrupts her, through a mouthful of mashed
potatoes.
"She's not my girlfriend, but she is nice. And smart. And kind of cute. Her
name's Erin. Erin Whitfield. I'm going with her and a group of her friends to the Spring
Fling. It's a dance. If I can go. If it's ok with you. I mean, because you're my mom, so I
should ask. Or something. Right?"
Laura tries not to smile at her son's blushes, but reaches over and grabs his hand.
Just like you would if your other son was here. Or your husband. But this time she
forces the voice down. "Of course you can go to the dance! When is it?"
"Not this Friday, but next Friday. Friday after break."
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"Orion, I'm impressed." Dad raises his wine glass towards Orion. "Not just going
with one girl, but a group of them. I don't suppose you could use an adult chaperone for
this little soirée?" He wiggles his eyebrows up and down, and all three of them laugh.
"Sorry Grandpa, I don't think you're their type. There's boys and girls in the
group, and I think everyone's just going as friends. Except for Jill and Lindsay. I think
they're kind of dating."
Laura watches her father set down his wine and lean towards Orion. "Excuse me
there, did you just say Jill and Lindsay?"
"Yeah."
"Two girls, right?"
"Yeah." Orion drains his water glass.
"I don't know what this world is coming to," mutters her father. "This is the kind
of thing that bastard Clinton encouraged--"
"Give it a rest Dad, or you're going to go sit in the rocker."
Orion picks up his plate and lays the silverware across it. "Can anyone give me
and Erin a ride to the mall this Thursday?"
"What time?" Laura asks, amazed. Is this Orion's first date, before what I just
learned about what I thought was going to be his first date?
"Like around one?"
"Sorry Orion. I've got a full afternoon of appointments."
"I can take you and Erin," her father says, helping himself to one more deviled
egg. "What else am I doing, besides not hauling mulch?" He throws Orion a wink, and
Orion grins.
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"Cool. Thanks Grandpa. But no walking around with us. In fact, if you could just
drop us off, Erin said someone from her family would bring me home."
Laura stares at her son, amazed by his pre-planning of this seemingly everyday
trip to the mall with a girl she hadn't heard of. She was going to have to take more of an
interest in Orion's friends. Like the group he was going to the dance with. She could
safely assume Larry Bailey wasn't one of them.
"This ham is delicious! Still follow the old family recipe?" Her dad asks, forking
some more slices onto his plate."
"Of course. I figured you'd have a stroke if I didn't, Dad."
"What's the secret?" Orion asks, stopping in the doorway between the dining
room and kitchen.
"Well, since you're family, I guess I can let you know. But don't tell anyone. Not
even this Erin person." Dad now winks at her. "Poke holes in the ham with a serving
fork. Pour a can of 7-Up over it. Do again halfway through baking. Sugar from the pop
soaks into the ham. Excellent blend of sweet and salty."
Orion makes a face. "Great. Sounds like diabetes and a heart attack waiting to
happen."
Her father rips off another bite of ham. "We all have to go sometime. Learned
that in Korea."
"Apparently, we didn't learn it enough," says Orion. Laura can only nod, wait for
a few seconds, and then head to the bathroom.

JAMES GARFIELD STATE PARK
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Jude sprawls on a picnic table, head on his backpack, watching the clouds slowly
crawl through the sky.
"That one kind of looks like a T-Rex. And that one looks like the back end of a
2003 Accord. What do you think, Chad?"
But Chad doesn't answer. Jude hasn't seen or talked to Chad since he entered
Ohio. At first, he didn't know what to think, that his dead son who had started appearing
and talking to him had suddenly stopped coming. The logical part of his mind is a bit
relieved that he isn't engaging in conversations with the dead, reliving old football games
and talking about the weather. Because that might be a sign of insanity. However, Jude
doesn't really care at this point about what is crazy and what isn't. What he does know is
that he misses his son. Again. That even the occasional appearance is better than no
appearance at all.
"Well, Chad, maybe it's Ohio. You were never a Buckeye fan. You were always
glad when Ohio State lost. Although it certainly wasn't to Indiana. They usually pasted
us Hoosiers pretty good, huh?" A cardinal flies overhead, and something rattles in the
woods off to Jude's left, but that's all. And then, snoring from behind him. "Of course,
maybe you don’t feel like intruding on me and my new friend. Understandable. That's
very polite of you, Chad. We raised you well. But…now come on, Chad. That one
looks like a goalpost! You're missing it! Fine. Suit yourself." Jude sits up and looks at
Floyd Sanders sprawled on a bench, head lolling on his chest, snoring. The remains of a
hamburger and still smoldering cigar sit next to him. "Floyd's a good guy. You'd like
him, Chad. If this was a movie, it would be revealed in the end that Floyd was actually
you, assuming the form of an elderly African-American man dying of cancer to be my
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traveling companion on a quest to figure out exactly what the hell is wrong. With
everything. And me." Jude returns his head to his backpack and studies the sky. "I got
nothing on that one. Looks like a blob. I'll just do what my father taught me when I was
a kid--wait and watch. Eventually the shape will come out. Good advice. Did I teach it
to you? I don't remember. I don't remember." Jude starts to doze off and then jerks
awake. "If you were here, and not as Floyd, but as you, you'd probably tell me that
Floyd's an old man, dying of cancer as we previously established, and that he shouldn't be
driving me across Ohio, even if his car's a brand new--okay, slightly used--Cadillac
Escalade. We got him a sweet deal, though. You should have seen the look on that
salesman's face when I asked him to put the car on the lift so I could look at the
undercarriage. He looked like he was going to eat his loafers and shit the cow. I
probably broke the code of the brotherhood of car salesman, but I owed Floyd one. He's
saving me some walking, which admittedly is probably good for a man of my age and
physical fitness. And my shoes." Jude looks down at his feet and wiggles his toes, then
looks at his pair of New Balances resting on the tabletop, rapidly beginning to show the
effects of walking--how many miles? One hundred? One hundred and fifty? The areas
near his big toes look a little thin, like they could bust a hole at any moment. Gonna need
a new pair for my--what did Floyd call them? Oh yeah, my dogs--gonna need a new pair
for my dogs pretty soon. Unless I'm going to walk around barefoot, like some kind of
crazy prophet. Let birds build a nest in my beard. Jude smiles at the thought of asking
Sam for his old job back, barefoot, weather-beaten, and with a stomach-length beard
decorated with sticks and wildlife. "He'd hire Papa Lou to sell cars first. And speaking
of the Papa Lou behind me, you'd probably tell me that Floyd's family is worried about
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him, and that he should go home. You'd be right, but then, why haven't you told me that?
Why haven't you told me that your mom and Orion are worried about me, and that I
should also head for home?" Jude folds and unfolds his increasingly battered road atlas
between his fingers, feeling the ache slowly draining from his knees. An ant crawls onto
his hand and he shakes it off. He sees a truck in the clouds and falls asleep.

DA HURL
"Okay, one more time TJ."
"I see da hurl."
"The girl."
"Yeah. The girl."
"Great TJ! Now all together: I see the girl."
"I see da hurl."
TJ's dad rubs his shoulders. "Good try, TJ."
"Yeah." TJ carefully drives his truck to the lip of the table. "I see da hurl. The
hurl see me."
Laura finishes her notes for the session and hands their speech notebook back to
Mr. Hauser. "There you go, Dad--"
"He's not your Dad!" giggles TJ.
"Well, of course not, you silly guy! That would make me your big sister! And
then I'd have to tickle you all day long!" Laura crooks her fingers and lunges at TJ, who
squirms out of the way, still giggling. "Mr. Hauser, you and TJ are doing an excellent job
practicing."
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"Thanks. It's tough sometimes, especially when I only see him a couple times a
week. My ex just doesn't see the point in this. She just wants to wait until he starts
Kindergarten. Let the school pay for it."
"What district are you in?"
"Stovington Exempted."
"They have pretty good services there. Still, you're doing the right thing. No
sense in starting behind. He'll probably still need some pull-out time with their therapist,
but nowhere near as much, with the rate of improvement he's showing."
"We owe most of that to you, Ms. Laura."
"It just takes time and repetition. He'll be fine." Laura pushes another car over to
TJ. "What do you say, Mister Man? Ready for a sticker?"
"Yeah! Sticker!"
"Excellent ST sound, TJ! You're doing so well!" Laura looks at the smile
blossoming on Mr. Hauser's face and feels that incredible warmth when a child starts
making sounds and stringing words together. The most reserved parents usually burst
into smiles, or even tears. Once a mother had just grabbed her at the end of a session and
squeezed, sobbing about how happy she was that she could finally understand her
daughter when she asked for a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Sometimes she gets the
parents who are angry at being here, who blame themselves or their children for their
speech difficulties. And no matter how much she said It's not a defect--there's just a tiny
part of their brain that hasn't been turned on yet. Our goal is to turn it on They either
didn't care or didn't want to hear. Like the Cotters, who had cancelled their follow-up
appointment to Jerry's initial evaluation and never returned Laura's phone calls. Or
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rather, Jerry Cotter's father had cancelled their follow-up appointment and probably
insisted that his wife not talk to that bitch from Children's Speech & Rehab. After the
way his father had acted at Jerry's evaluation, Laura really isn't surprised. But she shivers
to imagine what it must be like for Jerry growing up in that house. No actual physical
abuse. Just a lot of angry mutterings whenever Jerry says anything his father doesn't
understand. She can see Mrs. Cotter leaning over Jerry when he's upset, holding her hand
over his mouth to get him to stop crying and babbling words, so that Mr. Cotter doesn't
barrel in yelling for him to speak right, damn it.
"This one, Miss Aura. This one!" TJ's tuggings on her skirt interrupt her bleak
visions of life in the Cotter household. That was the day Jude disappeared Their
evaluation shoots into her consciousness, and she has to force her attention to the dump
truck sticker TJ is waving at her.
"What is it about boys and trucks?" sighs Laura.
"You got me. But you know, our older daughter was the same way. Until she
discovered Barbie." He ruffles TJ's hair, who squirms away. "I know this is probably
old-fashioned of me, but I hope he doesn't get into Barbie."
Laura leans in. "Between you and me, I hope he doesn't either. Her figure always
drives me insane with jealously."
"Miss Laura, there is nothing wrong with your figure."
Laura waves at him. "Yeah, I bet you say that to all the speech therapists.
Flattery will not get you an under-the-table discount." Puzzled, Laura cocks her head at
his too-loud laughter, and then, feeling her face grow a little too warm, realizes how he
might have interpreted her remark. Am I flirting with one of my patient's parents? Come
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on Laura! "Anyway, I'm kind of glad I didn't have girls and have to stare at those skinny
legs on my kitchen counter."
"Yeah, nothing worse than dolls getting in the way while you're trying to slice a
tomato."
They share a forced laugh while TJ places his sticker on his Dad's leg. "Hey
there! You trying to tell me something? All right, let's get of here and go eat some ice
cream."
"Beautiful day for it."
"Yep. Hope Spring's here to stay. TJ, would you go put your sweatshirt on?" As
TJ skips across the room to the miniature coat rack, Mr. Hauser fiddles with his keys for
a minute and then looks at her. "Look, feel free to tell me that I'm out of line, but I was
wondering if you'd be interested--"
"Married." Laura holds up her hand in front of him.
"Yeah, I noticed your ring a couple weeks ago. But I still wear mine," he smiles
sadly and holds up his own hand, where a band of pale gold still gleams against his skin.
"I don't know. I just kind of got this vibe, and I'm obviously attracted to you, or I
wouldn't have asked…anyway, I'm sorry for making it awkward. I hope it doesn't--"
"No, no, don't worry Mr. Hauser--"
"Jacob, please."
"Ok. Don't worry Jacob. Of course I will still work with TJ. We're both adults.
And I won't cry sexual harassment and have you assigned to another therapist in the
office. Although you might like Tina. She's built like Barbie." Hon, interjects Oprah,
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you are acting like a cheerleader approached by the quarterback two weeks before
Homecoming!
"Too much silicone?"
"My lips are sealed." Jacob smiles, and Laura can feel herself blushing again.
Damn that book! I never should have taken Heather's reading suggestions! Now
everything is starting to sound like some kind of double meaning!
"All right. TJ, you ready to go eat some ice cream?"
"Yeah!"
"Tell Miss Laura we will see her next Thursday."
"See you Hursday, Miss Aura."
"Bye TJ! Take care, Mr. Hauser."
He gives her a rueful wave and walks out. Laura takes a breath and gives them a
head start, taking a minute to make sure the room is ready for her last appointment.
Trucks off the table. Speech materials on the shelves. Chairs pushed in. She props the
door open and heads to the receptionist area. Heather is there, fanning her face with the
Hauser's file folder.
"Mmm-mmm-mmm! TJ's dad was a good enough reason to come to work today."
Laura laughs. "Careful Heather! I don't think your heart can take this kind of
excitement."
"Babe, it ain't my heart I'd be concerned about with that man. He wears a ring,
but my handy-dandy file folder says that he's divorced, right?"
"Your file folder speaks the truth, and may also be in violation of HIPA," Laura
says, flipping through her notes.
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"HIPA can eat my butt," announces Heather. "Now if only I was divorced, we'd
be rolling the tarp off the field," she continues, dropping the Hauser's folder into her file
basket. "Oh well, God has His reasons for everything. No sense committing adultery
just because Randall couldn't push my buttons if I wrote him instructions, drew him a
map, and acted everything out in advance with puppets." The two laugh, drawing a mild
glare of reproach from Tina, which reminds Laura of her earlier conversation with Mr.
Hauser, which gets her giggling again.
"What's gotten into you?" smiles Heather.
Laura considers telling her about Jacob Hauser's fumbling proposal for a date, but
decides against it. "Nothing. Just feels good to relax."
"Oh, before I forget, and I'm sorry I didn't tell you when you first got out here, but
I was distracted by the idea of Mr. Hauser slowly taking off his tie. The McDaniels
called. They need to cancel today. Marie's got that stomach flu that's making the rounds.
That would be all I need. Although I guess I could stand to lose some of this." Heather
smacks her stomach. "Feel like getting a drink on the way home?"
"I better not. Orion's home this week on break, and I think it's good for the two of
us to spend some time together every day. Although, next Friday he's going to a dance at
school, so maybe we can go out that night? If you're free."
"Free? Let me check my calendar, make sure me and Randy don't have a date.
Nope. We're good. Next Friday it is. Me and you, painting this corner of Indy all kinds
of colors!"
Laura finishes her paperwork, checks her room one last time, and heads out to the
parking lot. She calls home, but doesn’t get an answer. "Orion, it's your mother. I'm
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guessing you are still at the mall. Just calling to see if you were home and how hungry
you were so I could start thinking about dinner. Call me on my cell if you get this. I'll be
home in about fifteen, depending on traffic. Love you!"

CLASS CHANGE
"Orion, you butthead! How come you didn't tell me you were going to Spring
Fling? With Erin Whitfield?"
"Hey Kim. It's good to see you! My break was great! How was touring around
with your select team? You won every tournament and scored an average of forty goals a
game? That's gotta be a record!"
Kim laughs and punches him on the arm. "All right, I get it. I'm a big loser. I
didn't e-mail, IM, call, or text you once over the break. Sounds like you didn't miss me
much, though."
"What are you talking about?"
"Somebody went shopping. At the mall. With a girl. Who wasn't me. And
although you weren't holding hands, there seemed to be some casual arm brushing taking
place."
Orion frowns and stuffs his world history text in his locker. Pulls out his English
book. "Do we need this?"
"Got me. It's the first flipping day back from break, O. Better bring it."
Orion shrugs and tosses it back in his locker. "I think I'll risk the unbridled wrath
of Settinger."
Kim checks her watch. "You'll get your chance if we don't move it."
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"After you."
"Sure you don't want to wait for Erin?"
"Ok. What have you heard?"
"Well…" Kim starts down the hall, effortlessly joining the flow of students.
Trying not to bump into anyone, Orion follows. "Apparently, Jeannie saw you two at the
mall on Thursday and told her friend Kristina, who text messaged Dee, who plays on the
select team with me, who told me. Probably because she wanted to see my reaction."
"Why would anyone care? It's not like I was on the homecoming court or
anything."
"Come on Orion, you and Erin? It's too cute!"
"Thanks," groans Orion. "By the way, what was your reaction?"
"Just what you saw: It's too cute! I think Dee and the others were hoping for
something more like 'That bitch. I'll kick her ass all over the second floor!' Probably
because a lot of people still think we're secretly dating. Or at least, friends with benefits.
Anyway, I think it's awesome you're going to Spring Fling. I'll see you there. Maybe we
can share a dance."
Orion's heart picks up a little, even though he knows that it's ridiculous to feel any
jealously, when he's going with another girl. And a group of her friends. But still.
"Who…who are you going with?"
"Just a bunch of us soccer babes. Not that I didn't get asked, of course. I mean,
look at me!" Orion and Kim both crack up, and then Orion feels something slam into his
shoulder. He spins to the right and drops his notebook.
"Fire boy! How's it going? Snap and break anyone else's nose lately?"
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"It's too bad a ground ball didn't slip through your mask and rebreak your nose,
Larry, " snaps Kim. "It would probably be an improvement for your face."
"It's too bad something else didn't slip under my mask, soccer girl," says Larry,
sliding his tongue back and forth between his lips, to the laughter of the guy with him,
who Orion doesn't recognize. "Sure you don't want to go to Spring Fling with me? Me
and my boy Timmy here are getting a keg after. You and me could party on the beach."
"Why do you always have to be such a dick?" Kim asks sweetly.
"Why do you hang out with psycho boy here? Hey Orion, I hear you're going to
the dance with some girl who doesn't even have her tits yet. Are you some kind of child
molester in addition to being a pyromaniac? Wait, I forgot. Your brother was the pyro."
Orion steps forward, head swimming, and Larry continues, quietly so only he and Orion
can hear. "Yeah, go ahead. Take one swing at me. Get your first suckerpunch in. Right
in the hallway. And then I'm going to beat you so bad you’ll wish you were your
brother."
"Orion! Don't!" He can barely feel Kim pulling on his arm.
"Yeah, Orion! She's right. Let's wait." Larry walks over, picks up Orion's
notebook, makes a show of dusting it off, and hands it to him. "Here you go, O!" He
turns to Miss Jameson, one of the art teachers, who has walked over from her classroom
door to see what is going on. "It's important to be prepared for class, right?"
"Right you are. Students, you should head to class. Don't want to be late."
Larry turns and waves. "See you at Spring Fling. I hear there's going to be a
bonfire and everything. Why don't you bring your video camera, O? Soccer girl, it's too
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bad I didn't bump into you." Timmy sprays laughter at this, and the two of them walk
down the hall.
Orion folds and unfolds his notebook, his hands shaking. "So much for the
reformed Larry Bailey."
"Yeah. Some dicks only get bigger with time." Kim looks at Orion and they both
crack up, getting the eye from Miss Jameson, who had already started to walk back to her
classroom. Walking a little faster than before, they head towards Mr. Settinger's
classroom.
"Kim, what am I supposed to do?"
Kim stops, takes his arm, and looks at him. Orion still feels, as he has for most of
freshman year, dizzy when he looks at the curve of her mouth, but now Erin's face enters
his mind, and he remembers her smiles when they were walking around the mall together.
Let's take count: brother dead, father missing, I might be in love with two girls, I made
my English teacher hate me, and my brother's successor on the football team wants to
beat me all the way into the hospital. I should have my own reality show. Maybe
podcasts. I could put it on the web with Chad's video.
"Are you hearing me?"
"Sorry Kim. Spaced out for a minute there. I'm a little stressed. Can't imagine
why."
Kim's face softens. "I know. Look. Go to the dance. Have a good time with
Erin and her friends. I'll be there too. We can hang out. Drink some punch. You can
skip the bonfire if it's too much for you." The bell rings, and they both wince. "Don't
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worry about it. And don't worry about Larry. There's plenty of chaperones there. And if
he tries anything, I'll be there to kick him in the balls."
Orion smiles. "Will you wear your cleats?"
"Nah. They're a bitch to line dance in. Come on, for every minute we're late, Mr.
Settinger will demand one more pint of blood. And we'll probably start all sorts of
rumors by coming in late together."
Orion sighs. "That's probably the least of my worries."
Kim eyes him. "You just wait. You think people whispered about you with your
family stuff? You might have a girlfriend now. Maybe a love triangle. That's when all
the good drama starts."
"Great."
"Yeah, it's pretty ridiculous. People dying in a war, no big deal in the high school
cafeteria. But someone kissing someone who's kissing someone else--now that's
important." Kim peeks in the window inset in the classroom door. "We may be in luck.
Looks like Mr. Settinger's out again."

DAY 7
Hey O. This letter's just for you. Honestly, I'm feeling a little strange. I don't
think it's homesickness, but I did kind of miss all of you today. I'm sure Mom and Dad
would love to hear that, and they'd probably see if there was still a chance I could change
my mind, come home, and go to college. Or get a job with Dad at the dealership. That's
kind of why I'm writing you. We had this odd conversation at dinner today. Today
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(Sunday) was a slow day. Apparently, tomorrow is supposed to be a day of sheer hell, so
today's rest is supposed to see us through tomorrow. And the four days after that.
So, there's a group of us at dinner. Me, Travis, Bennie, Perry, DeRon, Thomas,
Hank, and Miguel. We're still in that "Who are you", "Where you from", and "How
many girls you been with" state. To hear my boy Bennie tell it, he's had sex with
probably half the female population of his hometown of St. Louis, including some of the
Rams cheerleaders. So, we're eating some surprisingly good meatloaf and mashed
potatoes, many of us on our second plate, shootin the shit about girls and who's going to
make the playoffs next year. Perry's shoving his second plate of potatoes into his mouth,
and Miguel says, "Damn man! Didn't your mom feed you at home?" Perry of course
comes back with, "I wouldn't eat like this if your mom would have made me some
breakfast all those nights I slept over. No, it's always six in the morning, and she's
elbowing me, 'Get out of here before my husband gets off work!'" We all just about blow
potatoes out our noses at that one, even Miguel, who has laid down his share of mother
insults in the past few days. This is how we spent our first weekend: talk of hometowns,
girls, football and making up false sexual exploits with the other's Moms. Well, except
for Travis, who just kind of shakes his head, but still chooses to hang with us. Whatever.
He's a nice enough guy.
After we get done, Perry says that the food here was a good enough reason for
him to sign up. Thomas looks up from his meatloaf and says, "Why did you all enlist?"
We all just kind of look around for a second, and then Hank clears his throat.
"Honestly," he says. "I was too dumb to go to college. I barely made it out of high
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school. No jobs in my town, so this sounded like a pretty good thing. I might even go
career."
"Career? Are you fucking crazy? With all the shit in the world today? Damn, I
don't know how you got through that psych evaluation," laughs Bennie.
"So why are you here?" asks Hank.
"Girls, " grins Bennie. "I've heard all the stories about how foreign babes dig us
American soldiers. I just want to travel the world and get laid. I even got some
camouflage condoms online."
"That's how my dad met my mom," interrupts DeRon.
"Buying camo condoms online?" I crack, and we all laugh.
"Wait a minute. You're actually agreeing with this shitass?" says Miguel, leaning
forward.
"It's true. My dad's black; my mom's Japanese. They met when my dad was in
the Army. He told me that some Japanese girls can't get enough of the American
soldiers, especially us black ones, " he says, high-fiving Thomas across the table, who
laughs. "But I'm here because my dad was in the army. So was Grandpa. It's a family
thing. What about you, Thomas?"
"I did well on the ASVAB, and almost got a negative score on the SAT. Seemed
like the best thing for my future. Recruiter told me the kind of skills I could get over here
might really help me when I'm out."
"What? Marching and digging?" snorts Miguel.
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"No, gayshit. Computer applications. I'm going through basic with you
punkasses, but that doesn't mean I'm going to end up on the front lines. While some of
you are getting your balls shot off, I'll be safe and sound in a bunker, reading a terminal."
"Same here," says Perry, raising his fork. "Although I'll probably be fixing jeeps
and trucks. Recruiter said based on my ASVAB scores, that seems to be where I'll spend
my tour."
"I'm hoping to go to Iraq," says Travis quietly.
"Look out boys, we got ourselves a stone-cold killah at our table," whoops
Bennie.
"Don't any of you read?"
"Only the letters in Playboy," laughs Miguel, and slaps hands with Bennie and
Hank.
Travis leans in towards us, taking turns looking at each one of us, and admittedly
O, he's a little strange. "This is a war. And not just between America and Iraq. But
between Christianity and all of the other false religions--"
"Trav, I don't think Islam is a false religion," interrupts Thomas.
"They've got Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior, as just some guy in their food
chain. What else could that be but a false religion? I'm going over there to convert who I
can, and those who can't be converted, well, I'll pray for them if they're peaceful. But if
they're holding a gun…" Travis picks up his glass of milk. "I guess Hell's going to get a
little more crowded."
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"Damn guy. I'm just in the Army for the free medical and dental," says Miguel,
and everyone just chuckles a bit. I supposed we were all still processing Travis's
proclamation.
"What about you, Brennan?" asks Thomas. "You on a crusade like Trav here?"
Orion, I really didn't know what to say. I mean, part of it was that I didn't get any
D-I scholarship offers, and part of it was that I was sick of school anyway. Grandpa was
always talking about how the armed forces was a tremendous opportunity for you and I,
but I don't think it was to preserve our family's military lineage. As you know, I had all
the girls I could handle back home, and much of that is just locker room talk anyway. Do
you and your friends hang around your band lockers talking about the hot trumpet
players? I bet you do, you horndog! Anyway, they were all just looking at me, so I held
up a forkful of meatloaf and said, "I'm with Perry. I'm here for the food. And Miguel's
mom ain't what she used to be." We all lost it over that one, even Travis, but I could see
Thomas's eyes not wanting to let me off that easy. Fortunately, it was time to head back
to barracks.
But I'm telling you O, I'm lying awake on my bunk, staring at the dark ceiling,
trying to figure out exactly why I signed those papers, and why I'm here. I can't come up
with anything, even after writing you. Guess I'll just have to wait and see. Tell Mom and
Dad I said hello, and that although the food is good, it's not better than Mom’s. But it
sure as shit is better than Dad's.
Your brother,
Chad
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HOUSE ARREST
Jude takes a long pull of his beer. It has been too long since he's had a decent
glass of beer. After Chad's funeral, he didn't really trust himself to drink. It was his
father’s voice, the one that whispered that drinking would really help him to forgot what
he had seen, that made him crack open the few bottles of Miller Lite left in the fridge,
pour them down the sink, and ask Laura not to buy anymore. He didn't want to forget
what he had witnessed.
"What do you call this again?"
"Iron City. Out of Pittsburgh. It's a state law in Pennsylvania that if you own a
bar, you have to have it on tap," says the bartender, wiping a glass. Jude watches the skin
under her arms jiggle back and forth, hypnotized.
"Really?"
"No, I'm kidding," she says. "Ready for another one?"
"Bring me another of Pittsburgh's finest!" orders Jude, and wonders if he might be
getting drunk.
"I'm afraid we're all out of Warhol's piss, but looks like you're doing fine with
what you've got."
"Who's Warhol? And why would you be serving his piss?" asks Jude, wondering
if she's been helping herself to long pulls from her own keg.
"No one. Don't sweat it. On your tab?"
"You're the boss, " assents Jude, accepting the fresh mug. He hasn't spent a lot of
time in bars, especially bars the size of this one. Most of his sporadic drinking excursions
with his fellow car salesmen usually involved national chains, where they could engage
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in friendly trivia competitions, play a game of darts at one of four electronic boards,
watch at least five different sporting events, have a couple beers, eat a full course meal,
and admire the various women who helped fill the establishment, before going home to
their wives. At least most of them went home. A few decided to make it a night by
putting in some overtime at Thongs-N-Songs. But here at House Arrest, the menu
consists of a hamburger, a cheeseburger, or chopped steak, with either a side or a basket
of fries. The only trivia is a half-finished crossword puzzle some earlier patron had left
on the bar, and the dartboard is currently occupied by a trio of kids who are probably
buying their drinks with someone else's license. A thirteen-inch muted TV hangs in the
corner above the end of the bar, where the Phillies appear to be scoring a slew of silent
runs in the bottom of the fourth. The only woman in the place is the bartender, and Jude
supposes that someone loves her, but her close-cut brown hair, her sour expression, and
her waddles up and down the bar aren't exactly the feminine ambience he is used to.
Besides Jude and the three teens on the dartboard, there's a man about Floyd's age at the
other end of the bar, slowly sipping a beer, and another man in black jeans, a black shirt,
black boots, black sunglasses, a cherry red bandana, and a black leather jacket sullenly
smacking balls around the bar's lone pool table, a small coin-operated model. For all
Jude knows, the man in black could be a woman. The place is dim and Jude tries to
ignore the smell of urine that seeps into the bar whenever one of the other patrons heads
into the men's room, mysteriously located right off the end of the bar, on the way to the
kitchen. It made finishing his fries a bit problematic earlier, but the men's room door had
only swung open once or twice during his dinner. Jude is trying to hold off on going
there himself for as long as possible, or at least until his burger digests a little more.
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He wonders if this is the standard for most bars in towns like Fort Winston,
Pennsylvania. Jude would call it small, but that might be too generous. Still, Floyd had
found it on the map, examining the road atlas while Jude had been driving. "This cover is
about beat to shit, Judy. And the whole thing smells like you've been wearing it as a
jock. Get off up here and hang a left onto Rt. 711." Twenty minutes later, they had
arrived in the downtown of Fort Winston, which consisted of three stoplights (one
operational), a tiny post office, two competing secondhand stores, a bar, a restaurant, and
the Blue Moon Motel, where Floyd was probably still sleeping, snoring loud enough for
the whole motel to hear him. Although when Jude had walked down to the House Arrest
for a burger and a beer--which has somehow become three or four of Pittsburgh's finest-the whole clientele of the Blue Moon had consisted of himself, Floyd, and the proprietor,
who introduced herself as "Mrs. Stanley Wilhelm." In the thirty minutes it had took her
to check them in, they had learned that she and her husband had founded the Blue Moon
right after Stanley had come back from "That real war" and they should have seen the
place "back in the fifties and the sixties. The 'No' flipped on most nights by eight. You
know what I mean by No, right?" When Floyd said No ma'am, they surely didn't, she had
patiently pointed out the window and toggled a switch behind her desk. "See? No, as in
no vacancy. Haven't had to turn that on since Ford was president. Not that it was his
fault." She had handed Jude and Floyd each a room key on a battered plastic tag about
the length of one of Jude's shoes.
"Don't lose those now, " Mrs. Stanley Wilhelm admonished, shaking her finger.
"Five dollars if you do." In the room, after bringing in Jude's backpack and Floyd's
grocery bag of possessions he had accumulated since driving Jude east, Floyd had held
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his keytag up, solemnly declaring he had about as much of a chance of losing this as he
did misplacing his dick. "Course Judy, even I ain't this big." Floyd had declined Jude's
offer to get some dinner at one of Fort Winston's apparently two possibilities for food,
saying a man of his age needed a nap after sitting on his ass all day in a car. "I'll catch up
with you later Judy. Let's meet in the bar. I'd trust a name like House Arrest before I'd
believe I could get a decent drink in a place called Judy and Rudy's. I could go for a
finger of whisky. Maybe even a fistful." So Jude had gone ahead, deciding to take
Chad's backpack, primarily so he would have something to keep his ridiculous keyring in.
Jude takes another swallow of Iron City, which had first tasted like the brewers
had actually used rust as an ingredient, but now tastes just fine. Better than fine. One
more of these, and then I'm going to stagger down what's left of Main Street in old Fort
Winston, collapse into Number eight of Mrs. Stanley Wilhelm's fine twelve-unit
establishment, and sleep until check-out time tomorrow. Floyd can drink his whiskey by
himself. Jude wonders if he should have waited for Floyd and taken a nap himself. But
he was hungry. And had wanted a beer for the first time in months. The thought of
drinking makes him a little nervous, even as he takes another drink of Iron City. But
having a burger and a beer in a bar with Floyd--that was just two friends hanging out.
Jude is surprised that he has come to think of Floyd as a friend, but he likes the guy, right
down to his stubborn insistence that he could drive Jude "just a little farther. Don't
worry. I ain't gonna drive you all the way to Iraq, or wherever the hell you think you're
going, but I've got a few more miles left in me before I turn around and head back to
Columbus. Between you and me Judy," he had said, tossing another little cigar out the
window while driving his usual fifty miles an hour on I-70, "this makes me kind of forget
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that I'm living on borrowed time. And that time has one hell of an interest rate. So, let's
just sit back and enjoy my last vacation. Although you ain't exactly the big-chested, onetrack mind woman I was hoping to take it with." They had both laughed at that, shortly
before crossing into Pennsylvania. Now if only I could get Floyd to drive a little faster,
shrink his prostate so he doesn't stop at every rest area, and convince him we don't have
to detour to visit every little state park.
"Something funny, guy?" asks one of the young men from the dartboard, getting a
round for him and his friends. He reminds Jude of every first-time salesman Sam hired,
usually fresh out of high school or with one year of half-assed college under their belt.
Sam had waited a few days, watched their fumblings on the lot, and then pulled Jude
aside, begging "Can you do something with this kid? So he sells at least one car a month
for us?"
"Just thinking about a friend of mine."
"Good to have friends. Hate to be nosey, but I'm curious. What's in the
backpack?"
"Smelly T-shirts. American Flag. Room key attached to a two-by-four." Jude
notices that his toes are beginning to go numb inside his new shoes. Good to know that
the old drinking reflexes still work.
"That old lady is crazy. Me and the guys threw a going away party for our friend
Eric there. She knocked on the door and told us to keep it down." He leans over, and
Jude notices that this kid's probably matching his own alcohol intake this evening. "But
guess what time she knocked on the fucking door? Nine! I mean, hell, the stripper hadn't
even got there yet!"
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"You had a stripper?" Jude tries to picture what the Fort Winston's version of a
gentleman's club would look like, and can't do it. Certainly not like Thongs-N-Songs,
although he had only been there twice in twenty years and lacked the knowledge to make
a thorough comparison.
"Had to drive into McCallister. About forty minutes away. Cost extra to make
the trip, but damn, she was worth it! We had to hide her in the bathroom when the old
lady knocked on the door again to complain about the noise. There wasn't even anyone
else staying in the other rooms!"
"Be nice, Jerry. Eugenia's had it rough lately." The bartender hands him a tray
with four mugs. "You good with that?"
"Shirl, when have I ever broke a glass in your and Amy's place?"
She snorts. "Are you asking about this week? Eight bucks."
"No tab?"
"Not with your crew. You know that."
He carefully counts out eight ones, swaying a little. Jude takes another drink from
his latest beer and watches Jerry's focused walk back to the dartboard, where his friends
are randomly throwing darts and cheering his approach. Jude observes that they have
been joined by a fourth, who is in the outfit that Chad once called "the Army's gentle
reminder that I am not like the rest of the people at the mall." The same clothes Chad
would wear out when he was home on leave. Before.
"That's Eric, who your new friend Jerry was talking about. Being shipped over to
Iraq. He's home on leave for a few days, " says Shirl, putting another glass of Iron City
in front of him. "You did want another one, right?"
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Looking at the four boys, especially the one in Army uniform, Jude thinks he
most certainly does want another one and takes a long drink. Shirl reaches up to the TV
and changes the channel. "Since the Phils have just about wrapped this one up already,
let's find something else to check out." She flips around and eventually settles on CNN.
"What the hell…let's catch up on world affairs. Although we could probably sum them
up as poor, poor, and piss poor."
"I'll drink to that," says Jude, and does. Through the Tilt-A-Whirl that is rapidly
becoming his head, he realizes that he probably shouldn't expect his bladder to be a good
sport for much longer. He slides off his stool, holds the edge of the bar for balance, and
aims for the bathroom. Opening the door, the smell smacks him in the face like a used
diaper buried in a litterbox, but Jude hurries in, finds the least stained urinal, unzips, and
pisses in a long, slightly burning stream. Hope there's no rust in there he thinks and
chuckles. After examining the sink, Jude decides that not washing his hands might
actually be the more sanitary of options and heads back down the bar, where another
customer has sat down on the stool next to Jude's, Chad's old backpack between them.
His back is to Jude as he watches the muted voice of CNN's newscaster, a cigarette
burning beween his fingers. Must be Army night All men in camouflage get free drinks
before nine Jude places a hand on his stool and carefully slides onto its seat, observing
that someone has dropped a cigarette butt into the remains of his beer.
"Hey guy, did you see who did this?"
The man turns and Jude opens his mouth to scream, but no sound comes out. The
skin on the face is ash-charred, the lips absent, the nose simply a lump of blackened bone.
Worse are the eyes, or the holes that stare straight at Jude and through him. Where the
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mouth should be stretches open, and light streams out, carrying a voice. "This visitation
is but to whet thy blunted purpose…or something like that. Mr. Settinger always said he
regretted trying to teach Hamlet to freshmen, and that he swore it was back to Romeo and
Juliet the next year." Jude blinks and the horror before him is gone, replaced by the
grinning face of his son. He leans over and pukes, his burger and what feels like a gallon
of Iron City rushing out of him onto the battered wood flooring.
"That's it Dad, let it out. You'll feel a lot better." Chad inhales deeply from his
cigarette and returns his attention to CNN. "That's good. Haven't missed the program I
wanted to see tonight. Should be a good one."
"Jesus Christ, buddy, didn't you just come from the bathroom? Couldn't you
throw up in the sink like every other guy in Fort Winston?" demands Shirl, hands on hips.
"I'll get the mop and puke bucket from the back. Amy'll be thrilled."
"Sorry…I'm sorry. Sorry. It's just…just…" Jude waves weakly at Chad, who
raises his hand towards the bartender.
"Yeah, I know. State of the world makes me a little queasy too, but I don't lose it
all over my floor." She points toward a sign hanging on the wall, labeled 'House Rules'
in black marker. "House Rule Number Four--if you puke in the bar, you clean it up. Or
you aren't welcome back. And you buy everyone else in the bar a drink before you leave.
Including me, who has to clean up your sorry mess."
"Fuckin' right, Shirley, " warbles the old man at the opposite end of the bar,
raising his glass, which Jude swears is the same beer that the old guy's been drinking for
the past three hours.
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"Don't worry. I got it, " insists Jude, who has cleaned up many a mess during his
years of fatherhood. "Can I get a glass of water?"
Shirley's face softens a little, and Jude is thankful for the kindness that appears in
her eyes. "No problem. Then, I'll get you a bucket." She pours Jude a glass and sets it in
front of him. Jude takes a sip, grimaces, and then sits down next to Chad.
"Good thing you didn't puke on my backpack. Although it wouldn't be the first
time."
"Great. I'm sure that's another story from your high school days your mother and
I shouldn't know about."
"Yeah, you're probably right. Here comes your mop and suds. 'Wring early,
wring often.' That's the way to go, Dad. Learned that in Basic. One of those little
nuggets that would have got me through life."
Jude takes the mop and bucket from Shirl, mumbling thanks, and proceeds to
clean up his mess to the cheers and encouragement from the four boys, still trying to get
the blunt-tipped darts to stick with some regularity in House Arrest's old dartboard. Jude
throws them a wave, wringing early and often, wheels his equipment back to Shirl, and
returns to his barstool, where Chad has started another cigarette.
"So, where you been?"
"What do you mean? I shall always be with you. Wait…that's Jesus. Sorry.
Besides, I thought you believed I was Floyd and was waiting for a chance to reveal
myself." Chad slaps his forehead. "Wait a minute. Floyd's not here! I could still be
him, Dad."
Jude's head is still spinning, so he takes another drink of water.
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"Better be careful Dad. That's real Pennsylvania well water. Takes some getting
used to. Of course, that could just be me. Tends to run right through." Chad grimaces
and puts out his cigarette. "Sorry. That was bad. Guess I won't be on the USO tour
anytime soon."
Jude holds out his trembling hand. "Chad, I--"
"Hold up Dad…here's what I wanted to see. Ask her to turn it up, will you?"
Jude does, and Shirl shrugs, walking over and thumbing up the volume.
"…was approximately six months ago that the video of the two American soldiers
killed and burnt alive--"
"That's terribly poor writing. Mr. Settinger's probably at home cursing at the
television," said Chad.
"…removal of Robert Campp from his position and a debate on the necessity of
embedded journalists and the balance between freedom of speech and the responsibility
and role of a media in a democratic society. My guest tonight is Dr. Philip Omens,
professor of Communications and Mass Media at Princeton, who's going to speak tonight
about--"
"Those two soldiers were sloppy," slurs a voice behind Jude, who spins around to
see Eric, the boy being shipped out, holding a beer. "I mean, trying to save an Iraqi girl
from being raped…what the fuck's the point? They're all the same."
Jude opens his mouth. Closes it. Tries to ignore the shaking in his hands.
"I mean, their whole unit had their orders. Security detail. Show of force. Sure
you've got to work with the mercs sometimes, but shit, it's good experience. That's where
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the real money is," Eric continues, using his glass as punctuation. "I'm going to go over
there, kill some terrorists, hopefully someone who blew up New York--"
"I'm pretty sure they're all dead," says the guy at the pool table. Part of Jude's
mind notices that the guy just played a nifty three-seven combo, but the rest of him is
shutting down, where the whole world is nothing but the smell of urine, the barstool
under him, and the voice of the recruit in front of him, who continues as if the pool player
hasn't said a word.
"Do my twelve months, and then sign up with a mercenary outfit. Subcontract
with the military, get paid a lot more money, and have the freedom to put a lot more
bullets in a lot more bodies. Goddamn, I can't wait." Eric takes another drink and then
raises his glass towards the TV. "Now these two pussies violated a direct order, went
into an unsecured area, and look what happened. I ain't saying it's right, but I'm saying
they got what they deserved."
Jude puts his shaking hand out to touch Chad's shoulder, but the barstool next to
him is empty.
"You've got to think when you're over there. See the big picture. Hell, way I see
it, I do what I'm told and kill enough people, who knows? I can sell my story to
someone. Maybe even get a movie made about me."
"Man, that would be righteous," exclaims Jerry, slapping Eric on the shoulder.
Jude stands up, feeling the room undulate around him.
"Excuse me? Private Eric?" Jude hears himself say.
"Yeah? What's up, old man?" Eric looks at the other three and rolls his eyes.
Jude hits him solidly in the mouth with his water glass, hearing what is either a tooth or
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the glass shatter. Eric screams and blood begins to flow from his lips onto his Army
uniform. Jude knows this is probably a bad idea, but also senses that part of him has
wanted to do this for all of the months he sat on the futon, from the time he ridiculously
threw Orion's skateboard at Sergeant Littleton's car until now, listening to this prick who
had never been in an actual war. Jude gets in one more shot to the kid's head, but it's with
his left hand, and he's having trouble seeing. Jude isn’t sure if it's because of the Iron
City or tears. Probably a little of both. And then the other three are on him. Blows to his
face. His chest. He dimly hears the bartender yelling, but then something large strikes
him in the back and he collapses to the floor, feeling their feet in his ribs. Again and
again. He doesn't even try to curl up or protect himself. A boot slams him in the nose,
and he hears a crunch and a burst of light explodes in his head. His mouth opens, and he
gasps for breath, finally realizing that he's been saying "My son. My son. He's my son,"
over and over.
"Shut up! Shut the fuck up!" screams one of Eric's friends in his face, and then
hits him again. Jude doesn't recognize him, but House Arrest is slightly blurry. He can't
be sure, but he might only have one functioning eye at the moment, and his nose feels
like someone stuffed an entire string of firecrackers up it.
"I ain't your fuckin son," says Eric and then spits a wad of blood and phlegm onto
Jude's cheek. "You're lucky I ain't got my piece. Shove it right up--"
"Then it's probably lucky that I've got mine." Jude knows that voice. He rolls his
head around, even though the gesture brings on another explosion of white in his eyes
and static in his nose. He squints. Floyd. Holding a gun. Where the hell was he keeping
that?
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"Fuck are you?" yells Eric.
"Don't matter much. What matters is that I'm a friend to that man there. And
unless he fell down and kicking him in the ribs is Fort Winston's custom of helping a man
up, I'm a little concerned about how you're treating my friend."
"He started it. Look at my fucking tooth!" screams Eric.
"Bartender. Glass of milk for my friend here."
"Sorry, I've got my hands full at the moment. Why don't you put down that gun
first, sir?"
"Not just yet. How about the cook there? Can she put down that butcher knife
and pour a glass of milk?" Jude is really curious about what's going on behind the bar,
but doesn't think he can stand to look.
"Amy, pour Eric a glass of milk."
"Shirl hon, I don't think…"
"Amy, pour the damn milk! Please…"
"One milk, coming up."
"To go, if you wouldn't mind," asks Floyd. Or rather, Floyd's ankles, because
that's about all Jude can see at this point. "Put the tooth in the milk and drive to the
nearest dental emergency clinic. Got to be one within thirty miles. If you hurry, they
might be able to save it. Go on, take the milk. It's on me."
"This one's on the house," says the cook. Someone reaches over Jude and takes
the glass. Jude hears a plop.
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"See Jerry?" says the bartender. "This is why I have you pay up front. Shit like
this. And if that barstool you hit him with is cracked, you're paying for it. House Rule
Nine."
Jude wonders if House Rule Number Six involves what to do with a broken nose
in the bar. He hears the door open and then slam.
"Okay there, old timer. You want to set that toy gun down on the bar? Or even in
your pocket?"
"You knew it wasn't real the whole time? Damn darlin, you got good eyes. And
here I thought you might really plug me with that shotgun."
"Seemed like you were defusing the situation nicely. The boys knew I wouldn't
shoot them, but they just weren't sure about you."
"Good I can still pull out the crazy eyes when I need to." Floyd's loafers walk
toward him, and then his wrinkled face clouds Jude's vision. "Jesus Judy. You really
know how to make friends in strange towns."
Jude opens his mouth to reply, but the bar starts spinning into darkness. CNN
follows him down with "if we wouldn't have shown it, someone else would have. That is
the reality of media…"
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